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before sunrise, from the Santa
Cruz Mountains, looking east.
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SANTA CLARA
GROWS
Late night studying in Orradre Library, (Photo: Bill
Hewitt)
Derryl Williams, a Political Science major, plays basketball
for the Broncos. (Photo: Mil<e French)
Growth. The growth of students. The
growth of a University. Neither is
calculated in a grade point average
or in an accountant's book. The
growth of students is often imper-
ceptible and therefore immeasur-
able, but we acknowledge its
presence by the degrees, the levels
of maturity we inevitably surpass
with each new year. Somehow the
people we hove met, the things we
have accomplished, and the exper-
iences we have had set us on a new
path, too.
4 Introduction
John Bantay and Kathryn Florez, lead dancers for
"Migrant," rehearse in the Dance Building. (Photo: Bill
Hewitt)
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GROWTH OF THE MIND
THE LEFT SIDE
Professor Unsell, for left, explains methods of surveying to
civil engineering students. (Photo: Bill Hev^^itt)
The growth of a University
depends on the qualitative
growth of its students. Just as
we set goals according to our
abilities, so a University sets its
goals according to its resources
and commitments. Adjusting to
the demands of an expanding
Silicon Valley, this one hundred-
ond-thirty-one year old institu-
tion begins an unprecedented
growing phase.
Late night study break In Orrodre Library! (Photo: Bill
Hewitt)
Students scramble for classes during Spring Quarter registration
for Freshmen. (Photo: Bill Hewitt)
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THE RIGHT SIDE
Thanks to the fifty-million dollar
Campaign for Santa Clara, the
campus will not look the same to
us in ten years. The growing trend
continues as SCU establishes itself
as one of the top Jesuit schools
in the nation, the beacon of
Catholic education in the West.
Top: Cliff Keuter's dance class doing their warm
up exercises. (Photo: Bill Hewitt)
Above: A few final touches in the Mayer
Theatre dressing room before Diana Torres goes
on-stage. (Photo: Nancy Cristofaro)
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GROWTH OF THE HEART
!''
Right: Members from the outside community gather
every Sunday morning in the Mission Church for 10:00
a.m. mass. (Photo: Bill Hewitt)
Below: (clockwise) Zig Zag, Bobby, Mike W., Brian,
Rich (behind Mike W.), Jeanne, Kirstin, Mike F., Rob,
Greg, Laura, Will, Jenny, and Albert at a "Scoper"
dinner in Benson. (Photo: Bill Hewitt)
Indeed, we are proud of our rich
heritage because of its implications for
the quality of education each one of us
receives, While pursuing a business, arts,
science, or engineering major, we have
all sought to expand ourselves as
conscientious, ethically sensitive per-
sons. Though we often take a Christian
community for granted, we hove all
participated in the spirit and growth of
living in this atmosphere.
The East Side from the top of Swig. (Photo: Bill Hewitt)
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-ROWTH OF THE BODY
Left: Lance Jackson leaps for a basket during a
game against North Carolina. (Photo: Jim Giles)
Below: Although much effort is made to prevent
them, injuries are sometimes part of the game.
(Photo: Mike French)
It is an atmosphere that challenges
us to grow, never allowing us to
stagnate, save during the sun-filled
spring season.
That which unfolds itself in these next
few hundred pages is the Red-
wood's incomplete, yet telling,
representation of the activities and
avenues of growth open to every
student.
— Mike Kraft.
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THE LEFT SIDE
SANTA CLARA
GROWS
THE 1982
REDWOOD
The growth of the logical, scientific,
reasoning part of the mind is essential
to well-rounded growth of a person,
Psychologists believe that the human
brain is divided into two sections: the
right side, which involves imagination,
artistic creativity, and emotion, and
the left side, dealing more with the
logical, scientific, and reasoning duties
of the brain. In most people's minds
the right and left sides of the brain are
not equally balanced. Their personali-
ties and the experiences they had at
an earlier age tend to more strongly
develop either one side or the other.
Students at Santa Clara also tend to
lean more towards one hemisphere
than the other, and often the side of
the brain neglected is the right side.
The University of Santa Clara is working
to even out the imbalance between
the left and right sides of the brain,
without turning the whole problem
around by causing the opposite
imbalance. In the office of Academic
Resources, Dr. Petty runs a free
12 Intro to The Left Side
tutoring service for any student who
may be experiencing difficulties in his
classes. Also, a student may see his
teacher for help. The professors
welcome students into their offices to
discuss assignments, tests, and lecture
material. The student/faculty ratio of
approximately 17:1 is low enough to
give the students plenty of opportuni-
ty to meet with their professors.
To prevent the underdevelopment of
the right-brain among students, the
Schools of Business and Engineering
require their students to tal<e many
humanities classes, including three
Religious Studies classes. The recent
merging of the Schools of Arts and
Sciences into one also helps
promote the well-rounded growth
of Santa Clara's students.
— Bill Hewitt
Intro to The Left Side 13
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It all began over 400 years ago, with a man and his dream.
During recovery from a battle injury to his leg, Ignatius of
.oyola began a reflective quest that would occupy the rest
Df his days. He recovered from his injury with a strong leg
and a stronger faith; and he set off on a personal
Dilgrimage to the Holy Land. He returned against his will
Defore he even reached the Holy Land; but, undaunted in
lis search for truth, he pursued the education he missed
3S a youth. After 11 years of learning, his education was
complete, but the elusive goal of truth would continue to
guide his life. Ignatius and his colleagues began again their
ourney to the Holy Land, vowing that if the Turks turned
^hem back as before they would devote themselves fully
o the service of the Pope, Unfortunately - but fortunately
or us - they were turned back, and the Society of Jesus
• the Jesuits - was formed.
A TRADITION
OF EXCELLENCE
THE JESUITS: YESTERDAY,
TODAY, AND TOMORROW
Opposite page/above: Sections of stained-gloss windows In the Jesuit
ihopel In Noblll Hell. (Photos: C, Von Hosselt) Jesuits 15
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gnatius was a man of deep faith and deep curiosity about
he world. He believed a full education was indeed a search
or God's truths in the world. In the words of Fr. Francis Smith,
Jector of Santa Clara's Jesuit Community, "He didn't think
he Gospel took people out of the world. He thought the
Sospel brought you into engagement with the world. The
vorld is God's world; it's not something to be walked away
rom."
'he Jesuits today, here at Santa Clara and around the
vorld, carry on in the spirit of Ignatius, taking an active role
1 the world around them. Undaunted by the world's
-ijustices, they can be seen as instruments of change in
3very corner of the globe — from war-torn Nicaragua to
3 small university in the heart of the Silicon Valley. It is ironic
hat such a traditionally and historically rich community is
ound here at the wellspring of tomorrow's technology. Yet
he Jesuits still believe in the value of a traditional,
\/ell-rounded education. "We live in an age of great
specialization, where we know more and more about less
and less. It is a real challenge for us just to slow down and
get ourselves in a reflective mood because our culture
moves at such a pace."
Fr. Smith says, "A lot of times people think a Jesuit
education is an attempt to interject a moral quality to
education. But that is just one aspect of it. I think a Jesuit
education is an education that looks toward the
development of the whole person." To that aim, the Jesuits
have projects in the plans to improve Santa Clara. The
huge fund drive the Jesuits have begun this year is all aimed
at the improvement of the educational opportunities at
Santa Clara. Although the amount of money needed would
seem staggering to most men, the Jesuits look at it as a
necessary goal to reach, in order to improve the University.
And the Jesuits have risen to bigger challenges. — Chris
Van Hasselt.
Jesuits 17
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THE STUDY GAMEagree with those who coll life a gome. But I don't thinl<Dne gome can accurately portray life's complexities. There
s certainly more to life than merely avoiding the poorhouse
3nd making it to easy street - as it is portrayed in
vlilton-Bradley's version. In fact, I feel life is best thought of p.^ .... c ak/ipaip
3S a continuous series of games, each game representing
^.p ^
3 different role in our life. As players we constantly move rnwi^^^i dy L.nKio vmin hmoocli
between games, always changing our role. When we first
:ome into this world our role is simple - we are children;
3nd as we grow and change, so does the nature of the
ole we play in the game. We meet others and ploy the
ole of a friend; we go to school and we are students. And
;o the process continues throughout our lives. Most of my
ife has been spent living the role of a student, studying
and toting books day to day. And when I try to understand
nyself, I have to look for a purpose or understanding of
\he game I've been playing.
The study Game 19
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IThe study game is a very complex and abstract
game; the best way to understand the abstract
is to look at it in terms of the concrete. But what
kind of game is school analogous to? A video
game, maybe - Pacman or Centipedes? No;
schools may swallow money as fast as one of
those machines, but there are no set patterns
to look for that make the game easy. Why not
chess? The moves are more methodical and
challenging. But I feel that the element of
chance is missing in chess; there really is a lot
of luck involved in the study game. For, despite
the genius of a student, an illness, a lousy lab
partner, or a lucky guess on a Scantron test can
greatly influence the outcome of the game. In
chess, a move is rarely lucky. School is more like
a game of billiards; it is a combination of both
skill and chance. You can win with a steady
hand or "slop" shots.
Some teachers are like pool sharks; you start the
game confident that you can win, but he runs the
table. School is very good that way, because, just
like the sucker who gets taken for all he's worth,
one learns humility in the discovery that he is not
perfect, or even as good as he would like to think.
With each passing quarter I become more adept
at the game, for I discover my limitations - I can't
do a ten page term paper in one night, nor can
I cram a quarter's worth of chemistry in a day
before the final, and still expect to "beat the
mean." I learn from fellow players as well as from
opponents.
The Study Game 21
As time goes on, a player develops his skills. He
develops timing and rhythm. The billiard player,
if he is to be good, must have a smooth even
stroke, for all the calculus and physics he knows
and uses to set up a shot vjon'i help v^ithout
a smooth stroke. A student must also have
timing; he must knov^/ when to study and when
to play. And he must have rhythm; he must
know the difference between study and play.
The well skilled student also realizes the need
to relax, for one can overplay a shot by
spending too much time lining up and then
tense up and choke. Finals can hove the same
effect; you can study and study until, with the
test in front of you, the material is just a
meaningless blur of words, numbers, and
diagrams. But you learn from the losses as well
as the victories.
But hopefully there comes a point where
confidence and experience takes the place of
luck, and the game becomes more fun. At this
point, the basics have become second nature
and the finer points of the game may be
refined; with the diploma in sight, the toil seems
profitable. The game is enjoyable not for what
it promises to be but for what it is; the challenge
of the game becomes enjoyable, instead of
frustrating. This is when players develop their
most valuable assets - that one trick shot they
always like to use, the one they depend on.
Instead of dwelling on your weaknesses, you
take advantage of your strong points. Victory
becomes easier, and the competition narrows.
Sure, you still lose sometimes but you are
growing, reaching your potential. The game is
beginning to pay off.
r
22 The Study Game
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It takes a lot of work, but finally you reach a point of
excellence. The player at this point sets up his shots, not
only one, but two or three in advance; he might learn to
make his boll hop or use spin to control the balls more
accurately. Students at this stage look beyond next
quarter, planning for their future careers. Company
interviews take precedence over homework, although they
can't forget about it completely. Now the key is to apply
the years of learning to something new; a new gome must
be mastered, a bigger gome. Like the other gomes in one's
life, school and learning will continue through a lifetime, for
even though the baby grows up into on adult, it will remain
a baby in the eyes of its parents.
24 The Study Game
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A MORE CHALLENGING STUDY GAME
THE HONORS PROGRAM
The high academic expectations of Santa Clara put a
burden on all of the students. But for the few students
enrolled in the Honors Program, study here can be more
challenging than usual, as intensive, accelerated classes
ore the rule.
This program is designed to provide a well-rounded, as well
as an advanced, education. Courses are offered in many
departments, but the emphasis is on the humanities.
Students must fulfill special honors course requirements in
the humanities and sciences. Some of these requirements
are university requirements made more specific, but many
are in addition to the regular university curricula.
Students find some noteworthy advantages to being in the
program. They are allowed to pre-register so they can fit
the extra classes into their schedules. Classes are also
limited to fifteen students, allowing for frequent, and
sometimes heated, exchanges in the classroom.
Of all the high school seniors willing to take on the
challenge, fewer than forty are selected each year.
Interviews, recommendations, high school grades, and SAT
scores are the factors in this selection process.
At the end of freshman year, a select few of these students
are granted Honors Scholar status. This releases the scholars
from university requirements. An interdepartmental
committee confers this award based not only upon
academic achievement, but also upon excellence of
academic spirit — the genuine desire to learn. This desire
typifies honors students and, especially, honors scholars.
Despite the strenuous selection process and accelerated
classes, honors students are still basically students. They
panic during finals in their freshman year, they stay up all
night writing papers, and they drop (or fail) an occasional
class.
—Marjorie DeWilde
and Chris Van Hasselt
26 Honors Progrom
Marjie DeWilde (left), an honors student, participates in a Sunnmer
Session Religion class taught by Boo Riley (far left).
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REACHING BEYOND LIMITS
After graduation festivities were over, I begar^ putting
av^/ay the books and various mementos of my college
career and reflecting upon my education at Santa Clara,
including my participation in the Honors Program.
September of my freshman year found me a bit cocky.
Hovi/ever, getting C's on Honors English papers (and I
thought I was a pretty good writer!) and middling grades
on Honors Calculus midterms gave me effective lessons in
humility.
In spite of what some people may think, the Honors Program
is not merely competition among "eggheads." I think,
instead, that the Honors Program fosters a certain
mentality, a spirit, if you will, by providing opportunities and
enriched courses. The requirements — history, philosophy,
science, math, etc. — at least see to it that one is exposed
to a wide range of subjects. But the spirit — that of a
"Renaissance" person — is transmitted in another way.
Dr. Lievestro's Time seminar immediately springs to mind as
an example. "What's so interesting about time?" some
students scoff. They would be amazed. We examined time
from psychological, religious, philosophical and physical
perspectives. Dr. Lievestro fostered a spirit of intense
curiosity, exploring why and how time fits into life, literature,
religion. Other honors courses similarly fostered this curiosity
and greater human understanding.
The program does ask more of students, personally as well
as academically. The professors attempted to push or draw
us beyond the limits we had set for ourselves. Pure
exhilaration rushed through our veins when we met their
challenge.
The Honors Program, in four years, fostered the qualities that
define the best students — humility, a love of inquiry, and
the confidence to reach beyond my limits.
— Heidi Kocher
Lovene Wood keeps the program running smoothly. (Photo: Mora
Matsumura)
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FROM THE DIRECTOR'S DESK
The University Honors Program, not in itself a major program,
is open to qualified entering freshmen in any of the
undergraduate departments of the University.
Honors courses, which are offered in a variety of subjects
in the humanities, sciences, and social sciences, are taught
by faculty specially qualified in the subjects. Most courses
are conducted as seminars, in which considerable
responsibility for presentation and discussion of material is
placed upon the student. Accordingly, the Program is a
challenging and stimulating augmentation of the student's
education. Most Honors Program students do about 20 to
25 percent of their four-years' course in Honors seminars.
Completion of the program does not in itself merit
graduation honors, but Honors Program students, more
frequently than the average, graduate with honors or enter
honors societies. Although most would distinguish them-
selves in any event, the challenging nature and the breadth
of Honors Program requirements and opportunities
encourage them to realize their intellectual potential.
— Dr. Francis X. Duggan, University Honors Program
Dr. Duggan, Honors Progrom director, works behind his (in)famous
desk. (Photo: Mara Matsunnura)
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THE
TEACHER
AS
LEARNER
By
James Torrens, S.J.
Herr Professor, James
Torrens, S.J,, reconsiders a
point in his iecture. (Photo;
P. Beemer)
30 The Teacher as Learner
What, Herr Professor, his chest bulging with
titles and degrees, become a humble
learner?! This seems as unlikely as the scenario
dreamed up by Isaiah the prophet — lion
reclining with lamb, child putting its hand in to
the serpent's hole, etc. And yet, what a
charming idea, instructors down off their
pedestals to find out what is going on else
where.
Undeniably a teacher is expected to know,
and a professor to speak with authority. We
expect competence from the person lectur-
ing, drilling, and testing us, real depth in a
particular subject. Those huge tuition charges
in the Academy these days are not for the
privilege of hearing some would-be Socrates
say, "Well, I honestly don't know. What do you
think about it?" Or are they?
When it comes to images of the teacher, we
may conclude there is more to learn, alas,
from someone glaring with the arrogance of
knowledge, than from the tentative pipe
smoker pulling quizzically at his chin. Still, I find
the latter more respectful of the truth. Truth
is so vast, so mysterious, so elusive. Today you
propose a bold hypothesis; tomorrow your
field opens up in a whole new dimension and
your own hypothesis appears naked and
flimsy. The speed of the obsolescence of
knowledge in our day is truly sobering.
Long before modern science and its habit of
revising itself constantly, Jesus came out with
his own strong reservation about human
teachers: "Call no man rabbi." It derived,
actually, from his observation of religious
masters cultivating status and having others
kowtow to them. He warned his own disciples,
"You, however, must not allow yourselves to
be called Rabbi, since you have only one
Master, and you are all brothers. . . . Nor must
you allow yourselves to be called teachers,
for you have only one Teacher, the Christ"
(Matthew 23, 7-10).
Fr. Torrens opens his
lecture by quoting from
onotlier seeker of truth,
Alexis de Tocqueville.
(Photo: P. Beemer)
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stumped. Dr. Peterson is
not ashamed to puzzle
over his graph along with
his students. (Photo: B.
Hewitt)
This warning by Jesus is actually strange,
because the Jews then as now prized their
religious teachers, attached to them with an
incredible reverence, and let their sayings
burrow deep into their memory. "Let your
house be a resting place for wise men; . . .
drink in their words with thrist," the Jews were
told in the Pirke Aboth, "The Sayings of the
Fathers." The advice is still good; none better.
But addressing the knowers, those privileged
to instruct, Jesus still has to warn them to
respect the hiddenness of God — the core
of things, like the center of our earth, far out
of sight.
About his own case Jesus had to make clear,
"My teaching is not from myself; it comes from
the one who sent me." He phrased this
elsewhere as follows: "The Son can do nothing
of himself, but only what he sees the Father
doing" (John 7, 16: 5, 19). Those listening to
Jesus recognized in him something wildly new.
He taught "as one having authority." His word
reached far beyond that of mere human
teachers precisely by reason of this mysterious
grounding of his.'' My poem following this essay
tries to say as much.
Our recognition that authorities — not
administrators but the texts and the lecturers
— are at best partial, changes the whole
notion of college and of college learning.
Success in a C.P.A. exam, high L.S.A.T. or
M.C.A.T, scores, a glittering G.P.A. become
only a minimum indicator of accomplishment.
What a deception, that precious degree!
Surely we may grant the personal benefit, the
boost towards maturity, from what the
psychologists call "closure." Yet finishing up
requirements does not necessarily amount to
learning. Much ink is spilt these days about
college athletes being, or not being, able to
achieve a degree. This debate misses the
essential. A degree can well be just a piece
of paper. The relevant question for on athlete
at college is the same as for any one else:
How much has your curiosity been aroused?
What have you started to learn? How well
equipped are you to pursue?
It is quite noticeable to teachers when the
spark of interest catches here or there in a
student, not necessarily a student of 'A'
caliber at all. The young person's life will be
different thereafter. The graduate schools
tend to collect perpetual students. Perhaps
indeed young men and women (middle-
aged, too) find the prospect of plunging into
32 The Teacher as Learner
Through discussion.
Dr. Gellrich
exchanges thought
and ideas with his
students. (Photo: P.
Beenner)
he shark-filled waters of employment distas-
eful; perhaps they cannot achieve closure;
Dut just faintly perhaps also they may have
developed a great appetite for truth.
)0 teacher and pupil must come to a
:ommon awakening, i.e. that the field of the
jnknown does not narrow, it widens, the
arther into it we travel. That is not a
depressing fact. It is exhilarating, much as
A/hen an explorer finds range beyond range
itill to look into. The explorer can always say,
1 can show you this for. I know my way
around here and here."
rherefore, if one of our fortunate few
graduates should ask, sailing off to that first
ob with Arthur Little, or Bechtel, or Century
Fwenty-One, "Why on earth would anyone
fake the pay of a college teacher?" The
answer should not be far to find. They do so
Decause of the receding horizon — the
stimulus of learning, the interchange, the
Bxcitement of discovery. Students pay to be
^he beneficiaries of this.
'
I owe the matter in the above two paragraphs to
Joseph A. Grassi, The Teacher in the Primitive Church and
the Teacher Today.
Students pay indeed to grow from an
unformed condition not just to on informed
one, but to a formed one pure and simple,
a condition of mind that con register
authentic questions and perceive the aptness
of answers; one that can link phenomena
while pondering their discrepancies and
resisting the impulse to harmonize them
forcibly; one that respects and joins in on the
common effort of truth-seeking underway
world-wide. The well-aware teacher does
have a sure position to speak from to the
more unsure. He or she knows much already,
but above all recognizes achieved truth as a
stage on the way to what one does not
know.
To pass into the realm of testimony, I myself
often feel that I have never quite learned how
to teach, precisely because of the monumen-
tality of truth, its vast mystery. (There may be
other reasons, too!) If I proceed in class with
a certain hesitance and uncertainty, I hope
it alternates often enough with the exci-
tement of discovery. Laying things out clearly
was never quite my strength!
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Scratching one's head is a
dead giveaway for
bewilderment. Could Dr.
Sweeney possibly be
confused? (Photo: B,
Hewitt)
I greatly admire teachers — of English comp,
of introductory math and chemistry and econ
and calculus and Quantitative Methods —
who can keep their enthusiasm high year after
year on the same introductory plane. They
need more incentive for this than the pleasure
of expatiating, and they are not likely to
garner disciples. So they must be mature and,
to my mind at least, they have to continue
as inquirers, furthering something, pushing
some boundary, even when taking students
for the twentieth time through the principles
of the semicolon (even on that humble
subject there is some philosophizing to do!).
Otherwise they will become quite dull.
I have been privileged to teach numerous
branches and combinations within the field of
English literature and writing, many of them
brashly taken on. I think I have gained most
from teaming up with other teachers, for
example with Brigid Barton in an Institute on
the Arts in the 1910s, or for a catch-all seminar
on the Renaissance at U.S.F., or in a joint
project with the Music and Dance Depart-
ment. I thank all the teachers who have let
me sit in on their courses — in English, Spanish,
Symbolic Logic (the "p's" and the "q's"
mostly eluded me). Music, even Sexuality from
an excellent professor at U.S.F. (no field
work!). What I most need, no doubt, is an
introduction to money, and to machinery. So
I do not speak necessarily of high-level
learning (that too, of course). Often the
basics!
My own case is in no way special, much
though it pleases me to look back on the
opportunities afforded me by my life in the
Jesuits and my days at Santa Clara University.
Droves of people these days experience the
same impulse, first of all to keep up in the
areas where they have been trained, then to
widen and broaden, lost of all and most
essential, though most rare, to deepen. So I
describe here not on exotic ideal, a kind of
intellectual swashbuckling, but a whole
movement underway in both crackpot and
authentic forms — a greater and greater
thirst for the waters.
Clearly it is vital for the good of students that
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any teacher of theirs be in evidence as a
learner. It is the kind of modeling expected
of a teacher, not as a pose but an
unselfconscious absorption. Robert D. Marcus,
provost of Rollins College, writing recently in
The Chronicle for Higher Education (April 14,
1982), urged his fellow teachers to be more
open with undergraduates about "the
incompleteness of our answers, formulations
and theories," to let them in not just to the
dining room where knowledge appears neatly
laid out, but to the kitchens of learning, where
pupils may "see our false starts, the
ambiguities and uncertainties as we push from
what we know to what we do not."
Marcus points out to us teachers where our
greatest value to our students lies — in this,
that "we know how to learn," And he
continues: "Knowing how to learn requires
+hat we understand and appreciate the utility
of perspectives and disciplines other than our
own in our personal and collective attempts
to make sense of our world. This is a lot harder
than it sounds." He is talking about none other
than general, or interdisciplinary, education,
which is the golden opportunity (no doubt so
often lost) of undergraduate years. Marcus
says, talking to fellow teachers who share his
view: "We will have to create analogues of
the department — temporary clusterings of
faculty members interested in common
problems across disciplines, who will thereby
be enriched rather than distracted from their
lifeworks." And to this the student must be
allowed entry.
The fact of Santa Clara being Catholic in root
and, I hope, branch should not shadow or
obscure this perspective. Far from it. The mix
of optimism and humility we find in our faith;
the awareness of tough resistances as well as
of plentiful resources; the cosmic or oceanic
sense, as well as the down-to-earth search for
the will of God and the earnestness about
comprehension of detail — all of this coheres
with the attitude towards continual learning
earlier expressed, as we tend towards what
St. Paul called "the fullness of God" (Ephesians
3, 19).
Above left: Dr. Chicks
goes to great lengths to
explain a difficult concept.
(Photo: B. Hewitt)
Above right; Exchanges
betv»/een teacher and
student are sometimes
humorous, as Dr. Dunbar
discovers; yet both parties
often gain from the
interchange. (Photo; P.
Beemer)
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Dr. Gordon is open to
suggestions from his
students. (Photo: P.
Beemer)
I would like to give Dante the last word here.
In the "paradise" section of his Divine
Comedy, Dante gives us, very briefly, a
sweeping view of all beings in their tendency
toward God: "He is the sea to which all
creatures stream / that he creates or nature
brings to be" (III, 86-87). We humans, the ones
"that he creates" directly, knowers and doers
as we are, have the privilege both of gazing
along this axis, far beyond us though it
stretches, and of choosing our way to him, the
True One. A teacher is a person, one who has
gone a certain distance, and beckons with
some assurance to those behind to follow. A
teacher also has some sense of the way, the
long way, yet to go.
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I IV
on Easter schoolday
Magdalen attached
to a rabbi's feet,
her hold on the truth
like wrestler Jacob's:
"I will not let you go"
"no, do not clutch"
first followers
of the Lamb
inquired, "rabbi,
where do you dwell?"
"call no man rabbi"
yet "come see"
"no, do not clutch"
he instructs the latest
learner by heart
"I must yet ascend"
into God,
into his own dazzle
where he attracts us
beyond all knowing
"come see who told me
my lost deeds"
woman ran calling
from Jacob's well
when from the stony deep
he drew her up
into light
James Torrens, S.J.
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OKAY. WHAT DO I DO NOW?
Dino Marino, a 1982 Santa Clara graduate, works in the S.C.U. Business Office as an internal accountant. In August 1982, Dino will
begin his new job in an accounting firm in San Jose. (Photo: Bill Hewitt)
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CLIMBING THE HILL
People argue that college does not always prepare
one for the "real world." After all, how often does one
meet an integrated circuit that speaks French or
discusses the ethics of nuclear war? The point they miss
is that someone who can only discuss ionic contamina-
tion of bipolar devices ends up talking to the wall at
cocktail parties. Still for me, an engineer, the central
question remains — does an engineering education
prepare one for engineering work. I contend that it
merely softens one up for the hill.
I learned that the ideal components I was taught about
in school don't exist. The operation amplifier that I
thought was described by Vout=A(V1-V2) is really
described by VouT=A(V1-V2-t- Vos);-Vcc + 2 < Vqut <
+ Vcc-2;iouT>''-5A. Oh, I couldn't forget to hang a 30
pi cofarad capacitor between pins 5 and 8 or else it
will oscillate. And of course, this only holds true at room
temperature, otherwise all bets are off. Help!
I also had to learn a new language: "A 30 volt spike
on the Vcc lii^e latched up the parasitic transistors of
the CMOS device, the resulting current fused open the
bond wire." Translation: "You broke it."
The frustrations of the work world sometimes prove
acute, but I have cultivated the ability to leave it
behind when I go home. Leaving my troubles behind
and relaxing with the newspaper is a treat from the real
world not often found on campus. There are others:
positive, instead of negative, cash flows and free
weekends.
College did prepare me with the basics of engineering.
Unfortunately, a technological field requires one to
keep up with new developments. One result: I've
started taking videotaped classes towards a Master's
degree. Lord preserve me.
— Francis Small, Class of '81
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Right: At the Career Fair on April
1st, Joanne Frassinelli discusses a
future career in television with Julie
Nunes from Channel 11 (Photo: Bill
Hewitt)
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LESS PLEASANT TASTE OF THE WORLD
rsh reality has set in during this summer following my graduation with a political
ence degree. There are so many things I didn't do to make finding a job
isier. Why didn't I take more "practical" courses? Why didn't I rush off eagerly
the spring interviews in a new career suit? Why didn't I make make myself
)re "marketable?" Why didn't I just delay the whole thing and enter the haven
graduate school? These questions pursue me and jumble my thoughts.
mily and friends try to be kind, and speak helpfully about the hard economic
les that are difficult even for the employable (implying that I'm not
ployable?). Yet not one has muttered the secrets of success in my ear:
lectronicsl" Instead, they tactfully suggest that I abandon dreams, at least
Tiporarily, for a nicely salaried job.
Dking for work is an exhausting routine. Combing the want ads daily, sending
t resumfes, filling out application forms, smiling at interviewers, and looking for
ersonal contacts" makes me continually wish the whole business could be
s painful. What am I looking for, anyway? As I contemplate on opening for
dministrative Assistant II," I realize that I am avoiding security in favor of an
jol, believing that it is possible to be more than a cog in the machinery, that
s somehow possible to make a positive contribution to society. This belief
itains myself and other graduates in similar straits when we feel like strangling
3 fifth interviewer to ask, "Can you type?"
_ |^gg Kjemtrup, Class of '82
:3 =5
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Andrea Hawkins and Kevin Baskin, 1982 graduates
of S.C.U., marry in the Mission Ctiurch on Saturday,
June 26, 1982. (Photo: Mora Motsumura)
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NINE MONTHS LATER . . .
)ishes, vacuuming, dusting, laundry, scrubbing. For this
spent four years in college?! Well, there were benefits,
lot the least being the man I met, went through
leoven and hell with, and eventually married.
\fter beautiful summer wedding in the Mission, we
ode off into the sunset to live happily ever after. Of
:ourse, being good students of Fr, Mackin, we knew
hot fairy-tale endings only happen in old movies. Walt
)isney never revealed that Snow White looked frightful
\/ith her hair up in curlers, or that Prince Charming, like
nost people, breaks wind after eating a chili dog.
Dur summer wedding was followed by a spring baby,
hroughout The Ordeal (i.e. labor), I kept asking myself,
'Is this worth it??" The answer was invariably, "No!!"
lut labor ended with another answer, and emphatic
'Yes!!" as we found out that "the kid" was not
'Adrienne Claire," but was "Damian Christopher." My
lusband was very proud, as are all good fathers, and
elished giving contraction by contraction accounts of
ny entire labor to everyone who v»/ould pretend to pay
attention. They all listened, nodding appreciatively as
hey slowly turned green.
)amian has since let us know who's #1 in our household,
jnd has taught us the joys of raising babies, such as
hot of going to a restaurant, trying to stop his wailing
)y bouncing him on your knee, and looking down to
:liscover that his Pampers are leaking onto your pants.
• we could develop a self-cleaning baby, we'd make
3 million!
iut Damian's only part of the new life we are making
or ourselves, I, for one, am enjoying the "leisurely" life
)f housewife. All those things I felt denied while in
chool, I now enjoy: reading, cooking, entertaining,
hopping, watching TV (go, Luke Spencer!!), even
icing nothing. True, my post-college career plans,
3long with all my textbooks, have temporarily been put
T the back of the closet. For now I'm taking time to
5njoy what feels right — being a mother and
lomemaker. While I'm not at present using my
Jniversity-gained knowledge and experiences in a job,
hey have helped make me who I am and hove
xovided me with the tools I need to cope with doily
"housewife" encounters.
— Teresa Muir Small, Class of '81
Andrea and Kevin with their parents after the wedding. (Photo:
Mara Matsumura)
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STEREO WARS
(OR WHY I FAILED MY CALC MIDTERM)
44 Stereo Wars
sat at my desk, carefully studying calculus.
)erivatives and integrals, followed by a few
mits and an occasional epsilon or delta, were
lying thiroughi my head. 1 started to
inderstand; I almost had a clue, and then it
loppened
. . .
'Thump, a-thump, a-thump."
yiy concentration was broken. At first I
hought it was an earthquake. Afterall, I hod
lever been in one, how did I know what they
vera like?
iut the thumping continued. And it got louder.
\nd then this high pitched wail broke on my
5ars.
Ting-ting-ting-deedle-ding-ding-ding-dee-
jle- ting-ting-ting
. .
."
Suddenly I realized what it was. (No, it wasn't
3 train or an unmuffled VW.) It was the one
ound I dreaded, hated the most. Disco at 60
vattsl!
walked over to my "weapon." It's a
i;hopsuey 401 with 140 watts per channel
3nd more meaningless buttons than anyone
else's stereo. My speakers are bigger than
airplane tires and my turntable is so sensitive
that it picks up sounds dogs can't hear. The
best equipment money can buy.
The key to winning a stereo war, however,
isn't the stereo; it's the music (the ammuni-
tion). Now when you want to have a quiet
party you break out the Neil Young. Or when
you want to dance you bring out the Go-Go's
or the B-52's. But what do you combat an
earful of Disco music with?
I started searching through my stockpile
frantically. Jimi Hendrix? A good idea, only the
last time I turned up "Purple Haze" 12 old guys
with long hair came by looking for Wood-
stock. The Zeppelin? Maybe, but that stairway
has been traveled just too many times. There
was only one proper alternative: The Who.
"Tommy" or "Quadrophenia"? No, only
"Who's Next" would work for sure.
Carefully, I picked up the album. Slowly pulling
it out of its sleeve, I held it flat and lowered
it gently onto the platter. Picking up the
Dust-O-Matic, I cleaned it thoroughly before
the crucial playing. Then, I turned on the
power.
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Mow I was almost set for the battle. I looked
around the room, making sure nothing could
fall, and I took a final look over all the
equipment. Then I adjusted the volume.
10-20-30 watts. I could still hear the Disco,
though muffled. I needed more wattage. I
pushed it up to 70 watts.
Then the Disco popped up even louder!! I
couldn't imagine it. The nerve! How could
anyone try to overpower the Who with
Disco?! In anger I cranked it up to 120 watts.
I left it for a few minutes, then I turned the
music down. Silence. The Disco was gone. I
had won! (I always win.)
I guess you won't be shocked when I tell you
that my neighbor and I both got write-ups, or
that I ended up with a D-i- on my calc
midterm. What it all comes down to is that
all these dorm life distractions can hurt your
grades. Parties, women, stereo wars, they all
hurt!! Let's face it, gang, this is school. When
you get right down to it, IBM doesn't care that
your stereo is undefeated; they want to see
that glowing GPA. You've got to set your
priorities. Well, that's what I did, I had a choice
between putting up with Disco in order to get
a good calculus grade or taking a study break
to engage in stereo warfare. At the time,
blowing my neighbor's Disco into the stratos-
phere was all-important, but now that I'm the
proud owner of a hefty D-h, I wish I'd thought
about it twice.
Written by;
Stephen P. Smith
Illustrated by;
Chuck Eichten
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•FREEDOM OF SPEECH
A large part of the
academic life at Santa
Clara circles around the
many important and even
famous speakers brought
to the campus by the
ASUSC, and other depart-
ments and organizations.
Here are some highlights of
this year's speakers
. . .
"The challenge of the next revolution is how to increase the knowledge and awareness of . . ,
citizens so we can see tensions and terrors, the ways around them . , . and the solutions, rather
than facing them in frustration or blood,"
—William Colby, former CIA director, January 11, 1982 (Photo: C Chan)
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"We are terrifici That's the problem. I'm patriotic, and I don't like it
/hen our government lives down to its weaknesses. Our power is not in
our bombs, but in the people of the country."
—Midge Costanza, former Assistant to the President for Public Liaison
under President Carter, May 3, 1982 (Photo: M. Frome)
"We've got to teach disrespect for
authority in the schoolsl Your
education isn't complete unless you
smash the ivory tower image."
—Abbie Hoffman, political activist
and author, April 28, 1982 (Photo:
M. Bernal)
"I knew I could no longer go
without talking about the Holocaust
. .
.
The Holocaust was not just a
Jewish question. It can hit any of us
any time."
—Robert Clarey, Holocaust survivor
and actor (best known for his role
as Lebeau in "Hogan's Heroes"),
April 30, 1982 (Photo: C. Chan)
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"Total corporate governance . . . needs the tools of
ethics to bring the other tools together so that the
corporation may not only provide economic goods at
a profit, but also serve the common good."
—Theodore Purcell, S.J., current Dirksen professor of
Business Ethics at Santa Clara, February 3, 1982 (D.
Werking)
'It's hard for the press to discuss some of Its major problems . .
. because of its
cozlness v*/lth the power and the Establishment."
— Nora Ephron, journalist and media critic, January 26, 1982 (Photo: R. Marini)
"They (multinationals) are not accountable to anyone
. .
. They answer to the shareholder and therefore
they are not (and can not be) the keeper of the
conscience of the world."
— Michael Manley, former Prime Minister of Jamaica,
November 5, 1981 (Photo: A. Beezer)
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Over my dead body will you keep me from full human dignity
id rights in the constitution of my own country."
Sonyo Johnson, the feminist who was excommunicated from the
ormon Church for her radical views, November 12, 1981 (Photo:
Pedersen)
"We can not turn nuclear bombs and missiles into plowshares until
we turn our values into religous ones."
— William Wood, S.J., California Jesuit Provincial for Education,
February 18, 1982
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THE RIGHT SIDE
All the works of man have
their origin in creative fantasy.
What right have we then to
depreciate imagination?
— Carl Jung
SANTA CLARA
GROWS
THE 1982
REDWOOD
56
Psychologists theorize that there ore
two distinct functions of the brain; to
the left hemisphere belong reason,
math, science, logic, writing, and
language; to the right hemisphere
belong emotion, appreciation of
music and art, dance, intuition, and
fantasy. Similarly, there are two
different types of personalities and
motivations which lead students to
pursue a "practical" major, such as
business or engineering, or a liberal
arts discipline. Doubtless it is wrong to
make such distinctions as right-brain
persons and left brain persons when
referring to the whole person
because, as Jung points out, we all
share the use of our imaginations.
Therefore, we ought not be careless
or skeptical about imagination,
especially as expressed in the arts.
Nevertheless, the comparatively small
liberal-arts community at SCU must
continually strive to show that a
sensitivity to right-brain activities (if
you can call them that) is a fun-
damental requirement for a well-
rounded, humanistic education. Be it
as a dancer, musician, painter, actor,
writer, television producer, or disc
jockey, several avenues are open to
the student wishing to realize this ideal.
Once students pursue T.V., radio,
dance, or music, what can they do
with that knowledge? Contrary to the
prevailing notion that liberal-arts
majors are not concerned with
getting a job, many are finding their
(ills marketable and their experience
I the arts complementary to their
oreers. Studying the arts is something
iey do for four years because they
ant to be artists. They realize that
rt, theatre, drama, literature, and
lusic define and reflect our culture,
leir education is invaluable because
broadens the mind to grasp the
veep and flow of history, humanity,
nd themselves. This is how the liberal
rts are "useful." So liberal arts majors
re not wasting their time because
they are not directly preparing
themselves for employment. From
another angle, I know several students
who have a strong interest in the
liberal arts, but feel that they must
concentrate on a more practical
major.
Although many departments in the
arts remain isolated from one another,
they are working towards an interdis-
ciplinary sense of participation.
From Mayer Theatre on Lafayette to
the Music Building on Bellomy, each
department has experienced a
growth in its own direction which has
enhanced the spirit of the arts
campus-wide.
—Mike Kraft
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Dance at Santa Clara is a unique experience. Few
schoois provide their students with as many
opportunities to participate in dance programs as
Santa Clara does. Here, technique and choreography
go hand in hand. This past year alone has seen
tremendous strides in both areas. We now have
stronger dancers, producing high-quality works than
ever before. There is always something happening in
the dance building. If the dancers aren't rehearsing
for one of the departmental productions — The
Choreographers' Gallery, "Images", Senior Recitals —
or working with the theater and television depart-
ments, they are organizing, directing and performing
their own shows. Making full use of the available
space. Studio A and The Freightdoor Gallery have
both housed many performances this year, and the
Mission Gardens was the setting for our 2nd annual
Spring Concert. Through the love and dedication of
the dance department, Santa Clara is continually
exposed to the art of dance, learning to appreciate
its richness and accepting it as an important part of
the University community. — Jane Bulger.
% '
Swung by the rhythm of
a yes and no
between the living and
the dead I go.
The dance is in my bones
and though I see
that every dancing bone
will cease to be
I will believe my bones
and learn to trust
my living and my dying
for I must.
Coming and going by
the dance, I see
that what I am not is
a part of me.
Dancing is all that I
can ever trust
the dance is all that I am,
the rest is dust.
I will believe my bones
and live by what
will go on dancing when
my bones ore not. Dance 61
—anonymous
CHOREOGRAPHERS
GALLERY
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1
HENRY HARRIS
GREEN
AND COMPANY
Dance 63
CREATIVE
OUTLET
Dance has been considered a
projection of thought and
feelings into movement with
the body as the instrument,
movement as the medium and
rhythm as the mold. To know
movement, a dancer must
train the mind to reflect on the
conditions of the body and at
the some time train the body
to be responsive to the ex-
pressive mind.
For me, a business major,
dance is a creative outlet. My
movement serves as a release
for physical and emotional
energy and as a conscious
expression of feeling. In my
four years at Santo Clara, I
have seen the Dance Depart-
ment strengthen and grow.
Enthusiasm and support
between teachers has creat-
ed a dynamic atmosphere of
learning and creativity.
Teachers and guest artists
have inspired me to explore
expression through choreo-
graphy and discover the rich-
ness of movement in my body,
(cont'd on next page)
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I believe in dance as a
narration of intellectual, emo-
tional and spiritual experiences
in movement. Expression and
movement are everyday vital
ports of life, and v^ith the
influence of rhythm and form,
they create art in dance, —
Tricio Eaton
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"Women Song": Beth Harrison, Joan Lazarus. Christina Freeman, Emily Keeler. Ellna Mooney
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Migrant": Donna lusl. Julie aegley, Lisa Pease.
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OUTDOOR
DANCE
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Lisa Stanley
Michelle Ashford, Rhodes Klement, Lisa Pease, John Bantay
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Lisa Stanley
SENIOR RECITAL:
JOHN BANTAY
John Bontay, Michelle Ashford. and Kit Gross
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Hans Boeppie s concert, above
tara Matsumura, below
UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA
Orchestra Rehearsal
72 Music
Concert Choir Performance
itudying music is an intense, demanding, sometimes grueling
jxperience full of rewarding discoveries and discouraging
lisasters. Trying to understand an art as elusive as music is like
rying to understand human behavior: every time a concept
)r rule seems clear and obvious, an exception is pointed out
^hich creates further confusion. To some, music is a v/ay of
;ommunicating with people. To others it is an expression of
he divine in man. Still others see it differently from either of
hose ways.
\s a result, being a music major involves a complex challenge.
demands endless hours of studying and listening and
)racticing and reading. It stretches self-discipline, patience,
3nd determination to their limits. In the process, one learns not
)nly of music, but of human behavior. Music manages to bring
)ut the best — and worst — in people. At times one is
discouraged after hours of practice at the piano or after hours
)f listening in the media lab because progress seems so
ion-existent. But then one hears a performance or reaches
30 understanding, and it mokes all the long hours and endless
vork seem more purposeful and worthwhile.
1 some ways, learning music theory is like learning a foreign
anguoge. One must learn to be able to look at written music
and hear it in the mind's ear as well as hear music and be
able to transcribe it. The trouble is that the alphabet used is
nothing like the ones used in spoken languages, the rules are
:lifferent, and most of us don't grow up being exposed to
Tiusic in the same way we ore exposed to language.
A/hile the goal in studying music may be easy to comprehend,
t is very hard to reach. But the rewards are so great that it
Tiokes it all very worthwhile.
— Kelly Snyder.
Choirs
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Tim Connell pounding at the piano
Mlmi Tung, Pianist <
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Probably the first and foremost thoughts I
have regarding music are of its precious and
far-reaching qualities. To me, the beautiful
and intangible aspects of music ore what
make it so personal.
While playing, composing, or simply listening
to music ore all distinct from one another,
everyone can appreciate and enjoy music in
his or her own way. Music reaches all people:
the music experts, the amateur musicians, the
special people at Agnews, or the plain "music
lovers." Whether hard rock, new wove,
liturgical, or orchestral, music in general can
appeal to inner emotions in people.
One does not have to understand the
theoretical or technical aspects of music, for
by its very far-reaching nature, music invites
people to respond to and enjoy in whatever
way they can. _ Mara Matsumura
yd Johnson, our Intense and accomplished organist
luttltolented Melonle Nolbondlon playing with her feet
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THE
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The Sax's.
The "Brass"
Johnny Sheehan
THE POPULAR VS. THE SERIOUS
le musicians' goal is to communicate
1 unique level. Although somewhat
^nfined by the style and culture of
5 era (not to mention the taste of his
jdience), he still has infinite possibili-
38 for revealing a part of himself that
ould othervk/ise remain concealed.
storically, works of art that have had
imediate, widespread appeal have
•fen communicated less than pieces
lat drew recognition and apprecia-
:n only gradually. The reason behind
lis seeming paradox is actually quite
Tiple: consider the people you deal
ith regularly, if not daily; the ones
hom you pass with but a casual
reefing will be of little significance to
Du. However, the people you con-
arse with intimately and extensively
ill hove more to reveal and will
lerefore prove to be more influential,
is no surprise to me that my most
alued friendships were among the
lost difficult to engage initially. Great
lusic, much like a warm interpersonal
Jiationship, is not something to be
ndured — rather enjoyed. The
/orn-out "oldy-moldies" of yester-
ear illustrate this point most vividly. To
wn collection of pop records is to
ossess one's own personal and
istorical monument. Speaking from
^y own experience, Pete Frampton
leans the year 1976, turning 16, and
ill other aspects (and maladies) of
lat point in history and stage in life,
he some can be said in respect to
oston for the year 1977, Journey for
1978, and so on. Each of these is like
a friend who came and went:
yesterday by my side, today all but
forgotten.
Only seldom are pop artists able to
evade this fate, The Beatles were
among the very few. I must concede,
however, that even their music will
likely fail the test of time.
Why then, do some, like myself,
choose to compose popular rather
than "serious" music? It has indeed
been a difficult question for me to
confront. My answer should be
relevant, in some way, to everyone at
SOU: I do what I do because I am
proud to serve and reach others in my
own way, though it be of a temporal
and transient nature. Likewise, every
music major has or is seeking his/her
own path to reach out, share, and
reveal.
In any case, rather than wait a few
eons to reveal my soul, I have chosen
to speak in the form by which I may
be heard today. Should I outlive my
own tabloid, then I shall have at least
spoken for the moment and set one
day, one year, or maybe even one
generation apart from the rest.
Eternally recognized music, "serious"
music, is great, but let's not forget
1982.
It means a great deal to a musician
when a listener compliments his work.
In effect, the listener is saying to the
musician "You spoke and I heard."
More important than the mood or
pace of a piece is the depth of
emotional experience between com-
poser and listener. This is the basis for
a piece's merit. Understanding this is
crucial toward understanding the
musician. Most of the music majors
express themselves more eloquently
through the music they make (regard-
less of the type), than through the
words they speak. Some find it difficult
at times to get across to even one
person. Yet with music, we musicians
can sometimes speak to an entire
crowd and be perfectly understood.
— Johnny Sheehan
Hans Boepple at the piano
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Dave Soberanls.
As I sit up and take notice during my last
year here, I try to put in perspective the
events that have changed my entire
v\/ay of thinking, from ambiguity and
ambivalence to aggressive positivism
and focused pursuit. The crucial decision
I mode during the last four years was to
devote my college study to Art - as in
making it,
I come here with no direction and found
one in art. Certainly if I had been
interested in art before college, I would
hove gone elsewhere (I had a hard
enough time explaining my presence
even prior to my artistic pretentions).
But here I was nonetheles, without di-
Mexlco Folklorico Exhibit
Ron Nelson. Ceramics Teocher
rection, much as I suspect man-j
others were. Since then I've watchec!
my undeclared freshman roommatf;
turn into a highbrow neurc;
psychology intellectual on the vergt'
of publication (I flatter him, but th'
change is truly amazing). Et cetera, e
cetera. It happened all around me
though I scarcely realized it.
I am by nature an exterior cynic-od
man out looking in, so to speak, I hav
made many caustic remarks abOL
Santa Clara, but truthfully, I mu;
recognize that I am in art and hopp
with it because of the school.
But why should you, Santa Clar
Steve Bfiscc
graduate, looking back after five or ten
years, be interested in an art twerp's last
public ramblings? Who knows? But spare
me one more paragraph of righteousness.
I can state now that I've chosen a field
(and consequently a lifestyle and stan-
dard of living) that interests - even inspires
- me to the core. It's not something I can
say about many people around me who
were looking for the easy out or quick
cash at the expense of their real interests.
Look at yourself in five or ten years and
examine the big picture. Now, I'm not
trying to get art converts, but the second
most crucial decision I have made, which
allowed me to make the first, was that no
matter what I did I could always pull myself
around and undo it, redo it, or start over,
So my question to you at this point is: are
you satisfied with yourself?
— Steve Briscoe
I
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de SAISSET
MUSEUM
The 1981-82 school year was a
particularly active one for the de
Saisset Museum. Exhibits were but one
of the museum's contributions to the
University community. Other activities,
such as film series, lectures and
concerts, sponsored by the de Saisset,
benefited not only the students and
faculty, but also the general public in
the Bay Area.
Fall quarter, the de Saisset opened
with two exhibits from the Art
Nouveau era: Edouard Vuillard
Drawings and The Nobis and Their
Contemporaries. The Vuillard drawings
exhibition included sixty works created
early in his career. In the Nobis show,
paintings by Gauguin, Bonnard, Vuil-
lard, and Denis as well as Larche
•sculpture, posters by Mucha and
Toulouse Lautrec were exhibited. In
conjunction with these Art Nouveau
exhibitions, the museum presented a
lecture and two films.
Also during the fall quarter, an
exhibition. New Images, which fea-
tured works on paper by three
Northern California artists, was shown
n Gallery IV. Louise Stanley, a guest
professor in the Fine Arts Department
during the fall quarter, included some
of her works in this show.
Winter quarter, the de Saisset opened
with two exhibitions: The Art Faculty
Exhibition and Myth and Reality: Five
African Societies. The Art Faculty
visitors at the New Images Gallery Opening
Exhibition featured works by four
members of the SOU Art Department.
It consisted of sculpture by Sam
Hernandez, drawings by Kristi Hager,
photographs by Keith Walker, and
paintings by Fr. Gerald Sullivan, S.J.
The second exhibition, "Myth and
Reality", included artifacts from the
San, Ovambo, Rendille, Fang and
Yoruba tribes of Africa. Various events
were presented in conjunction with
this exhibition: a reception featuring
Fau Dia Congo, on African dance and
music troupe, and two lectures given
by Tom Seligman and the famed Mary
Leakey.
There were two exhibitions in Gallery
IV during Winter quarter. The first show
displayed abstract color photographs
taken by Janis Crystal Lipzen, a San
Fancisco artist. The second show
consisted of paintings and prints by
Theodore Fontaine.
The de Saisset also presented a Winter
Film Series featuring Fred Astaire. The
popular film series included three films:
"The Gay Divorcee", "Swing Time",
and "Silk Stockings."
Sam Hernandez. Head of the Fine Arts Department
Spring quarter at the de Saisset
opened with the Traditional Crafts of
Mexico Exhibition. Guest-curoted by
Ines Gomez, Director of the Chicano
Affairs Office, this exhibition comprised
on extensive array of Mexican folk art.
Along with the Mexican exhibit, Ines
Gomez gave an illustrated talk on
Arte Popular de Mexico.
In the Spring, Gallery IV hosted the
Drawings Exhibition, composed of
recent works on paper by artists
Timothy Anderson, Brian Longe, and
Steven Pen. In May, an annual juried
art show entitled SCU Art Student's
Exhibition was presented. Senior art
major Steve Briscoe won an award for
"Best of Show." Other award
recipients included Peter Verbica in
photography. Bill Conrad for three-
dimensional art, and Cindy Decker for
two-dimensional art.
This wide variety of activities illustrates
the vitality of the de Saisset as a
cultural center for the University. Next
year's activities will continue to
provide a rich store of pleasures for art
lovers and film buffs. — Wesley Hall
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1982 Staff Members of The Owl
86 The Owl
Editor: Julie Sly
Associate Editors: Lee James, Eileen
Diepenbrocl<, John Hardman
Production Manager: Judy Valadez
Layout Director: Matt Kelsey
Assistant Editors: Mary Doyle, Mark
Harris, Sean Nalty
Business Manager: Joyce R. Valadez
Production Assistants: Jennifer Chun,
Cathy Skrbina, Eri Koga, Gretta Yao,
Steve Starliper, Jean Sugikawa, Tessie
Earnshaw, Patty Beemer, Mario Stone,
Pete Verbica, Terese Johnson, Anne
Gough, Boyd Petterson, Steve Rudicel,
Greg Galati
Poetry Editors: Mary Shipsey, Mary
Shea
Artists: Andrea Bold, Phillip Deleon, Lori
Palermo, Brian Johnson
Ptiotograptiers: Chris Pedersen, Su-
sanne Mulcohy
Facuity Advisor: Professor James P.
Degnan
THE
OWL
The Owl, first published on the Mission campus in
December of 1869, is the literary magazine of the
University of Santa Clara. The editors of the earliest
edition of The Owl declared it to be "a magazine
devoted to mental improvement," and, indeed,
today The Owl is published twice yearly with a similar
aim: to provide a forum for ideas and opinions by
publishing the best non-fiction and fiction writing of
Santa Clara's undergraduates, alumni and faculty.
In 1982, the February and May issues of The Owl
featured journalistic pieces including "The Peripheral
Canal: $20 Billion Down the Drain" by Patty Beemer,
"Catholic Missionaries: Martyrs in Latin America," by
Julie Sly, and "PG 8c E's Rating Game" by Terese
Johnson; fiction writing including "Deer Hunt" by Lee
James, "Roommates" by Eileen Diepenbrock, and
"Never in Threes" by Brian Johnson; satire including
"Civil War" by Neal Jimenez, and "How to Write Like
a Famous Writer" by Mark Davis; reviews including
"Writers at Work" by Tessie Earnshaw, and "Literature
Against Itself" by David Callaway; literary essays
including "Erasmus and Loyola: Millies Chrlsti"t)y Mike
Kraft; and, poetry by 20 persons within the University
of Santa Clara community.
fty Beemer Mary Beth Shea, Maty Shipsey. Judy Valadez. and Julie Sly
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THE SANTA CLARA
(Starting at ttie top) Tory Shirley, Roberta Furger, Jean Johnstone. Rich Anderson, Tom Donforth. Inge Kjemtrup, Aison
Beezer, Chris Long, Ribbles King, Michelle Murphy, Evan Emot. Arme Hamiy, Greg Goloti, Dave Sorem, Rtta Clccarelll, Mark
Sur, arKl Tom ForreB
Jm
Jean Johnstone (Moriaglng Editor) and Roberta Furger (EdItor-ln-Oilef of
the 1981-82 editions of The Santa Clara) at the Avi/ards Banquet
Scott Scfxjefer. Rob Stankus (Edttor of ttie 1982-83 Santo Ckra). and Jean
JotvTstone. Ttie k»t Ave Issues of tt>e year served as the nev*' staff's initiation and
preporotkan for ttie upcoming months of deadlines and very iate Wednesday nights.
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"If we have bothered each of you — angered you into questioning
values once held fast, worried you into seeking other sources for
information on subjects raised in these issues of The Santa Clara. If
even once you have felt challenged, we've done what I sought out
to do . . ."
This is how Roberta Furger, the first woman Editor-
in-Chief of The Santa Clara, described the purpose of
the 1981-82 student newspaper. Simply reporting the
news was not good enough. The Santa Clara
educated, shared opinions, questioned, and evaluated.
With a little help from Bruce Springsteen and a
dedicated staff that spent many late nights working
side by side in Benson's basement. The Santa Clara siafi
managed to meet their deadlines so Vargas 4 could
distribute the paper sometime Thursday (usually in the
morning).
Phew, breathe a sigh of relief until next week. What a
heck of a lot of work!
But all work and no play . . . Well, don't worry, the staff
never suffered from that syndrome. Their tenure was
highlighted by many playful moments. Spending part of
Christmas vacation in Tahoe together, and traveling to
New York for the Spring Convention of the Associated
Collegiate Press were the two Biggies. Of course, there
were always those fits of insanity that overtook them
at the strangest moments like when they smeared each
other with cake before taking that group picture and
then running off to shower when it was already midnight
and the paper was nowhere near completion (how'd
that last issue turn out to be so good?).
Finally, during Spring Quarter, the "new" staff "took the
helm" of The Santa Clara with the help of the wisened
members of the "old" staff. It didn't take the new
editors long to realize what they'd gotten themselves
into, yet for some reason they're still smiling . . . and
planning.
— Carlo Dal Colletto
rrxS and Ted Beaton, Photography Edton fof 1982-83 The Santa Clara 89
Allison Beezer and Chris Bruno drawing up layouts.
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Tom Shanks, S.J.. Adviser, very late on a Wednesday production night.
Inge KJemtrup, Kothy Dolle-Molle. and Chris Bruno wort<lng at the light table.
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THE REDWOOD
Donna Klrtsy, secretary
Tom Murphy, Captions Editor, Chris Van Hosselt, Academic Life Editor; Bill Hewitt, EdItor-in-Chlef, Charlotte Hart, Student Life Editor; KIrsten Ulowltz,
Advertising Manager; Mike French, Sports Editor; Gretta Yao, Graphic Arts Coordinator; Mike O'Brien, Photography Editor; Mike Whelan, Class Editor;
Nancy Crlstoforo, Arts and Communications Editor
92 The Redwood
"IS THIS THE '82 BOOK WE'RE
WORKING ON?"
HO\N IT ALL BEGAN
It all started as a joke, around January, 1981 Dan O'Neill (the 1980-81 Photo
Editor) and I were discussing the possibility ot ever having a really good yearbook
again, and Dan told me, "Bill, why don't you go for editor?"
Well, that started me thinking. For the next few months, I was planning, scheming,
and most of all, feeling frustrated because editor-in-chief sounded like a good
job, but I didn't want to hove to be here working on the book, away from my
home in Southern California, for the whole summer,
A CRASH COURSE IN YEARBOOKS
To be honest, I didn't know a thing about being a yearbook editor-ln-chlefl My
only salvation was Alfredo Muccino, a former SCU student who knew a lot about
graphic arts and yearbooks, but was really patient too I began spending nearly
all my spare time asking him questions down in the office. At least I had a clue
about what to discuss during the interview with the University Communications
Board, the people who make a recommendation to the President about who
should be editor.
THE INTERVIEW
In the Interviewing room were a lot of official-looking people: the Communications
Board. Even though I was the only person trying out for the job, I was still scared
to death. They started asking me all sorts of questions about the number of
alcohol-filled pictures planned, what year the book would come out, and whether
I would still be willing to do the job if there was an adviser to the yearbook,
I told them that I didn't want alcohol in the book, I planned to have the book
out In the fall, and that I would be delighted to hove an adviser to the Redwood,
That Interview turned out to be more a planning session for the 1982 Redwood
than an Interview for an editor of the book,
THE FIRST STAFF MEETING
I needed a staff fasti I talked with some of the freshmen at orientation and found
that a lot of people wanted to help. Still, that was not enough, I needed to
get them organized. We needed a staff meeting I About 40 people came to
that staff meeting. I'm sure glad I prepared something to sayl Out of that
meeting, the staff was formed.
THE DARK AGES
For the next four months, I did a lot of planning, discussing, meeting and learning,
but we hodn't produced anything, I had a good group of editors, but I didn't
know how to use them. I just couldn't pull it all together. We had a good plan,
a lot of portraits, and we were ready to pick a printer. Still, we had nothing
to show for all our work.
THE RENAISSANCE
Things picked up once we chose a printer. Ed Farewell, our Walsworth
representative, gave a workshop for the staff and took us all to lunch at the
Good Earth. The workshop wasn't a really great help, but getting the staff
together for the day sure was. That was the first time we all were together
discussing our sections and trying to plan the book, We even started worrying
about the deadline.
THE FIRST DEADLINE
Three weeks before our April 15 deadline, when we were supposed to turn in
110 pages, we didn't have a thing donel When Ed Farewell came to see our
pages a week before the deadline, I started getting scared. A few days before
the 15th, the whole staff got together, and we started a big push We worked
evenings, nights, and mornings. We were lucky that April 15th was also tax day,
so the post office was open until midnight I
THE YEARBOOK TAKES OVER MY LIFE
We managed to get all of our black and white pages in on time (with 40 more
color pages still to be completed). We were now having regular staff meetings,
semi-regular work sessions; but my work schedule was about as irregular as you
could Imagine, I found myself running into editors all over campus. They always
had a question, so we would stop and have a "mini-meeting," in the middle
of the cafeteria.
KEEPING THE JOB AT THE OFFICE
My fiancee, Jeanne Busch, helped me get my job and and my life into more
reasonable order. I had developed the bod habit, whenever we were together,
of stopping to talk to an editor, or dropping by the office, "just for a minute,"
not getting away for a quarter of an hour as several major crises were being
solved.
Jeanne helped me get started setting up a daily schedule with more or less
regular work hours, regularly scheduled meetings, and regularly scheduled
homework. I was able to concentrate on my studies, and when I was through
for the day, I managed to forget about the yearbook and all the little
emergencies until the next day.
THE END IN SIGHT
With just a few days left until our final deadline, the completion of this project
was well within sight. It's been a long and productive year. The Redwood, and
the staff, have grown quite a bit since those initial planning sessions a year and
a half ago. We made it.
YeortxDok/Newspaper dorVroom home away
from home
— Bill Hewitt
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Mke MIchete and Nancy Crtetoforo: summer wofk
Renee Kwon and Mike French pushing toward the last deodllne.
Charlotte Hart and Tom Shanks, S J., adviser
94 Redwood
hotography. Wintof Quarter Sentor PortroHs: Brian McDormet arxa Mara Motsumura
'osendohl, Mar|e DeWllde. and Bi Hewttt.
MAJOR ACHIEVEMENT
When I remember the yearbook, I remember o lot of
frustration. We faced a challenge from the entire University
to produce a "good" yearbook and sometimes we felt like
we were smiling in the proverbial face of adversity.
People would say, "That's a lot of work, isn't it?" I could
never understand why they would ask that. "Of course it
is," I wanted to shout. "Do you think it could possibly be
easy?" Often, we lived yearbook. My friends quickly
learned how to find me: First, they tried our office, then
my room. Deadlines came and went, and in June we were
for 3. Not an encouraging situation, frustration welled
inside of me.
It's very possible to associate only frustration with yearbook,
but only if the incredibly talented people who produced
it are not considered. The group was constantly growing;
we roped in anyone who even hinted that they might like
to help. The five, six, seven ... I don't know, we kept adding
more as the need arose — editors became a core group,
and around us was a very strange conglomeration of
people. Oh! They kept each other entertained! I only wish
1 had bugged that room; I know I could make a fortune
selling some of those jokes to struggling comedians.
My delight in those who contributed their time, knowledge,
zest and creativity isn't my only impression of them. We all
did our snare of frustrating the hell out of each other. In
retrospect, a lot of it is funny. In fact, I remember many
times when I'd talk to Bill Hewitt, the editor-in-chief, for half
an hour, walk away from the conversation, and then realize
I didn't have an answer to my question. And, it took me
months to get used to Mike French's sweet talk, or Mike
Whelan's meticulously efficient methods. Mike O'Brien (yes,
three Mikes, talk about frustrating! . .
.) learned to avoid my
negatives early in the game, and Nancy Cristofaro could
be counted on to provide evidence to support Murphy's
Law. Some of our staff disappeared before I even got to
know their names; others became my confidantes quickly.
Hours together in that ridiculously tiny office led to some
pretty good conversations, and through all the madness,
each of us found that this monstrous project we had taken
on was, in many ways, good for us.
Frustration is a source of education. Making this book was
an adventure. With an engineer for an editor, in fact with
only two editors who were not engineering or science
majors, we were an unlikely bunch. Hidden talents and
knowledge constantly surprised and saved us. And in the
end, we had a plan to eradicate our $40,000 debt; we
had involved an unprecedented number of people and we
had portrayed the school without following the two year
pattern of emphasizing the social scene. And best of all,
we achieved our goal — we came out in the fall of 1982!
Everyone taught, and learned from, everyone else. We
screamed, yelled, ground our teeth and held our tongues.
We ate, worked, played, studied, and rejoiced together.
All in all, frustrated or not, we hod a good time . . . not to
forget the fact that, adverse conditions or not, we met
the challenge.
_ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
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The clock says 8 12 ... and it's time for Scott Allen's 6:00 news
KSCU 97
UNDERGROUND SOUND:
MOVIN' UP
"It's nine o'clock in the even-
ing and you're listening to
KSCU Santo Clara, the Rock
and Roll rebels of the South
Boy . . ."
This was part of KSCU this year,
but the station was much
more than just a "rock and roll
rebel." This year has been one
of transition, not only in terms
of physical location, but in
terms of the quality and
emphasis of our programming.
For those of you who thought
of us as burnt-out hippies, or
new wove drug fiends, I'm sure
that this year held some
surprises. KSCU moved from
our stone-age quarters in the
basement of St. Joseph's Hall
to a brand new, professional
looking studio in the basement
of Swig Hall. Thanks to Mike
LaPlace and the entire staff at
Audio-Visual, we now hove a
audio set-up that is on par with
most local "commercial" sta-
tions.
But our transition was so much
more than physical; it was
musical as well. For the first
time since the beginning of
KSCU, we became responsive
to what the students wanted.
We conducted a music survey
in the Fall and adjusted our
programming from there. This
isn't to say that we went "top
40," but we did take into
consideration the voice of the
students. We played the in-
dustry superstars while at the
same time letting you listen to
the up-and-coming groups.
Our jazz on the weekends
became a major focus and
some of our most popular
programming.
Running a non-commercial
channel, we knew it was
important to emphasize public
service in our programming.
Station Manager Lisa Christen-
sen's "Women Alive" program
became one of the most
highly-regarded women's for-
ums in the valley. Our news
department's outstanding job
kept all of our listeners in-
formed every hour about
world events.
Sports coverage increased as
Bob Sherrord's Boys covered
both Bronco basketball and
baseball gomes for us. The
sports wrap-up program was
known as the complete word
in sports coverage.
But KSCU is more than just
music, weather, news, sports,
and public-service program-
ming. KSCU is people; people
developing skills, and growing
in maturity. Looking back on
my four years at the station, I'd
have to say that the greatest
growth I sow was in the
attitudes of the people
around me. A radio station is
only a reflection of those who
run it and work on it. In this
regard, I think KSCU has grown
a thousand fold.
Next year KSCU moves to
103.3 from 89. 1
.
This move to
the commercial band soys it
all. KSCU has come a long
way in the last year and will
continue to grow and
change for the better. So
the next time you're drivins
down the rood and yoi
punch that button on yoL
radio for KSCU, remembe
you're listening to far mori
than just the rock and re
rebels of the South Bay.
Ken Cardona on the mic. Greg Sharkey and Dennis Capovllla
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HAVE YOU
HUGGED YOUR TV
STUDENT TODAY?
Theatre Arts Majors have been falsely
accused of being "out in leftfield" most of
their college careers. Not only is this an
injustice and a gross generalization, but
recent studies also show that less than 75%
Luclan Egan Grathwol and Marty Ryan, announcers.
of all TA majors have suffered any kind
of permanent brain damage v\/hatso-
ever. Now, before I get into a debate
that exceeds my cerebral capacity, I
must make it clear that I can only
speak with any kind of authority about
a minute faction of this maladjusted
and schizophrenic organization: the
television department.
Contrary to popular belief, the vast
majority of a television student's
homework does not consist of watch-
ing Laverne and Shirley re-runs.
Hogan's Heroes, maybe; Laverne and
Shirley, never. As a matter of fact,
plagiarizing re-runs is discouraged
even at the Intro level.
"Introduction to Television Production"
is the title of the first course a TV
student must take. Naturally, the
parents of said student are unduly
impressed with the sound of it. But
allow me to assure you, from the first
"beep it" to the final "fade to black,"
it is pure hell. My first days with Fr. John
Privett proved to be as enjoyable as
a head-on collision with a Mack truck.
I can still recall his first tender words of
advice to this new group of raw TV
recruits, "If you miss a class I suggest
you drop the course, otherwise you
will flunk." One of the students walked
out right then and there. But was I
discouraged? No siree, boy. Not me.
I didn't get discouraged until my
60-second show went 78 seconds.
(Two seconds over is rewarded by a
drop of one full letter grade on the
project). Timing was very important.
From then on it was screaming, hair
pulling and the never ceasing sounds
of Chuck Mangione emanating from
the audio board.
So, anyway, I managed to survive
Intro with only minor emotional scars.
Next came Directing I and II and
Production Planning. The Big Three. All
in a row. One after the other. Talk
about masochistic! Here I learned the
finer points of dead batteries, wrong
adapters and no more tape.
When (if) a show was completed, the
entire class of eight hard-core TV
fanatics got together and verbally
ripped it to shreds. Provided the
editing machine hadn't already ac-
complished that task mechanically.
I
Seriously now, engineers, have yoi
ever given your thesis paper to {
typist and had him or her hand yoi
back twenty sheets of blank papei
claiming that your project was ac
cidentally erased? Editing machine
do that.
The final course is called Advancec
Producing and Directing. Sounds like
we're really doing something now
doesn't it? Here, the command, "dc
Shows" is the battle cry for th(
quarter. No lectures, no books, jus
"do Shows." Ah, freedom at last!
Freedom to hire six students to pla^
cowboys in a cola commercial, only tc
have them get drunk and rowdy or
root-beer. Freedom to do a taping q-
3AM if I hod to. And I did. Freedom tc
dress up my roommate like a 6'2'
Turkish Guard for an American Express
commercial. Freedom to succeed o
fail all by my lonesome.
Granted, TV students don't do a lo'
of studying. We've just got a quiz c
day for the first two weeks of class
But we make up for it with sleepless
nights and vindictive electronic ma-
chines that may or may not honor oui
request for a recording. Sometimes i1
may cause us to grovel uncontrollablv
in the middle of the Alameda, or stanc
on a choir in Benson and howl at the
fluorescent lights. But, please, try tc
understand; it's only creative genius a1
work. Honest. — Paul Martin
Michael Murphy adjusts the background curtain.
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Snyder reviewing his camera shots Jusf one more time .. or at least for tlie first tirtie.
"EIGHT MINUTES TO
AIR-TIME ..."
You are calm. You know there won't
be any problems because you've
planned everything with care and
finesse. All of your slides are arranged
properly in the studio and film chain
slide projectors; the camera people all
have a complete list of their shots, and
the music is cued up to the exact
beat. You sit down in the director's
choir, and you notice that your script
is shaking slightly, primarily because
your hand is too. No major problem;
it's probably from all the coffee you
drank the night before as you were
trying to stay awoke at 4 AM to moke
your ten-minute news show as clear
and concise as possible.
You are prepared, you tell yourself as
you nervously bite on your fingernails.
"Eight minutes before you hove to
start recording," your valuable assis-
tant director tells you.
You thought there were at least
twenty minutes left, and you haven't
even had a rehearsal yet.
"Technical director, run through the
film chain slides, will yo? Reagan, right.
Falklands mop, OK. Fr. Rewok, good.
Dollar sign slide, OK. That's it. Looks
great," you say with self-assurance.
"Uh, what about the blank slide you
need in there for when you start the
filmed commercial? You know that'll
mess you up real bod if you don't
have it," your astute assistant notes.
"Oh God. How could I hove forgotten
the block slide?" You mumble to
yourself as you throw down your
headset and dash into master control
to totally rearrange your slides to
include a block slide.
"Four minutes and twenty seconds to
air-time," your oh-so-precise assistant
director reminds you as you speed
bock into your choir.
You ore not worried, though. You ore
prepared. The slide thing was a fluke,
a mere insignificant oversight, you
reassure yourself, accidentally biting
your technical director's fingernails
instead of yours.
Dullea. cameraman
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"OKr let's start a rehearsal.
Standby to beep, ready to dis-
solve in on camera one with music
and title, and standby to cue
newscaster," you call.
"The correct preparation calls are
standby to beep, standby to fade
up on camera one, not ready to
dissolve in on camera one," your
annoyingly accurate assistant
director interrupts.
Well now it's almost totally impossi-
ble to get a rehearsal in because
you only hove 3 minutes and
fifteen seconds to air-time; so you
try to adjust to the fact that you
hove to do the show extemporan-
eously.
But, hey, you're not worried. You
didn't need to rehearse anyway
because you are prepared, you
say to yourself again as your
technical director quickly hides his
fingernails from your reach.
"90 seconds un-"
"I know!" you quickly interrupt
your needling little pest of an
assistant director.
"Roll and record", you shout back
to the engineer, forgetting that
she can hear you over a loud-
speaker in her room.
"Rolling," she yells back.
"Standby to beep, standby to
fade up on one with title and
music up full, standby to cue
announcer," you command, eye-
ing your assistant director.
"Beep it!"
"Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five,
four, three, two, one."
"Fade up on one with title, music
up full and cue announcer," you
rattle off as if it was one long
word.
Now you don't have any more
time to assure yourself of your
preparedness because you've
started the show,
Camera Crew
The show goes OK, despite the fact
that you tried to chroma-key with the
wrong camera, your engineer was on
the phone during your show instead of
checking video levels, and your
assistant director somehow lost track
of time, which caused the show to go
over by fifteen seconds; the show was
almost a success. Well, not a failure,
anyway.
So now you know the keys to making
it in the T.V. department: always think
nicely of your assistant director; never
bite your technical director's finger-
nails; and if you're prepared, you'll
never have to worry. — Chris Dunne
An Intro, class production: T.A. Dennis Dullea ond Fr. John Privett stand by In cose of ©meroency.
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n Privett, S,J,. Director of the TV, Facility
Ihe fifth annual golden johnnies
I
e house lights faded to block, and the
otiights began to sweep across the
indred people in the audience. Taped
jsic come through the loudspeakers,
id then a voice; "Live from the Fess
irker Studio Theatre, it's the First
inual Golden Johnnies, honoring the
3St in television production, direction.
and performance!"
And that was the way the Golden
Johnnies began five years ago. What we
had in mind then was the creation of an
evening when we could celebrate and
have some fun with cur friends and families
as we enjoyed a simple ceremony
showcasing student work. A few things
have changed over the years: only
the place, the number of our friends,
the style of our show, and the shape
of the award!
IVIuch has remained the same, par-
ticularly the main reason for this yearly
event: to showcase student work. This
year's audience saw some of the
finest television productions we've
ever shown, the result of extraordinary
efforts on the part of the student
producers, extraordinary patience by
their crew members, and extraordin-
ary core by John Privett and the other
instructors. In many ways, we have
indeed arrived at "the big time," and
a spirit of excelience continues to
grow.
Recognition is also due to the students
who wrote, designed, performed, and
otherwise worked on this year's show.
The Golden Johnnies succeeds only if
students take the opportunity to
create and produce a show full of
music, dance, dialogue, light and
sound, all in addition to the video.
It has been exciting to work with these
people, most exciting because of
their commitment to excellence and
to creating an evening when all of us
con celebrate and hove some fun.
— Fr. Tom Shanks, S.J.
'
J that our time hos cornel" The finale to the 5th Golden Johnnies TV Awards: DIano Torres. Sean McNamara, Uz Frischholz. Terry Morse, Bemie Ancheto, Lisa Pease, Mark Hebert Donna lusl
-
vMarlo Reuter, Steve Wllner, Donno KIrby, and Paul Hoen,
T.V. 103
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ANATOL
Brown and Kattvyn Knottt: Anotol ihopping witfi Gobrtele.
John Brown a$ ArKJtol
Seon McNomora. John Brown. Stevo BerrrKidez. Jim Crino. Andrea Bohmarvi. Shala Bruneau, Dkna Tocres. Marchete Deronleou, Uz Frtschholz,
Kothryn Knotts. Karen Reuter.
Steve Bermudez and Jkn CrIrK): Referees' kjnchtlme.
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Arthur Schnitzel's
ANATOL
translated by
Grace Isabel Colbron
directed by
Frank P. Caltablano
May 28 - June 5, 1982
THE CAST
Referees James D. Crino
Steven Bermudez
Games Supervisor, Max Sean McNamara
The Challenger, Anatol John Brown
The House Contestants:
Cora Karen-Maria Reuter
Gabrielle Kathryn Knotts
Blanco Elizabeth E. Frischholz
Emilie Morchelle U. Deronleau
Annie Diana M. Torres
Elso Sheila Hannigon Bruneau
llona Andrea Bohmonn
Sheila Bnjneau: Elsa waiting patiently for Anatol. Anatol (John Brown) confronting Emille (Morchelle
Deronleau).
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Andrea's reoch Just Isn't high enough.
Y Jo Date and Kit Gross
COLA IN THE FRIDGE
written by Neil Jimenez
directed by Hugh Nees
May, 1982
THE CAST
Fred Kit Gross
Ma Marchelle U. Deranleau
Pa David Pellegrini
Sand Mary Jo Dale
"I don't got no pretty v^omen
Hanging on my arm.
I don't got no costly drugs
To do my body harm.
I don't got no Silver Rolls
To take me to the store
But I still got some Cola
In the Fridge."
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LOVERS
written by Brian Friel
directed by Frank P. Caltabiano
November 27 - December 5, 1981
WINNERS
Man Hugh Nees
Woman Marcl-ielle Y. Deranleau
Mag Mary Jo Dale
Joe Kit Gross
LOSERS
Andy Tracey Hugh Nees
Hanna Wilson/Tracey
Marchelle Y. Deranleau
Cissy Cassidy Ann Margaret Smith
Mis. Wilson Karen Welch
Kit Gross and Mary Jo Dale
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le Family Conference: Karen Welch, Ann Margaret Smith, Marchelle Deranleau, and Hugh Nees
THE CRADLE SONG
written by
Gregorio and Maria Martinez Sierra
transiated by
John Garrett Underlnill
directed by
William James
November 6-14, 1981
Gretchen Gllmore. Judy
French. Barbara Murray.
Jeanne Smitri. The Sisters
prepare Teresa's wedding
dress
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*a Bfuneau; Sister Tofnero ponders her sins.
CAST LIST
Sister Tornera Sheila Bruneau
Lay Sister Meg Murphy
The Prioress Kathie Knotts
Mistress of the Novices Mimi Merriman
Sister Joanna of the Cross Brendo Foley
The Vicaress Eileen Kearney
Sister Sagrario Andrea Bahmann
Sister Marcella Judy French
Sister Maria Jesus Jeanne Smith
Nun #1 Gretchen Gilmore
Sister Inez Barbara Murray
Nun #2 Sonia Ann Kennedy
The Doctor E. D. Gross
Teresa Lisa Pease
Antonio Mark Dilbecl<
Keamey; The Vicaress expresses her doubts about the evils of men.
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written by
William Shakespeare
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A Happy Endng For Al
DRAMATIS PERSONAE
Ml the world's a stage,
nd all the men and women
Ierely players;
ley have their exits
:id their entrances;
'nd one man in his time
:ays many parts . . . "
Shal<espeare
r ^^As You Like It"
Act IL Scene VII
Oliver Kit Gross
Orlando Tom Fitzsimmons
Jaques de Boys Jim Raible
Adorn James D. Crino
Dennis Bernie Ancheto
Duke Frederick Andrew J. Hale
Le Beau Steven Lozono
Charles Erik G. Gandolfi
Rosalind Judy French
Celio Brenda Foley
Touchstone Hugh Nees
A Lord Christopher Babiarz
Hisperio Maripat Mahoney
A Servant Paul Vallerga
Duke Senior Joseph Glasner
Amiens Robert Fassett
Jaques Frank Caltabiano
Lords Steven Bermudez
Sean McNomaro
Dino Sophia
Corin David Pellegrini
Silvius Andrew Bewley
Audrey Elizabeth Frischholz
Sir Oliver Martext Christian C. Keller
Phebe Karen Welch
William Kevin Delaney
Hymen Brent Gillilond
Foresters Bernie Ancheta
Paul Vallerga
Lads of the Forest Jan Poivinen
Jeanne Smith
THE MERRY GO ROUND
Written and Directed
by
Paul N. Martin
June 2, ^982
CAST
Jack Borman Chris Whetstone
Lana Borman Angela D'Alessandro
Roy shooting the breeze with Ray
LONE STAR
by James McClure
Directed by
Ann Margaret Smith
June 2. 1982
CAST
Roy Paul Hoen
Ray Tom FItzsimmons
Cletis .. Lucion E. Grathwol
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Roy tnjstroted with Cletis.
ortn Stewart and Brenda Fotoy
f^
1
Moly Mortitofcn and Brenda
"But you see, when you're trying to come bock
to a place in your mind you want it to be how
you remember it. Not how it is. This place is the
same cause the stars never change."
SENIOR RECITAL:
BRENDA FOLEY
Kit Gross and Brendo
Special thanks to the fol-
lowing photographers who
contributed their work to
pages 52-1 IS:
Patty Beemer
Allison Beezer
Ted Beaton
Matt Bernal
Nancy Cristofaro
Bill Hewitt
Jamie Inmon
Mora Matsumura
Barbara Murray
Mike O'Brien
Jodi Suden
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116 The Heart — Swig on a Rainy Night
GROWTH OF THE HEART
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The 1902 Lightweight Eight: Matt Corrado, Mike Hewitt, Tom Murphy, Mike Connors, Gerry Gianotti, Steve Markey,
Peter Wachter, Phil Russick and Greg Bonfiglio. Being involved with a sport is more than athletics; your teammates
become your triends. (Photo: G. Bonfiglio)
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iIt was a long winter all over the
country. Fall quarter news focused on
flood devastation, and spring rains
ttireatened further damage. Santo Cruz
was especially hard hit, but the
reappearance of the sun on April 15
signified the end of umbrella carrying
and the beginning of sunbathing. (Photo;
C. Hart)
Club 66 is the site of many parties.
Screw-Your-Roommates, and Happy Hours. Senior
Larry Murnone plays pool with one hand and
holds his milk with the other. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
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THE HEART
SANTA CLARA
GROWS
TMfe 1982
REDWOOD
Surrounded by friends, yet still a single individual
striving to become me ... So many opportunities
for growth present themselves to me, and I must
choose those that suit my needs. As freshmen, the
decisions seem endless, but their number
decreases when we find our own niche in a group.
Ellen Conway and Kris Killmeyer relax with their
friends on Ryan Field during the Homecoming
barbeque; nearby sit other groups of friends who
have found their niches. (Photo: M. French)
The development of the whole
university, of the whole person,
includes the growth of all its elements.
While the brain is technical the body
is strong, and the heart is forever
fun-loving. Santa Clarans enjoyed a
wide variety of opportunities for good
times through activities sponsored by
campus groups.
On the surface, the year passed a:
previous years have. However, majo
changes occurred in the structure o
student organizations. The senate
redistributed its seats to better repre-
sent the student body; the constitu-
tion of the ASUSC was revised, one
the status of some clubs was re-
evaluated to establish a consisteni
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nttern for the creation of interest
pups.
sTe offices of Campus Ministry,
^Jdent Services, and the brand new
iDmen's Center underwent major
S)ff organization to improve the
c olity of their services. Campus sociai
F^sentations were provided by
academic departments, ASUSC,
Graham Centrai Station (Pipestage
with a facelift), and students' clubs.
The seasons were characterized by
celebrations as intense as study
sessions. Broncos who work hard play
hard, whether at a party, concert, or
career fair. The social "scene" reflect-
ed the evolving desires of a student
body with very diverse interests.
— Charlotte Hart.
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HODADS ARE
\ \
BIGGEST
SOCIAL CLUB"
ON CAMPUS.
In the beginning was the word, and
the word was Hodad. It came in a
dream to a lowly sophomore named
Nels Nelsen. He shared the vision of a
Barn Bash and Mash Party, where
dozens of Broncos slapped each
other on the back and called each
other Hodad, with his friends. They
called him President, and he called
them Dave LeBaron, Jim Kambe, Heidi
LeBaron, and Jeff Allen. Because they
were faithful to him, he nicknamed
them (respectively) Vice Presidents,
Treasurer, and Secretary.
Radars, Hot Lips, and wounded invaded the VFW Hall
on February 16 for the first M'A'S'H Party. Heidi
LeBaron and Jinn Kambe danced. (And the cast is
not port of the costume.) (Photo: M. Frome.)
Mike Trotter, Nels, Jeff, and Pat Moron (Spunky) greeted M'A'S'Hers with tickets for door prizes. Winners receive
army surplus treasures: a hot water bottle, a backpack, tequila . . , (Photo: M. Frome;
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MONTHS
OF PLANNING
AND PREPARING
YIELD POPULAR
NIGHTSPOT
Freshly painted walls, hanging plants,
a guy behind a cash register in the
corner, an empty bar, and a smatter-
ing of people marked the opening of
Graham Central Station on January
twenty-first. Three weeks into winter
quarter and it was finally off the
ground, running and working, because
of the dedication and hard work of
Greg McClelland, and the support of
both Ken Kam and Father Rewak.
Cries of "What happened to Pipes-
tage? Have you seen the new
Pipestage?" (and freshmen, "What
was Pipestage?") were replaced by
"Hey, have you been down to
Graham Central Station yet?" People
who found its only redeeming quality
during winter quarter a cup of coffee
at one in the morning during finals,
found many things they liked spring
quarter. Movies, dances, comedy
nights, a big screen television, pool
tables, and a nice atmosphere kept
students coming back.
Greg McClelland worked all through
the summer, and as manager, through
the school year, to realize his goal for
Graham Central Station. Not without
some kicking and fighting with the
administration about funds and build-
ing, he made great headway.
Graham Central Station is well on its
way to what Greg sees as its
potential: a casual, popular, and
comfortable meeting place serving all
the students at Santa Clara. Next year
Greg will work directly with Jim Moron
and the new manager to make
Graham Central Station a continuing
success. Some of their hopes for the
future are: a better working relation-
ship with ASUSC, better advertising, a
liquor license, and more student
involvement.
— Melissa Merk.
Kathy O'Reilly and Terri White
make a GCS run for a late night
snack. Fran Irwin gets another
order. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
Laurie Lyons and Bart Dunne cele-
brated St. Pat's day with the Irish
club. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
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Traditionally, the bonfire blazes
the night before the
Homecoming game, so
hundreds of students celebrat-
ed the upcoming slaughter of
St. Mary's. (Photo: P. Constant)
'''«ii'.'.'?4k:
f iin
The only tvv/o people looking at
the same thing in this photo-
graph are Sean Comfort and
Chris Neudeck (the guys with
the cans). (Photo: M. French)
The Special Olympics
offered opportunities
for Agnews State Hospi-
tal Residents and Santa
Clarans to enjoy each
other.
Spirit of SCU
It was a spirit of enthusiasm, tinged with a quie
suspicion. The ASUSC was reputedly on the
warpath, disorganization was to be out
of-fashion at SCU. From Orientation to Gradua
tion. Broncos faced changes. Alchohol polic
had been revised, ASUSC's debt had to bt
covered (which hit SC Social Presentations an(
club allocations harder than anything else), one
Pipestage received a face lift and a new name
Graham Central Station. The student leader
were bound to moke a difference at SCU, an(
they were successful. Every class felt the
positive influence, though often student
questioned decisions or motives. Still, the fomil
of SCU hangs together . . . good time
abounded from September to June. Progres
siveness characterized Santa Clara's 1981-8^
— C. Hart.
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first Wednesday of Spring Quarter was as
of the previous and following weeks were:
and wet. Before Spring Break, ttie announ-
ent of a Greg Ktiin concert was met witti
id anticipation of a great afternoon in the sun.
The Big Day and student's spirits were dampened
by the rain, and the band had to fight the crowd's
lethargy. Diehard fans rushed the stage, but most
students listened from the bleachers. Khin was
excellent despite the mood.
Good weather brought Saga outside several times. Alumnus
Bill Bagley gets a hamburger from Caren Choppelas while, at
the other end of the table, Eric Loomis waits for Tim Lenihan
to count him as one of Saga's Homecoming celebrants. The
music for the pre-gome picnic was supplied by KSCU.
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Zeta Tau Alpha pledges Tracy Baker,
Deanna Gang, and Phyllis Young
(laughing hysterically) bow down in
mock submission to SigEp men.
(Photo: K. LoCroix)
The fraternity's April Golden Hearts' Picnic at
Vasona Park featured sunshine, Softball, and, of
course, a barbecue. Posed are: Mike Blach, Ed
Heffner, Joe Cardona, Don Blach, Renee Carnolis,
Chris Wilson, Mike McClellan. Steve Watson, Diane
Rivas, Maribet Hilario, Franz Niemann, Paul
Caputo, Bobby Garcia, Ken Smith, and Larry
Kelly. (Photo: courtesy SigEp)
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HE FIRST STEP TO LASTING FRIENDSHIP
reek life reached a new plateau in its
lotively short existence on the SCU
3mpus by stressing not only social life,
jt also service and community this
3ar. All three Greek organizations, Zeto
3U Alpha, Alpha Phi, and Sigma Phi
)Silon, had successful rush programs
^d throughout the year showed signs
lOt they will continue to flourish.
participated in some kind of "philanth-
ropy project." The Zeta's were
involved in the Special Olympics and
the Agnew's Mass, while the Alpha
Phi's helped the Heart Fund and also
donated money, earned through a
Greek teeter-totter-a-thon, to the
March of Dimes. The SigEp Brothers
ventured out every Wednesday to
"ALTHOUGH GREEK LIFE IS SOCIAL, WE ALSO
STRESS COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT."
— Mike McClellan.
e Greek fraternity and sororities were
Dre active than they ever hove been,
ey all sponsored various social func-
ns ranging from pledge dances, rush,
id toga parties to Saturday picnics
id Softball games. Some of the
:tivities were open to the whole
jdent body; for example, Sigma Phi
silon had parties in the backyard of
9ir house. In addition to the Greeks'
five social life, each one also
visit the retired Jesuits at the Novitiate
in Los Gatos.
When the Alpha Phi's and the SigEps
moved into their own houses during
the summer of '8'', SCU Greek life
reached a turning point. The new
houses increased the unity between
all the Greek organizations and also
made them more accessible to the
entire student body. — Mike Blach.
A toga party, tield at ttie fraternity
house for all ttie Greeks, brought Irish
Britton, Mela Frata, Abby Dorsa, Theresa
O'Kane, Ann Abruzzini, Analisa Sanchez,
and Tamara Leigh to the social in full
costume ... all the way down to the
shoes. (Photo: Alpha Phi)
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At the Homecoming picnic, Tim Ryder, Cathy
Giolomi and Mike More feasted on Saga
hamburgers to KSCU tunes. Their shirts and hats are
Bronco 100 tradition. (Photo: S. Watson)
Holly Candler and Liz Bernardo discuss the game as
Steve Wilner shades his eyes from the late October
sun; John Bantoy applauds; and Tim Murray and
Chris Smart concentrate on the game. (Photo: P.
Constant)
^ Tfl
Bronco 100's celebration is endless. Pre-game
parties were often multiple keggers featuring
good fun, good people and good spirits (pardon
the pun.) The mood invariably carried over to fill
a portion of the bleachers with laughing,
cheering Bronco 100 sports fans. (Photo: S.
Watson)
Tammy Zink and the squad not only yell for the teams, they < 3
perform stunts and dances to contemporary music. (Photo:
French)
H
ead Cheerleader John Bantay suspects tf
this will be the last year for a squad with rr
performing because of men's lack of intere
.
"It's tough," he says of performing in front of 15
crowd, "and it's new for men at SCU to get (t
there and tumble and dance." Even without 13
equal number of men and women, Bantay belie\s
the squad will improve because of increasing schiil
spirit which he noticed this year. — C. Hart
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r. Carroll's Golden Jubilee Moss in the Mission Church on Sunday, May 9 gives Charlie Graham
^lub president Pat Dotterweich the opportunity to thank Fr. Carroll for his friendship to Santa
;iara and announce the renaming of the club as the Pat Carroll Club. (Photo: T. Beaton)
* ig the sidelines at football games, Fr. Carroll talks with players, coaches, and trainers, and
I « support to the team as he does all SCU athletic programs. (Photo: T. Beaton)
JESUIT HONORED
FOR SCU LOYALTY
Established in 1960 to raise funds and spirit
for the SCU teams, especially football. The
Charlie Grahann Club gained a reputation
for being concerned about maintaining
Santa Clara's social morale, A huge debt
got the group in trouble with ASUSC in the
fall quarter of '81 and as a result, the year
saw less of the club than in the past.
As tradition demanded, the Boat Dance
was sponsored in part by the group, but
with a lowered status in ASUSC and
diminished funds, the club kept a low profile.
However, in keeping with its history, the club
returned to its emphasis on SCU athletics by
renaming itself after a Jesuit who has
exemplified the club's goals. Fr. Patrick
Carroll is well known by SCU students for his
dedication to sports. Further, his walks from
his room on first floor McLaughlin to Nobili,
the Mission, or Leavey brought him in close
contact with SCU men and women. His
efforts to be friendly and social earned him
a place in the hearts of many students over
their years at SCU.
Now alumni, hundreds of these friends,
returned to celebrate Fr. Carroll's fiftieth
anniversary of his ordination. Flanked by
about two dozen of his most special friends
and relatives, the Jesuit celebrated a Mass
sprinkled with touching commemorations to
his Irish heritage. Two boys and two girls
danced an Irish jig before the closing prayer,
and Kathy Rubin's performance of "When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling," had the crowd
grasping each others' hands in teary-eyed
unity.
After the Mass, a reception was held for the
gathering in the Alumni Picnic Grounds
where hors d'oeuvres and drinks were
served.
Charlie Graham/Pat Carroll Club President
Pat (Otter) Dotterweich's compliments to Fr.
Carroll represented the general attitude of
students who know the Jesuit. The renaming
of the club after an individual who has had
such a strong impact on members of the
University reflects the tradition of honoring
benefactors of the school, whether their
contribution has been financial or spiritual.
— Charlotte Hart
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ASUSC
Crumpled campaign posters lay in th
garbage behind Benson spotted by tl-
remaining contents of a Henry Weii
hard's, and the anchovies fastidious
plucl<ed off a Round Table pizza; all th(
remained were the bits of donut-shape
masking tape someone forgot to tak
down, and a tattered shred of c
"Elect Ken" flyer. Two days from nov
everyone would forget what the parti(
were for as they pursued interests. F:
Ken Kam, Mike Bailey, Joe Mansfiel'
Julie Boitano and Jim DiMartini, howev€
the 1981-82 term was just beginnin-
The campaigning from room to roor
"Hello, I'm Jim . . . Mike . . . Julie ... I'
running for ASUSC . . ." hod only been
start. According to Ken, "When we fif
took office, we felt extremely isolate
neither the administration nor tf
student body felt represented by wh'
was supposed to be THEIR gover
ment." The "Catch-22" betwe^
students and administrators is not c
unusual circumstance for student cj
fleers at Santa Clara; unlike W
predecessors, however. Ken, Mike, Jo
Julie and Jim decided to resolve ft-
communication problem. "Previous se
ate members," Ken adduced, "he
found that since they couldn't plea
anyone they would please themselves
PRES. KAM CALLS
STARSHIP CONCERT
^"SOLUTION"
"The climax for us was the Starship
Concert (Jefferson Starship)," Ken
recounted. "After years and years of
animosity building up from the
students on one hand, 'We want
concerts
. .
,' and the administration
on the other, 'Concerts are a risk,
extra security, legal problems, liabilities
. .
.' we (ASUSC) finally found a
solution." ASUSC spent the first six
months researching the legal prob-
lems, the liabilities, redrafting con-
tracts, finding out what permits
were necessary and calculating the
risk — especially the financial risk.
Finally, all they had to worry about
were two questions: one, which
band? and, two, what date? When
you've reached the point of mutual
respect with the administration
where you can have a group with
Two questions: one,
which bond? And,
two, what dote?
the magnitude of the Starship play
with an acceptable degree of risk;
when you can please both the
students and the administration, I
would say you've established your-
self as credible.
—Jenise Ellis.
N OFFICE TO SERVE
-eviously, an attempt to ascertain
'hat the student body expected from
SUSC was unheard of; instead, the
ersonal objectives of the leaders and
f their particular social spheres served
s the democratic means for basing
ecisions affecting the entire student
ody.
We are in office for you, vje
/ere elected by you to
srve you." From any other
Durce, a mere platitude, at
est, hov^ever the preced-
ig phase is the underlying
hilosophy which motivated
le '81-82 ASUSC; a philo-
Dphy which Ken assured
/as held by all five of the
fficers. Guided by this
lemocratic ideal, the As-
Dciated Student Govern-
lent did not function long
efore they were brought
!own to earth by a matter
f circumstance; a $41000
ebt. "The debt was a good
ling," Kam admitted, "it
Dreed us (the officers) to
stablish a working relation-
lip with one another (and, incidentally,
/ith the administration) in the beginning.
iroughout the summer, while the rest
^ us were out lying in the sun, wearing
'jr Vaurnets and listening to BRUCE, the
i'e figureheads of ASUSC were indoors,
3voting lengthy, frustrating hours to
lolizing a budget, and moreover,
'9bating the pragmatic question.
A/hat to do about the debt?" Each
ificer had been elected to serve a
''ecific function, but without the
[solution of the economics issue, no
iol planning could begin. Collaboration
as certainly the essential mode of
f solution; however a large percentage
(- the credit goes to Ken who bolstered
1 9 effort by researching all the options
Mailable to the organization before
fmolly discussing the issue with the
ciministration. Seizing an opportunity
tit not many students get, a first hand
experience in his major field of study,
funce. Ken and his four member staff
Qiproached Fr. Rewok with the problem
- but not as youths to "daddy with the
big pockets," rather as adults — "Will
you lend us the money?" (Yes, lend) A
considerable degree of planning hod
taken place before the meeting with
Santa Clara's president; so much that
ASUSC was prepared to solicit a
commercial bank for the loan, if
necessary.
Secretary Julie Boitano and Exec. V. Pres. Mike Bailey preside over the
weekly Senate meetings, held in the MBA library. (Photo: M, Bernal)
Fr. Rewak generously lent $40,000 to
ASUSC at a rate of zero interest for
three to four years (if you know
anything about economics, you know
that is not the most viable business
investment — at predicted interest
rates, that's a gift of roughly $30,000
— demonstrating the extent of the
administration's willingness to help.)
The goal of the '81-82 ASUSC was
credibility: before the "hot August
nights" or "early September morn'"
they had revised the budget, solved
the problem of the debt, and were
ready to make some radical changes
in the government itself.
The previous ASUSC hod not attempt-
ed to see what concerned students,
or what changes they could bring
about; however the officers under
Kam concluded that the next step
was revision of the clubs. "They (the
clubs) ore what reaches the greatest
number of people at SCU," Kam
noted. Again, this project was initiated
on on economics platform — by
revising the allocation of funding for
events.
Did you know that prior to 1981 not
only was the manner for distributing
money to clubs arbitrary, but they had
to fight to get it in the
first place, and at the
end of every quarter,
monies were removed
so that there was either
a zero balance or a
debt? (that's like dad
giving you an allowance
and telling you that you
con only spend it on
vitamins and school-
books.) Amazed at the
atrocity, ASUSC restruc-
tured the way they fund-
ed clubs. Where it
previously was based on
size of membership, (if
you had more members,
you got more money), it
was decided that if, for
instance, a club's goal is
events, then monies provided should
be based on how many people the
event will influence. "We decided
that funds would be allocated based
on a schedule of events — if a club
plans five events, it has to have all five
in order to get ASUSC monies. No
more planning five events, but only
putting on three so that there will be
extra funds to bail you out of a bind
. .
." Ken explained.
ASUSC's hard hand, combined with
the triumphant efforts on the part of
Executive Vice President Mike Bailey
and the senators to restructure the
Senate into three effective commit-
tees, changed the face of SCU's
student life. No one who passed that
anchovy-speckled flyer would have
imagined that the results of that
election would be so good for Santa
Clara's growth.
— Jenise Ellis.
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SENATE: A YEAR OF REORGANIZATION WHILE
Often change and growth are part of
the same process. With the 1981-82
ASUSC senate, this theory held par-
ticularly true. Chaired by ASUSC
Executive Vice president Mike Bailey,
this year's senate established new
credibility, took on new responsibilities,
and became a more active voice in
Santo Clara student government and
Santo Clara university policies.
The year began with a constitutional
rewrite by Chairman Bailey. New
policies regarding senatorial represen-
tation, senatorial elections, and club
finances were introduced to and
vastly approved by students in early
October. According to members of
the senate, these amendments have
provided the basis for better organiza-
tion and representation in student
government.
Traditionally, a student senate's main
responsibility is to serve as a voice of
the student body. In previous years,
Bailey remembers that the senates of
Santa Clara were not very effective.
To combat this fault, the senate was
divided into three active committees
in on update of the senate Bylaws.
These committees, the Finance Com-
mittee which wrote the budget, the
Legislative Committee which dealt
with written legislation, and the
Student Affairs Committee which did
student research, performed much of
the work of the senate. Significant
changes in the format of senate
meetings were mode by Bailey in
order to correct problems of
communication, absenteeism, tardi-
ness and apathy. Indeed, his efforts
worked. "The senators realize that this
is an important function ... (A student
senate should serve as) a place where
the student body's input is being
heard and where decisions are being
mode from that input," stated Bailey.
Most of the senate's work this year deai1
with reorganization and financial difficul-
ties. Due to mismanagement of the
treasury and 1980-81 social presenta-
tions' losses, this year's ASUSC inherited
a $41,000 debt. To begin shaping a new
system and repaying the debt, a new
accounting system was established. The
major structural change was the new
constitution which forces the senate to
write a budget in the spring for the
following year. Policy changes were
mainly seen in club - ASUSC relationships.
Club self-suffiency is the aim of the
ASUSC. Procedural changes were also
made for easier oversee of the finance
documentation. As for repayment of
the debt, the senate approved a foui
year repayment plan, beginning with
the first payment of $11,000 in 1981-82
and the next three installments ol
$10,000 annually thereafter.
1981-82 SENATE
Finance Committee
John Kao. Chairman
Dave LeBaron
Renee Kwan
Gregory Pruett
John Murray
Michael McNamara
Penny Stack
Legisiative Committee
Bill Vaculin, Chairman
Nels Nelson
Michelle Ginella
Stephanie Sereda
Jim Moron
Michael Lyons
Patricia Askey
Student Affairs Committee
Tim Mclnerny, Chairman
Sue Ruftio
Ernesto Moreno
Kathleen McGill
Susan Byrne
Peorle Verbica
Mary Malneritch
Edward Meagher
Vivian Ward
Jay Leupp
Senate sponsored forums in Benson basemer.
gave each class time to sit and discuss ij
concerns with its senators. Mike Bailey sat in c
these group discussions which provide
students like Jim McFetridge (left) a chance t
voice their concerns. (Photo: F. Gerac
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The first meeting of the last group of senatoi
that would be elected in October rather tha
May discusses whether or not to continue wit
the Santa Clarq Plan. Senators listen intently t
the pros and cons of the issue presented b
Fr. Rewak. (Photo; T. Sector
::ONTINUING TO TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS
bother debt announced in 1981-82
.)S the $41000 yearbook debt, Jhe
note, after reviewing three options of
oayment, supported a five year plan,
/'h the aim for yearbook self-
; ficiency. Father Rewak later en-
:rsed this plan.
isides solving the obvious and pressing
:oblems, the senate did much to
Drove student participation in govern-
ijnt. "Getting involved in ASUSC
:esn't require stepping into the
:litical arena. This involvement can
^(e the form of concerned students
itntifying a problem and working within
b ASUSC structure towards its even-
i3l solution," wrote Chairman Bailey in
:' open letter to The Santa Clara. To
,,fher meet these goals and involve the
dents, a series of Class Forums was
d for student input. Bailey felt that
5se were "massive successes" de-
te the low attendance. Although
Bailey admits that ASUSC is not
capable of solving all problems
presented and that applications of
student concerns could have been
greater, he believes that the university
administration respects the senate's
views. "We can't do everything, but
our influence is felt," said Bailey.
One matter in which the senate used
its influence was the question of
changing from the Santa Clara Plan to
semesters. After hearing Father Rewak
speak, the Senate voted 22-2 to
retain the Santa Clara Plan. Possibly
with the influence of the senatorial
decision. Father Rewak later opted to
keep the quarter system.
The senate's progress has not been all
smooth despite the clear successes.
At one point, the university wanted to
have the right of final club recognition.
But after lengthy discussion between
administrators, Bailey, and senators,
the senate retained the right of club
recognition on the provision that a
committee of administrators and
senators be developed for special
cases to be reviewed.
The senate, under the careful
guidance of Mike Bailey, did accom-
plish much this year. After only one
year of reorganization and update, it
looks as if the senate has a lasting
foundation for future senators to build
on which is capable of bearing the
weight of student problems and
concerns. Says Bailey of the 1981-82
senate, "The whole thing of the year
was that we looked to the future but
never lost sight of the present."
— Elissa Pellizzon
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May 7 and 8 found the Russian
River Invaded by Swigltes from
second, third, fifth, and sixth
floors. Fifth floor R.A. Cathy
"Mole" Mollnelll (standing) and
some of her residents enjoyed
the midterm break. Next to
Cathy are Susie Roxstrom,
Michelle Dolan, Julie Abney,
Meaux Colllgan, Janet Arsenault,
Lisa Gobllrsch, Susie Meagher,
Marie Patane, Anna Durante,
Betsy Testa, Janne Cadalbert
and Suzanne Plosse. (Photo: M.
Frome)
Winner of the traditional R.A. "Nice Guy of the Year Award," first floor McLaughlin R.A. Gerrj
GlonottI welcomed his freshmen residents In the lobby with l<eys and Information about th<:
school. An enthusiastic bunch of men, the group of frosh and sophs flourished under Gerry'
gentle disciplinary hand. (Photo: B. Hewitt
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OSITIVE MEMORIES MOST OUTSTANDING
was an interesting experience that I
II not soon forget. The opportunity of
Tving as a Resident Assistant was one
3t first cautiously accepted; today, I
low I would not have wanted to spend
e year in any other way.
16 Office of Residential Life started out
e year with new goals and aspirations
r student life on campus. Not only
ere they attempting to upgrade the
lysical environment of the University,
jt they also set goals of revitalizing the
le of the R.A. as an integral aspect of
udent Development. The year went
I rather smoothly, with the exception
a few minor incidents. Fire alarms.
How fights, midnight dances, pool
3rties and a number of assorted
:tivities l<ept most R.A.'s and Public
3fety anxiously awaiting the next signs
of Yioting.'
As an R.A. on first floor Sanfilippo, I was
dually graced by the arrival of sixty
energetic co-eds and also by the
presence of the President of the
University, Fr. William Rewak, S.J. The
one aspect of co-ed dorm life which
sticks out the most in my mind is the
growing community atmosphere.
Throughout the year each resident
had a genuine opportunity for person-
al growth and adventure. The women
uniquely became very close friends
with the men and the men with the
women — a real working community.
I cannnot think of a more rewarding
experience to have been a part of
this year. Getting to know members of
the 1981-82 R.A. staff, residents of the
dorm, friends of the residents of the
dorm, as well as various representa-
tives of the university, helped me to
grow as a person, too. Despite the
fact that I was "in charge' and
responsible for the upkeep of the floor,
I greatly benefited from the friendships
with my residents. Even when I had
another lousy day at school or when
I was just bummed out, I always knew
that I could depend on someone
"back at the dorms' to help pick me
up and get me back on my feet.
Even as a Resident Assistant, there
was no place quite like home in the
dorms and I was glad to have hod the
opportunity to have been a part of it
all. — Michele Goins
The R.A. banquet in the Nobili Hall dining room gave all the 1981-82 resident assistants,
religious counselors, area coordinators, and Office of Residence Life employees a chance to
get together one last time. Fr. Jim Kuntz, Cathy Kanewetz, Fr. Paul Locotelli, Mike Mangini, Pat
Neary, Chari Stein and Fr. Tom Terry posed for R.A. Michael French.
•sides being an R.A., Michele Goins wrote for
The Santa Clara and was the Athletic
Department's assistant Sports Information
1 ector. Eric Schucl< looks over her shoulder at
'he Santa Clara Awards Banquet held at the
ilian Gardens in San Jose. (Photo: T. Beaton)
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BEING A "LIVE-ON" MEANS . . .
It's so hard for me to put down in
words exactly what it's like to live
here. It means to laugh and to cry . . .
to grow in your knowledge and love
of others, and yet to stand entirely
alone.
It's years' worth of give and take. You
can't stand your neighbors' Hall 8c
Oates collection and they can't stand
your typing at all hours of the night.
It means loving your roommate's sense
of humor and being loved for your
finest qualities.
Living here isn't all popcorn and Mrs.
Field's cookies at midnight, It isn't just
having a few 'Henry's' with some
friends. It's work, too . . . hard work. It
means living with that thick, heavy,
hazy tension that comes with the end
of each quarter. It means wiping
away that tension once Spring quarter
finals are over with a few carloads of
people on their way to Santa Cruz . . .
a little champagne; a couple of
Togo's sandwiches; a sunset; the
waves; a couple of songs and some
good times . . .
It's a world of hellos and goodbyes. It's
orientation and graduation. It means
living through the death of a close
friend's father and celebrating the
birth of another friend's niece. It
means finding the courage to let old
relationships change and having the
confidence to let those new ones
begin.
It's a temporary little world to grab
onto; to cherish; to grow with; and to
let go of. In a word: it's home.
— Loredana Maggiora
nostalglal Good times, good friends, and good fun
rvode memories of dorm living; for senior Bob Flllce,
hose golden years at Santo Clara will be cherished
1 sepia tinted mind Images of his third floor Camplsl
neighbor, junior Mike Whelan, in his pastel polos.
j
(Photo: B. Waal)
Late night antics like penny-locking and bathroom booby-trapping ore part of the lighter
side of dorm life. Liz Kruklel and her roommate Marion Bach papered their first floor Walsh
friends in their rooms one night In the Spring quarter. Marian commented on the prank
with a masking tope message: Hohahohai (Photo: C. Hart)
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Orientation begins with moving in. Freshmen are mobbed by
Orientors, such as Gary Hopl<ins, who help the families haul the
paraphernalia into Swig and the other dorms. (Photo: D. O'Neill)
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FHE APARTMENT"
Dnths of Benson food come to an end;
)ur own bathroom is in sight; and
i'ddenjy, you realize that an apartment
sans that many more rooms to make
'3ssy — and to hove to clean up.
: t the fun to be hod in making the mess
3kes it worthwhile, and besides.
there's history being stored in that
arrangement of dirty glasses! For
instance, that tumbler, yes, on the
bottom, the night Mike used that was
the night before The Big Party. The
reason those plates are standing there
is that Ted decided to have a pizza
at 2 am the other night
. . .
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Senior Mike Jones reviews a disciplinary write-up. Even after a year
of exposure to these often-entertalning reports, Mike can still be
surprised by SCU students' stunts. (Photo: J. Strubbe)
Jan Armlnio, Director of Residence Life, and Fr. Paul Goda listen as
Fr. Tom Shanks expresses his thoughts at the May 5 meeting of the
U.D.C. Held In St. Joseph's Hall, the meetings have lasted up to six
hours. (Photo: J. Strubbe)
Jim Gotch cleans up a Swig canoe trip campsite. The
establishment of a strict alcohol policy was greeted by returning
students with skepticism. Freshmen were Ignorantly accepting of
the new code, but by the end of the year, everyone realized that
alcohol had not been banned, rather Its on-campus usage was
simply moderated. (Photo: M. Frome)
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REGULATING THE DORMS: NO SMALL JOB
^ing in the dorms means different things to different people.
Dr some, it's o new home. For others, it's on escape from home.
D others, it's a place to sleep (and not to sleep). For many,
s an excuse to have a good time. And to a few, it's even a
lace to study. One thing living in the dorms is supposed to mean
) everyone is a community where up to 50 different people
arn to get along, respect each others' rights, and keep things
inning semi-smoothly.
"ifortunately, dorm life often falls short of this. That's where
>sident regulation steps in. Resident regulation is a carefully-
Bvised system of administrators, students, and R.A.'s seeking to
thieve, strengthen, and often restore a happy, harmonious
Drm existence for residents. The best-known segment of
isident regulation is the Office of Residence Life. The Residential
0 Staff is made up of the Assistant Dean for Student
ctivities/Residential Life, the Area Coordinators, the Resident
ssistants and the Religious Counselors. In coordinating the whole
isidential life program (ranging anywhere from selecting R.A.'s
) sponsoring overnights, workshops, and counselors) the Office
• Residence Life performs the function of integrating S.C.U.
udents into the total University learning experience. The main
Dol of the staff's work is to provide this opportunity for students
) develop intellectually, socially and emotionally while
icouraging responsible conduct, mutual respect and consider-
fon for the rights of other residents. But there are three other
igments of resident regulation that most people have heard
Dout but know little about. They are the Peer Community
ouncil, the University Disciplinary Council, and the Dorm Councils.
)gether with the R.A.'s they work to offer students a positive
ing experience in the dorms.
le Peer Community Council (P.C.C.) is actually a series of seven
Duncils, one in each residence hall complex. A P.C.C. consists
one member from each floor of the complex
Each P.C.C. member is selected by the floor with
approval from the R.A. and the Area Coordinator. Each
P.C.C. has the responsibility of dealing with certain types
of student infractions and inconsiderations in its own dorm.
The council receives a write-up, meets with the student,
and then takes corrective action, either in the form of
work/financial penalites, counseling by an area
coordinator, or even expulsion from the dorm.
The University Disciplinary Council (U.D.C.) is similar to the
P.C.C. in its purpose, but deals with more serious
infractions that may or may not affect on-campus living.
It comprises representatives from the entire University
community, including students, faculty, staff. Residence
Life administrators, area coordinators, and Jesuits. The
U.D.C, after receiving the write-up and seeing the
student can take stronger action than the P.C.C,
including suspension or expulsion from the University. Both
the U.D.C. and P.C.C. have systems of appeals in cose
students feel their case was mishandled.
The P.C.C./U.D.C system was developed about three
years ago by Student Development Services. S.D.S. saw
a need for a peer review system in which students were
involved in the regulation of their own halls. As Area
Coordinator Sabino Strzelecki explains, "When students
are involved in discipline, it helps them understand why
it's necessary to respect one another's rights."
Those involved in the P.CC/U.D.C system stress that it
is not just an arbitrary legal code. "The reason behind
it is a humanistic one," says Strzelecki. The idea of having
a student who has been written up appear before a
council, and realize his lack of consideration (if he has
indeed been inconsiderate), is essentially for education,
not for punishment.
However, there is an element of punishment present, and,
indeed, it is often that element that concerns students
most. Once a student is written up, what happens?
Depending on the nature of the infraction, the student
will appear in front of the P.C.C. or the U.D.C. Most legal
issues (except drug and alcohol abuse) go to the U.D.C,
along with incidents that pose serious threats to others'
safety and property and infractions occurring outside of
the residence halls. The P.C.C. deals with drug and
alcohol abuse (including kegs), community inconsidera-
tions and offensive dorm behavior. The punishments for
each infraction differ from case to case, with the P.C.C.
or the U.D.C. taking into account the infraction's
seriousness, the situation and the student's behavior
during the proceedings.
All in all, the idea of self-regulation through the P.C.C. and
U.D.C. seems to have been working well. "It works. I think
the structure is a good one. There are some
inconsistencies and sometimes people lose sight of the
educational aspects but these problems will be resolved
in future years," says Strzelecki.
The last segment of resident regulation is the Dorm
Council. However, a Dorm Council is not really regulation;
its primary function is to coordinate social activities in the
dorm.
Through the different functions of all the segments of
resident regulations, it is easy to see that the university
is committed to student growth beyond the academic
experience. Additionally, dorm life provides a much
needed outlet for frustrations. If it weren't for Dorm Life
(and Benson Food), then what would students have to
complain about? — Elissa Pellizzon
Four Area Coordinators live In the dorms as advisors, organizers
and authorities to help maintain the residence areas. Marc
Bashara represents Dunne and Walsh when residents from that
area appear before the U.D.C. Sporting his Special Oiympics
teeshirt, R.A. Wayne Repich consults his calendar to plan the
next U.D.C. meeting. (Photo: J. Strubbe)
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JC,
IGWEBUIKE 4
With the goals of raising Black political,
social, psychological consciousness ancfl
awareness, and exposing the UniversitJ
community to Afro-American culturel
Igwebuikfe ("In multitude there is strength")
rapidly progressed from brain-child to reality
over the course of the year. Although there
was a Black Student Union (B.S.U.) previously,
many members of the University community
felt that the B.S.U. was not satisfactorily
serving the needs of Black students. Said
Dawn Vincent, the group's Minister of
Communications, "Igwebuikfe developed
because the B.S.U. was virtually non-existent
and very apathetic. The B.S.U. is gone."
Igwebuikfe has transcended B.S.U., expanding
;
what had been that organization's goals,
services, and functions.
Besides participating in university-wide func-
tions, Igwebuikfe found itself busy sponsoring
various dances, receptions, book drives,
picnics, a raffle drawing, and the ploy,
"Shades of Brown." Any member of the
University community is welcome to join
Igwebuikfe and to participate in its activities.
One of the group's primary tasks is soliciting
voter registration of Igwebuikfe members and
other S.C.U. students. Lament Allen, Director
of the Office of Black Affairs, advises the
group, but Igwebuikfe remains an independent
student organization.
The rapid and successful development from
a dying organization (the B.S.U.) to a vital,
contemporary and supportive group dis-
played the enthusiasm and desire for
IgwebuikS among black members of the
S.C.U. community. Such excitement promises
a continued pattern of growth and renewal
for the organization. — Eiisso Pellizzon
Refreshments and good company were two features
of the official Igwebulkfe reception Spring quarter.
Since It began late In the afternoon, students like
Sherl Smith were able to stop by the Dunne
basement office after studying. (Photo; M. Weber)
"Shades of Brown" written by George
Williams, a mennber of the Black Student
Union, portrays the stress of racism. Shade
Brown, played by Dewayne Brady, defends
his sanity to Bea, played by Cheri Burley.
(Photo; N. Cristofaro)
During The Circle Dance, Angela Lyte is a
black person symbolically segregated from
society. Dressed in yellow, she climbs over
seated Cheri Burley and in front of Lisa
Twomey, Kathy Kennedy turns away from
the group, as Michael Hill bars Angela's way.
Behind her is Altonia Carter, (Photo: N
Cristofaro)
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MEChA-EL FRENTE: AN ORGANIZED AND ACTIVE
COMMUNITY
As stated in its constitution, one of the
purposes of MEChA-EI Frente is to
"create an environment for the
development of an identity and
awareness of the Raza (Chicano and
Latino) student by promoting a
cultural, social, political and academic
consciousness."
Without a doubt, this has been the
predominant idea of El Frente since its
creation in the 1960's. In these years.
El Frente has evolved into something
more than just a club or an organiza-
tion. In fact, the members like to think
of Frente as being, in itself, a
community that can and does fulfill
many of the social, cultural,
academic, political and even recrea-
tional needs of Raza students.
This concept of MEChA-EI Frente has
been proudly and effectively passed
on to incoming Chicanes through
discussion, debate, and exemplary
political and cultural activism. The
tradition of facing social injustices and
challenges continues to this day in the
hearts and minds of its always-active
members. El Frente prides itself on
being such a strong group, consider-
ing that only 9.8% of the S.C.U.
student population claims to be I
Hispanic. The increases in growth,
sophistication, productivity and
organizational influence can be seen
in and outside of the university.
Examples of this are the many College
Motivation Days organized for Chican-
After reviewing the various craft booths between dance performances, John Kali selects a
bright reminder of the celebration. (Photo; M. Weber)
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Fresh-cut flowers were an added attraction to the CInco de Mayo celebration. A vendor from
the community offered a bright assortment of blooms. (Photo: M. Weber)
high school students, the weekly
oriel program carried out with the
fice of Chicano Affairs and Project
,
the involvennent in university
:ruitment, and the organized oppo-
on to U.S. intervention in El Salvador
d Nicaragua. Throughout the year,
Frente also had many social and
Itural events, such as the Cinco de
jyo celebration and the Traditional
afts of Mexico exhibition at the de
isset. — JesOs Martinez.
Esther Carronza, an active member of Mecho-EI Frente, busily helped to set up the Pihata table.
(Photo: M. Weber)
h celebration was an opportunity for
lobers of the community to present a
City of traditional handicrafts for sale,
c t Caravayo tried on a Don Pedro shirt.
'I to: M. Weber)
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CUSHIONING AGAINST CULTURE SHOCK
Contrary to popular belief, SCU does
not just consist of a few thousand
middle-class Anglo-Saxon Americans.
In recent years, students from other
nations and cultures have become
more numerous and more active in
the Santa Clara community.
As Maria Botet, a freshman biology
major who was born in Cuba, and has
lived in Spain, South Africa, and
Mexico, points out, the life of a foreign
student at Santa Clara involves a
variety of shocks, adjustments, and
communication barriers that often go
unnoticed by American classmates.
"People here are very kind, very
friendly," she explained. "They're
usually interested in hearing about our
cultures, but they tend to presume
that their culture is the best, and that
we're the ones with the funny values.
It con be very difficult sometimes to
make them — and ourselves —
understand that even though neither
of our cultures is perfect, we can learn
a lot from each other."
"I think the biggest surprise when I got
here was the Mission Gardens," laughs
Sher Kahn, a freshman electrical
engineering student from Mardan, a
small village in Pakistan. "I was
flabbergasted at how few clothes
people were wearing! In my country,
that would just be scandalous!"
The International Club was established
so that international students at Santa
Clara could meet and share their
experiences in this new culture that
they find sometimes exhilarating,
sometimes intimidating, and some-
times, well — just foreign.
"So many of the things you take for
granted here were completely foreign
to us when we first arrived,"
Maria explained. "Little things like usin
coin-operated washing machines —
had never seen anything like the
before September! With a group like th
International Club, at least we get t
know people who are having the sam
sort of problems, and we can help eac
other out."
However, Sher adds, the Internationc
Club is not just a clique of wayfarin
Pakistanis, Cubans, Chileans, Iranian;
and Italians; through its various activitiei
it offers members of the entire universit
community a glimpse of other culture
and, as a result, a new perspective o
their own cultures. "When you sto
meeting the people of another culture,
Sher said, "you begin to realize the
there's a lot more to life than what yoi
own culture may have shown you."
— Patty Beeme
Pakistani Sher Kahn worl<ed in the game room in Benson Basement. Since he began his freshman year Spring quarter. She
continued working and attending classes throughout the summer. (Photo: P. Beemei
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ibshman Maria Botet also spent the summer at SCU taking classes. (Photo: P. Beemer)
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1The BAA Day on the Green, Wednesday, May 19, 1982, featured the Italian
Club's Lydon's ice cream. Betsy Testa, newly elected President, collected money
while her friends Susie Roxtrom, Sandy Colombini and Suzanne Plasse, scooped
Oreo Cookie and Rocky Road cones. (Photo: M. Bernal)
COMMON
HERITAGE
DRAWS STUDENTI
TO CLUBS
Hawaiian, Italian, Irish, Asian-Pacific
Students from these backgrounds o
students who are interested in thesf
cultures and languages join the heritage
clubs offered at SCU. Language club
such as the Spanish club or French clut
also draw some of these students, bu
their emphasis is more on language thar
on learning about and maintaining
cultural tradition. The activities of botf
types of clubs vary from meetings to jus'
sharing common interests to going ou
for a Chinese or Italian meal.
Two spaghetti dinners, cooked one
served to paying guests, brought Italia
food lovers out during Winter and Spring
quarters. Irishmen, Irish lovers, and those
wishing they were Irish celebrated St
Patrick's Day at the especially successfu
green dance in Graham Central Station
Probably the most well-attended club-
sponsored activity of the year was the
4th annual Hawaiian Club Luau. Capping
off the Asian-Pacific Heritage Week
April 19-24, the club served approxima-
tely 600 people authentic Howoiiarl
cuisine in the Benson Cafeteria.
Formed to meet the needs of students
interested in discovering more abou1
their cultural traditions, intercultural clubi
also educate other nationalities byl
sharing language, food and clothing
style.
— Charlotte Hart
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Senior Frances Basich was one of the hundreds of people at the April 24
Luau buffet in Benson Cafeteria. (Photo: M, Weber)
Cindy Muliola, Lyie Hosada, and Greg Clark feasted on
Kalua pig, lomi lomi salmon, pineapple, and other Hawaiian
foods at the 4th annual Hawaiian Club Luau, (Photo: M.
Weber)
After the people had all been served, Hawaiian Club
members performed Polynesian music and dance to
entertain the guests for about an hour. (Photo: M. Weber)
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MOTIVATED BY
PATRIOTISM
Averaging ten to seventeen officers per
year, tine SCU ROTC detachment is not a
military powerhouse, but it does have a
reputation for producing "fine" officers. The
program is growing by "leaps and bounds,"
according to Capt. Mary Short. She
described the progress she has seen in the
past year and a half as "incredible," and
attributed it to the cadre, the Military
Science instructors. "These people really
care about the program — about the
students."
Their care was evident; the ninety students
who made up the detachment were not all
on army scholarships. In fact, only twenty-
three were, and not all of these were on
full scholarships. Something drew these
young men and women to military science,
and for at least sixty-seven of them it was
not money. The concern the ROTC staff
shows its students provides continuing
motivation and support for them. Capt.
Short suggested that another reason was,
"believe it or not, patriotism." Also, the
opportunities for personal advancement
through the ROTC program are extensive.
Students with majors in anything from
Biology to Theatre Arts put their knowledge
to practical use through training programs
and, later, their army careers.
— Charlotte Hart
Preparing their guns for tlie simuiated ambush at the
Two Rocl< fieid trip in May, ROTC students learned
assembly and cleaning techniques. (Photo: courtesy
Military Science)
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t/inner of the George C. Marshall Award, Stacy Weber
nd Color Guard Member Chris Nulk greeted guests and
isitors after the ceremony. (Photo: courtesy Military
clence)
Jane Anderholt, Leif
Carlson (of
Stanford), Rebecca
Knell (of West
Valley College),
Paul Martin, and
Mike McNeills wait
to hear their names
at the commission
recognition ceremonies.
(Photo: courtesy
Military Science)
Cadet Corps Commander Stacy Weber shows Fr. Rewak what he will be doing
during the Awards and Commissioning Recognition Ceremonies in June. (Photo:
courtesy Military Science)
Per hors d'oeuvres and refreshments, sen/ed In the
(irdens after the ceremony. Master Sergeant Comacho
1 3sed Major Almojuela. (Photo: courtesy Military Science)
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HIT HARD BY BAD LUCK
ECON SUMMIT SURVIVES TO TRY ONCE AGAIN
One club that experienced the heavy
hand of the restructured student
Senate was the Economic Summit
Club. Its $94.00 debt, incurred last
year, forced the Senate to put the
club on zero status. With the repay-
ment of the debt, the club advanced
to nominal status, v^/here it v/\\\ remain
for at least tv^/o quarters before
moving up to active status. In addition
to financial difficulties, the club
experienced leadership troubles. Pre-
sident Jim McNamara, economics
major, took over for senior Dennis
Aguilar mid-way through the year. Jim
expressed confidence in the club. Dr.
David Henderson's lecture on "Do We
Need to Go to War for Oil?" in Fall
quarter drew enough students to fill
Daly Science 206. The club found itself
forced into responsibility by the strict
Senate and, like the clubs in similar
positions, was not very active over the
Winter and Spring quarters. The
discipline instilled by the Senate this
year is sure to pay off with more
stable, involved organizations in com-
ing years.
— Charlotte Hart
Dr. David Henderson, visiting professor in the
Economics Department during Fall quarter, left
SCU to travel to Washington, D.C., where he
was hired to work In the Treasury Department;
but he returned for a guest lecture In the spring.
(Photo: courtesy Public Affairs)
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ROPOSED FEDERAL CUTS
PUR FINANCIAL SERVICES TO ACTION
:urrent economic problems examined
)y the Economic Summit Club ore often
^nored, or at least brushed aside, by
tudents with busy schedules, other
iterests or lack of knowledge. How-
)ver, a concern which is bound to be
inavoidable for more than fifty percent
)f the University population is the likely
iecrease in financial aid available after
he Reagan Administrations' budget
;uts. As a result of not having a federal
)udget for most of fiscal 1982, funds
jppropriated to financial aid programs
1 fiscal 1981 were adjusted, readjusted,
ind re-readjusted. Finally, about one-
hird of the money initially expected to
)enefit American students over the
981-82 school year was cut.
)irector of Student Financial Services,
)r, Richard Toomey, explained the
niversity's concern over the budget
uts. Out of approximately 14.2 million
lollars spent by the federal govern-
lent, about seven million is specified for
Guaranteed Student Loans. And, if the
ew GSL program excludes graduate
students, there will be a "drastic"
impact on post-baccalaureate
education. The implications of the
threatening cutbacks extend farther
than is immediately realized.
The University plans to try to compen-
sate for the federal aid cuts. Dr.
Toomey identified two population
groups who will undoubtedly be
affected by the proposed changes:
1) those with need, but not low
enough to meet standards
2) independent graduate stu-
dents and those who do not
want to participate iri the SCU
Tuition Plan.
The Tuition Plan, developed by
Toomey's office this year, is the
school's primary means of battling
escalating tuition costs. The Universi-
ty's proposal offers families the
opportunity to pay four years of tuition
at once in order to avoid cost
increases over the period the student
is in school. The benefits are threefold:
a) insurance against an approximate
46% increase in tuition, b) increased
length of repayment (according to
the expectations of the lender), and
c) possible lower federal tax liability.
To aid the second population group,
financial services has become part of
a newly established non-profit organ-
ization called the Association of
Independent California Colleges and
Universities. The corporation was
created to provide a source of
capital (in the form of a 70 million
dollar bond issue) to fund both
undergraduates and graduates
through low interest loans. Toomey
explained that these loans would be
a strong advantage for students
facing financial problems due to the
budget cuts. He was obviously con-
fident about the AlCCU's proposed
program. "It is my hope," he said,
"that it is a source which will do
nothing but grow."
— Charlotte Hart
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Before their April 1st talk in Kenna, Martyna
Szalanska and Ryszard Knauff met with SCU
representatives in Donohoe Alumni House for
a brief interview.
STUDENTS ADDRESS SOCIAL ISSUES
One of the newer clubs on campus is
Students for Economic Democracy;
they have made themselves seen and
heard at Santa Ciara this year. Port of
a state-wide network, operating on
twenty-five campuses across Califor-
nia, this club is intent upon raising
awareness of social issues both on the
University campus, and in the surround-
ing community. Economic democracy
entails more than political rights; this
club advocates more checks and
balances for big business, and more
equal rights for the common person. In
addition to these causes, they infornn
and involve themselves in many
philosophical and moral issues. They
sponsored talks on the situation in
Poland and the Nuclear Freeze. The
Students for Economic Democracy are
not just a consciousness-raising group;
they educate, and involve, the Santo
Clara community in many issues.
— Melissa Mark.
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;ed exposes santa clara
O POLISH oppression
ne Students for Economic Democracy
Donsored many activities this year
eluding a talk by three Poles who
xpressed their views on the situtotion
Poland. The talk started with Ryszord
nauff, a worker for Solidarity film
gency NOVA, who gave a brief
story of Poland's conflicts and then
xploined the goals of Solidarity in
Diand. Ryszard told of the constant
Drising and oppressions familiar to
very generation of Poles, and empha-
!ed the Polish spirit and the Catholic
lurch as uniting factors in their
Dntinuing struggle against the Soviet-
3cked Communist government. The
jue is basically on economic one. The
rikes first broke out in Gdansk
9cause of rising food prices, and
onched out in hope of economic and
Dlitical reform. Solidarity is a social,
Dliticol, and cultural movement repre-
»nting 9.5 million Poles, who are
gainst the repression of rights and the
)rrors of the Communist regime.
)lidarity's main goal is the termination
Martial Law, and the opening of
jgotiations between themselves and
e government.
artyna Szalanska, who spoke during
e second half of the talk, told of the
uation of the university student in
)land. Both she and Jan Baracz, who
:companied her, attended colleges
Warsaw and are members of the
[dependent Student Association. This
isociation is the student arm of the
Polish movement (because students
can not be part of Solidarity), and they
advocate free education, especially
the ability to choose their own
curriculum. This association is a reaction
to the curtailment of students' rights by
the Communist government. Currently
in Poland, army officers patrol campus
and stand in classrooms. The govern-
ment decides what is to be taught; it
censors all student-teacher and
student-student exchanges, and di-
sperses any gatherings. The students
are also prevented from assembling by
barbed wire that separates parts of
campus, and an order by the govern-
ment that they must leave campus
directly after class. Thus, academic
and social life is virtually at a standstill
in Poland.
In expressing their views on the
situation in Poland, the speakers
portrayed the pitiful situation of life in
Poland. They concluded their talk by
asking for both monetary and political
American support of their goal: econ-
omic democracy — a move toward a
free market system in Poland. By
sponsoring these speakers. Students for
Economic Democracy gave the
students at Santa Clara a different
view of the situation than is usually
portrayed by the media. This more
personal view gave the students a first
hand account of the struggles in
Poland, and brought them closer to the
situation.
— Melissa Merk.
Matt Kelsey, SED core member, also worked
on both The Owl and The Santa Clara.
(Photo: N, Cristofaro)
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Finishing off a medieval Italian Ice cream
delight, o young reveler hod a quiet rest
with Terry Ryan from Campus IVIinistry.
(Photo: N. Cristofaro)
MAYFAIRE
ENCHANTS ALL
Once again, ye wizards of
wisdom and masters of
merrymaking presented a festive
affair in ye olde Mission Gardens.
Magicians, jugglers, and mal<ers of
mime ensnared the peasantry
witli tlieir sleiglit of hand, wit and
acrobatic skill, Many visitors
stuffed their gullets with food from
the far East and near West.
Craftsmen vended their wares, in
the finest Medieval tradition, to
those who were not pinched of
pocket. "Twos indeed a sunny
and wondrous day for all.
That, spoken in Medieval-ese,
decribes May 16th as most visitors
experienced it. But for us, those
who planned the faire, that day
was as much a relief as a
wonder.
Planning started in December.
Although we vowed to start on
time this year, we managed to
put off diving into the paperwork
until February, We chose the
theme, "The Lusty Days of May,"
and decided to have Pope Joan
(Margaret More) bless our lustiness
by opening the faire with an
address in pseudo-Latin. (Joan,
legend has it, did become Pope,
but was beheaded when her sex
was discovered.) We reinstated
an old favorite, the dunking
booth. Many (in)famous persons,
including Rob Stonkus, DeeAnn
Dickson, Fr. Bob Senkewicz and
Pope Joan (after an
excruciatingly long disrobal) found
conditions on that metal seat a
bit damp. Craftspeople were
chosen, announcements were
mailed, and contracts with
entertainers were negotiated. The
Medieval Ball and St. Joseph's
Castle caused some panic, but
the faire succeeded. To us, that
is nothing short of a miracle.
On this most merrie 16th day in May, comely v»/enches mingled with lusty maidens of gentler birt
to begin the Royal Procession from Kennedy Mall to the Mission Gardens. Raising their bonnei
aloft, Cindy Gonsalves, DeeAnn Dickson, Donna Chu and Amy Higgins lead the way. (Photo: I*
Cristofarc
The continuity of the faire is
unmistakable from year to year. It
is a day in the sun, a day to
dress up, a day to forget
problems, and, most importantly,
a day to enjoy oneself and one's
friends.
— Ladye Marjorie
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With nimble fingers and intense concentration, Mara Motsumura
stayed one step ahead of the popular demand for colorful flower
garlands. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
While her attendant. "Sister" Mary Shea, appealed for "alms for
pagan babies," Pope Joan (Margaret More) practiced her papal
smile In anticipation of the procession. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
The Mayfaire is a day of celebration for
the community. University, and parish of
Saint Clare. The popular dunking booth
tested the aim and purse of one and all.
(Photo: N. Cristofaro)
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Fr. Bob Senkewicz welcomed the baccalaureate congregation on the part of all the Jesuits (Photc
R. Stankus)
RESPONDING TO SOU'S SPEOIAL NEEDS
A Campus Ministry brochure describes
the desire of its staff "to provide
opportunities for anyone sharing in the
educational experience of Santa
Clara to become more fully alive." This
means having a deeper awareness of
the brotherhood and sisterhood of all
people, and "seeing all of creation
and all of history as God-filled."
Helping the Santa Clara community to
reach such an awareness is done in
several ways, including personal coun-
seling, liturgical events, retreats and
overnights, and special events, such
as guest speakers, poetry readings,
and panel discussions. As in the past.
Campus Ministry is also actively
concerned with social justice issues
and the need to approach them from
the perspective of Christian faith.
Fr. Bob Senkewicz, Director of Campus
Ministry, emphasized the theme of
social justice issues in a candid
interview. "Have you seen our new
lounge?" he began, settling into his
desk chair. "We had to fight to get
it. We needed a resource center for
some controversial publications that
the library wouldn't order. You know,
like Mother Jones.
"
Also available in the new lounge are
issues of 771© Catholic Radical,
Sojourners, and The National Catholic
Reporter, as well as resources on the
Draft, women's concerns, the environ-
ment and human rights. Recently
relocated in Benson Center, the new
Campus Ministry office consists of the
lounge and the individual staff offices
clustered around it.
When asked about the people he
works with. Bob noted the importance
of a broadly-based staff to the
Ministry's aims. He described the group
as generally somewhat younger than
in past years, a "deliberate mix of
women and men, priests, nuns and lay
people, who provide a variety of role
models while working to keep the
connection between faith and social
issues." Bob singled out Penelope
Duckworth and Terry Ryan as exam-
ples of staff members actively in-
volved in peace and justice issues.
They helped to coordinate activities
supporting the Nuclear Freeze Initia-
tives, including the transportation of
students (mostly seniors) to the
Nevada test site Easter Vigil. Bob had
expected to see more student
concern about the Draft this year.
especially among freshman males,
but, he says, "if the Draft registration
trials start up soon, Terry will probably
be doing more Draft counseling this
fall."
The Ministry's involvement in "outside"
issues has drawn a mixed response
from the University community. Bob,
who is pleased with the Ministry's
development so far, has encountered
everything from indifference to com-
1
plaints from students and faculty who
feel that religion and politics should be
.
kept separate. Is the meaning of faith
,
confined to the word "religion"? Isi
social justice limited to the sphere of
politics? Each individual must decide.
Archbishop John R. Quinn, of the:
Archdiocese of San Francisco, ex-
presses his opinion in the June-July
issue of The Catholic Radical: "To
affirm that the Church should not
speak on these social issues, above all
on those which profoundly touch on
the very survival of the human race,
would be to say that Christ and his
divinely revealed truth have no
implication for real life."
—TCirna Rosendahl
GETTING AWAY FROM IT ALL
)shmen weekends and assorted
ernights, organized by Campus
listry, offered Santa Clara students a
once to escape the pressures of
odemia, relax in peaceful surround-
is, and take time to experience
ristian community and closeness.
' lether in ttie hills of San Juan Bautista,
i') woods of Applegate, the Santa
;jz Mountains, or on a beach at
irmel, a general camp atmosphere
ijvails and students partake of the
i9st Jesuit cuisine. The relaxed
:nosphere provides a chance for
dents to take time out to examine
Itir lives and to develop friendships
^h their companions. Weekends and
)9rnights usually culminate in liturgies
3nned by the participants, which
«,ect the feeling of the time spent
together.
Campus Ministry offers special over-
nights for members of the sophomore,
junior and senior classes, as well as
overnights focusing on particular isses
such as prayer, dreams, and social
justice. The main events, however, are
the three annual Freshmen Weekends,
each of which involves 30-40 freshmen,
12 student leaders, and five or six
members of the Campus Ministry staff.
As past and future weekend leaders,
we know that the program is self-
perpetuating because so many fresh-
men find their weekends to be such a
rewarding experience that they
become leaders on later weekends.
— Chris Bruno and Elizabeth Ozburn.
Two Frosh Weekends gave groups of
about 40 freshmen the chance to
escape to Applegate and experience
the world from a different vantage
point. At the Winter quarter Weekend In
February, Patty Ross and Dennis Kehoe
waited for their partners to show them
what nature looks like when you can't
see. (Photo: J. Erps, S.J.)
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San Jose Bishop Pierre DuMoine addresses the candidates on the importance <
their commitment to Christ in the Mission on Moy 17th. (Photo: M. O'Brien)
MISSION CHURCH SITE OF
FIRST UNIVERSITY CONFIRMATION
Thirty Santa Clara students were confirmed in the Mission
Church on May '17th by Bishop Pierre DuMaine, bishop of
San Jose. Fifteen celebrants, including Fr. Rewak, helped
Bishop DuMaine celebrate the Confirmation Mass, which
was attended by 300 people.
Fr. Bob Senkewicz, head of Campus Ministry, after learning
that a few students wanted to be confirmed, advertised
in the daily bulletin to discover other students who wished
to receive the sacrament. In the following months he spent
three hours with each of the thirty candidates, preparing
them to receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. Confirmation is
the final step of baptism. It is during Confirmation that the
adult Christians renew the vows which their god-parents
accepted for them at baptism.
Most of the students chose fellow students to be their
sponsors. These people represented the whole Church as
they presented their candidate to the bishop during the
Confirmation ceremony. A reception was held afterward,
and each of the candidates greeted Bishop DuMaine.
— Walter Cronin.
Mary Weber, and her sponsor Jeneane
Brown, stand to voice Mary's decision to be
Catholic. (Photo: M. O'Brien)
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Preparing for a Christian Life Community picnic, Fr. Manny Velasquez,
Marty Graff, Mary Weber, Julie Abney, and others dictate
things-to-remember to Leslie Bevington. (Photo: M. O'Brien)
MINISTERING THROUGH
(AND TO) EACH OTHER
Santa Clarans appeal to each other for distraction
constantly. For whatever reason (heavy pressure,
boredom, frivolity), students are often compelled to find
diversion. They make phone colls, visit St. Mary's or
Stanford, shop, eat ... or get together to talk about
things that are "really important."
Responding to this need for some type of entertain-
ment. Campus Ministry encourages study groups, rap
groups, and support groups. Men and women study
and discuss nuclear power, the arms race, sexism, and
social issues. Actively involved with the students, Terry
Ryan and Penelope Duckworth of Campus Ministry see
the growth in the groups as each feels the impact of
individuals contributing their insights.
One example of the commitment which evolves from
the weekly (or biweekly) meetings is the display of
students' solidarity with the peace-seeking world. Since
the graduation excercises were the same day as the
disarmament rallies held in major cities all over the
world, the nuclear power/arms race study groups
suggested that the graduates wear purple armbands.
Many of them did, and their coll for world peace
awakened strong emotions — fear, great hope, and
pride — in the assembly. A comparatively small group
had an immense impact.
Immense, yes, but not unusual. The men's group, in
discussing the problems of being a man in today's world,
or the Christian Life Community, focusing on living as
a Christian in our society, or any of the rap groups, has
tremendous impact each time it meets. In these
students, who form a community around a common
concern, strength grows. What begins as a need for
something different becomes, through Campus
Ministry's guidance, a source of education, security,
confidence, and power
— Charlotte Hart
Biweekly C.L.C. meetings In Noblll
Chapel draw from five to four-
teen people. Victor Castillo, Matt
Kelsey, Mary McCurdy, and Leslie
Bevington wait for the opening
prayer. (Photo: M. O'Brien)
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THE URGENT
NUCLEAR ISSUE —
OUR PROBLEM
With the arrival of the Atomic Age,
mankind's continuing development in
to a sophisticated civilization has
perhaps created the source of his
complete destruction: the nuclear
holocaust. From laboratories to family
communities, and nuclear test sites to
university campuses — the reality of
potential obliteration is manifesting
itself in a growing awareness of the
need for thought and action.
The urgent nuclear issue, a definite
moral, political, social, and potentially
physical problem is spreading its
branches and has reached out to
cause consciousness - raising on this
campus. Terry Ryan, part of the
Campus Ministry staff, is a leader in the
anti-nuclear weapons movement. He
believes that the university is on
excellent place to begin this process
of "perspective growth," which in-
cludes challenging the paralyzed
feeling that accompanies our ignor-
ance about the issue, and specifically
our priorities. The intent of the
movement is simply to build up the
number of people willing to confront
the issue. Not action, but interest is the
concern — the seed from which
participation and solidarity will sprout.
"The United States presently has a
stocl<pile of 30,000 nuclear war heads.
A nuclear disarmament forum In Benson Patio
featured Campus Minister Terry Ryan and various
professors who expressed their fears and opinions
enough weapons to destroy the
Soviet Union 40 times over. The Soviet
Union, in turn, already possesses
enough warheads to destroy every
major U.S. city 17 times over," read
the Nuclear Weapons Freeze Cam-
paign Fact Sheet, distributed at Santa
Clara this fall. This campaign found
substantial success in educating and
raising consciousness in students,
faculty, and staff, and the proposal
did get on the statewide ballot as a
result of similar campaigning through-
out California.
Early this year, a special interest study
group of about 15 members formed to
evaluate and learn about the issue
because they had the desire to "do
something." Realizing that the disar-
about the dangers of nuclear weapons. (Photi
T. Beaton)
moment movement needs support, an<|
also needs to be challenged, the studj
group, which has grown to about 3'
members, undertook the task furthering
the awareness campaign. Their mes
sage was integration — as individual;
people ore not alone. Therefore W(
must support our immediate, as well a
distant, neighbors in their efforts to liv(
their lives well.
Fr. Jim Erps' inspiring coll to actioi
exemplified the prevailing mood abou
the disarmament question, "We mus
respond to these issues however wf
con, in concrete ways, speaking ou
clearly and living our lives for justice
peace and love, before it is too late.'
— Anne Cox
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itter writing campaign Incited 1200 students, stocl<piling by bombarding their congress-
jding Charlie Kleser, to protest nuclear men with pro-nuclear freeze postcards.
(Photo: C. Hart)
Dr. Gerald Kiernan, physicist for LIvermore Lab, and
Dave Raymond, co-ordinator of the Nuclear
Weapons Lab Conversion Project, debated the
Nuclear Freeze Initiative on April 5. Kiernan used
transparencies to portray his statistics. (Photo: C.
Hart)
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Some SCCAP volunteers work
with autistic dnildren tl^rough
the Zonto program. (Photo:
courtesy SCCAP)
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GIVING TO THOSE OUTSIDE OF SOU
3nta Clara Community Action Program
CCAP) is one of the most active and
jickly growing programs on campus. This
•ganization, headed by a full-time
rector David Mojica, a student assistant
rector, and several student co-
dinators, has been set up to help
udents at SCU reach out to the
irrounding community by providing
3rious volunteer services. SCCAP is
Dncerned v^ith making the volunteer
<perience the best it can be by
oviding the volunteers v\/ith information,
^d anything else that is needed. But,
store becoming volunteers, students
)ed to find out about the opportunities
at are available, and to be encouraged
take these challenges. This is also the
D of SCCAP.
220 students have been involved, each
giving an overage of two to four hours per
week to activities ranging from academic
tutoring to spending time with the elderly.
This means that, through SCCAP, the
University Is supplying the community with
over 600 hours of free service, but, just as
importantly, students are given a more
complete education as they step out into
the real world of hospitals, jails, and
schools for the disabled. They see the
almost overwhelming needs of others
while discovering their own potential for
making a difference in this world through
caring service. The education and satis-
faction gained through the volunteer
experience is an essential part of the
growth of the whole person — a goal
toward which SCU is dedicated.
— Lori Abrahamson.
Helping disadvantaged children in
Mexico is part of the outreach
program. (Photo: courtesy SCCAP)
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Steve Rudicell and his new
Special Friend sat amongst the
congregation of more than 400
people at the Mass in the Mission
Church. (Photo: M. Bernal)
AGNEWS RESIDENTS ARE SCU GUESTS
FOR ANNUAL CELEBRATION
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The Santa Clara called it a "Salute to
Heaven's Special People," and so it
was. 200 of Agnews State Hospital's
mentally handicapped residents spent
May 5 with SCU volunteers. With their
handicapped partners, volunteers
roamed the campus, participated in a
joyous liturgy, and were entertained by
musicians and a balloon sculpting
clown as they picnicked. Both taught
each other a bit more about life's
goodness that day.
For me, Ruth was a source of not only
amazement (at her simplicity — I get
so caught up in life's complexity that
I often miss the simple pleasures), but
also of frustration. Her pleas for a flower
upon our introduction scared me. How
could I explain that Mission Garden
roses are worth fifty dollars? Finally, I did
not have to. One of the university staff
had given his new friend one, and Ruth
took the liberty of asking for one, also.
The day was a series of requests,
repeated stories and trips to the
bathroom, and i was oonored and
exhausted.
My prior experience with handicapped
people had been limited, at best. So,
as Ruth and I talked, I looked about us.
I was impressed by how comfortable
everyone seemed. Volunteers were
protecting the residents, and the
residents were at ease. These people
trusted us! I had thought before about
their ability to accept so completely.
but it took feeling the responsibility fo
someone before I really understood the
extent of their innocence. Around m(
were dozens of delighted faces. Struci
by the dominance of that aspect o|
the event, it occurred to me that I wa
sitting in the middle of the answer tc
my question about requirements for c
"quality" life. I decided that rny mon
was right — they have no idea tho'
they ore "lacking," so it makes littk
difference to them. Neither should I le
it make a difference to me. They ar€
just Special People, I realized. And
after all, that's the best kind.
Julie Sly, SCCAP co-ordinator, spen'
hours volunteering at Agnews, and ho
gotten other students to join her. Fo
them, the 2nd Annual Agnews Mas:
was especially important. The two
valiant efforts to read during th(|
celebration are examples of the
strength volunteers have come tc'
know in these people. The incredible'
determination required (by some) for c
task as simple as walking is a challenge;
to those of us who are not honi
dicopped to moke the best of whal
we have, and to do so gratefully. Morej
importantly, if more people couk,
forget to be concerned about them
selves, if they could trust as our specie!
friends do, our mutual innocence woulci
create a peaceful atmosphere anq
many more smiles.
— Charlotte Hart,
Charlotte Hart and Ruth sampled sandwiches, potato chips,
cookies, coke and punch at the picnic following the Agnews
Mass. Ruth liked the sandwiches the best. (Photo: J. Strubbe)
i. iic
Sophomore Barbara Hayes received warm hugs from her resident,
Scott. Of her two experiences with the Agnews Moss, Barb says,
"They just want you to understand , . , we're all handicapped in
some way; theirs is just more obvious." (Photo: J. Strubbe)
Archbishop Pierre DuMaine
concelebroted Mass with twelve
other priests. His homily, centered
on a familiar story, pointed out that
not only do we need to be Good
Samaritans to the handicapped, but
we must also realize that they are
the same for us. (Photo: M. Bernal)
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Will Morris and Zachary De Vine impersonate
the Cool<ie Monster and a circus clown on
Halloween. Each year. Kids on Campus
Trick-or-Treot at various professors' offices
and in Benson, (Photo: Bill Hewitt)
"GIVING A GOOD
FEELING FOR
SCHOOL"
There is a little four room bricki
schoolhouse on campus. Ever noticedi
it? The 22 three foot tall students there
learn from 7:45 am to 5:15 pm (theyj
nop around noon), but can go parti
time if they choose. The program isj
called Kids on Campus, and the
miniature students (ages 272 to 5) are
children of SCU faculty, staff and
students. Their campus is behind Buck
Show Refreshment Stand, and their
schoolhouse is the original ROTC
building. :
Ten years ago, students got together
and arranged to watch each others'
children; the group became large
enough to receive University atten-
tion, and is now subsidized by it. It is
still a parent co-op, which Assoc.
Director Nancy Ronconi believes to be
an important factor in the program's
success. She and Director Joanne
Getas (SCU '77) depend on the
parents' participation since the Univer-
sity funds do not cover all expenses.
The fee schedule is based on $1.20
per hour; more than 5 hours is a day,
and the day rote is $8.50. Parents'
other contributions include a new
refrigerator (for the weekly cooking
projects), and a jungle gym. It is also
important for children to see their
jj
parents support and involvement with
their education. Kids on Campus is a
pre-school, and with its emphasis on a
j
good school atmosphere, it is meeting
the needs of both the children and
parents. .. c. Har1
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Dr. Bob Petty, Director of Academic
Services, worl<eci over the summer v»/ith the
Orientation Steering Committee, chaired by
(the vt/omon with the big smile) senior Lisa
Giannetto, to plan the Candlelight Dinner
and other Orientation activities for the class
of 1985 and transfer students. (Photo: B.
Hewitt)
TRYING TO HELP
lile the little kids learn that school is fun, the
kids learn that school is complicated. To help
1 viate some of the confusion, the University
hrs students help through offices ranging from
^dent Services to Chicano Affairs. The
FDloyees of the various offices (located, for
V most part, in Benson Center) help, counsel,
else, or simply listen to anyone who wants to
3 to them,
\ jent Development Services' Peer Advisor
rgram deals with many of SCU's students'
rDJems. The volunteers keep office hours in
V evenings to "be there" at times when
Dioyees from other offices are not available.
1 Office of Black Affairs serves as a link
6/yeen the University and the block popula-
3 and tries to identify the needs particular
) ^he black students. Tutors, paid by the
n ersity, are hired by the Office of Academic
3 ices. In addition to scheduling drop-in tutors'
OS, and tutorial clinics. Dr. Petty's staff
rtents workshops to deal with the
S':hological stress of academia. In conjunc-
with other offices and programs offered by
i€ Jniversity, the function of these offices is to
d-ess the needs of the student, whatever
"i€ may be, to moke life even a little bit easier.
— Charlotte Hart
Senior Woily Goftney was one of 150 students who took advantage of the Arts and
Sciences Career Fair sponsored by Career Development and Placement Center on
April 1 The office is a contact for employers looking to fill jobs of all types as well
as placing seniors into promising positions. (Photo: T. Beaton)
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WE DO NEED A
"The purpose of the Women's Center is
to provide support, information and
programs which will promote the
personal, educational, and professional
interests of women at the University of
Santa Ciara. By encouraging the
women of this community in the pursuit
of their individual and collective goals,
the Center reflects its commitment to
challenge those aspects of society
which diminish any individual's capacity
to achieve full potential."
This is the stated purpose of Santa
Clara's Women's Center which officially
opened its door in the Fall quarter of
170 student Services Offices
During "Action Day for ERA," Women's Center director Jackie Schmldt-Posner worked hard at
promoting ERA awareness. Besides the table In the Benson lobby, the Women's Center reached
students through Information cords placed on the tables in Benson Cafeteria. (Photo: C. Hart)
WOMEN'S CENTER!
1981 in response to student dennand for
such an establishnnent here at SCU.
In July of 1981, Jackie Schmidt-Posner
was appointed as the director of the
Center which had an almost nonexistent
budget and no office. Luckily she was
able to tap into the renovation on
Campus Ministry and obtain a room on
second floor Benson.
From there Schmidt-Posner began to
define a purpose for the Center. "We
are not anti-men!" she soys explaining
how the Center must "become more
visible, and create an image that won't
pigeon-hole us as extremists
. . . Femin-
ism means concern for women. Women
ought to have equal opportunities to
men, and men ought to hove equal
opportunities to women
. . . Unfortuna-
tely, some men feel that every gain for
women is a loss for them."
With this in mind, the Women's Center
set out to raise the Campus' aware-
ness of women's issues, provide support
groups for special constituencies of
women in traditionally male fields such
as athletics and engineering, and help
men and women make intellectual
decisions about their lives instead of
blindly accepting traditional roles.
Providing students with the information
and the means to help change
institutionalized sexism also became a
primary goal.
Schmidt-Posner feels good about her
first year as the director of the
Women's Center. "We've gotten a lot
of support from the administration, but
some people still have bad impressions
... I hope we're more than a library
of books on women."
— Carlo Dal Colletto
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ONE LAST TRY
April 2, 1982 was ERA Day
at SCU. Sponsored by the
Women's Center and a
combination of other
student organizations, the
day was planned to be a
source of education for
students. Facing a June 30
deadline for nationwide
ratification, the proposed
amendment was a hot
issue; the Women's Center
hoped to awaken the idle
attitudes pervading the
minds of many men and
women.
With funds raised by a
Men's Group bake sale
that morning, the Center
was able to send 200
signed postcards to the
legislature in the target
state, Florida. Volunteers
were excited about the
strong response to the ERA
questions they posed.
Even those opposed to
the amendment paused
to share their opinions at
the table.
If nothing else, the day
was one of education for
those unaware of the
status of the faltering
amendment.
— Molio Little
Carta Dal Colletto sought signatures from passing voters for letters to
the Florida legislature encouraging ratification of the ERA in their state.
(Photo: C. Hart)
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NEEDY, YET PROMISING STUDENTS"
During one of Project 50's instructional
sessions in Daly Science, students learned
about good nutrition. (Photo: B. Hewitt)
Freshman Angela Lyte, a member of
jgwebuikfe, was an SCU counselor for Project
50. Part of her job was to help students
prepare for their talent show. (Photo; B.
Hewitt)
Project 50 was developed by two
Jesuits in '1968. Their goal, to motivate
low-income youth to complete high
school and continue on to college,
remains predominant today. Every
summer, students from three local junior
high schools participate in an eight-
week program funded by the University,
where they are helped to overcome
some of the barriers to attending
college that they are likely to en-
counter. According to co-director Rosie
Gonzdiez, the most important point to
get across to the students is that
college is an option to be considered
when they set about planning their lives.
For these students, the primary obstacle
to pursuing a higher education is
economic. Often any money they earn
must be contributed to family expenses.
Others have family problems or have to
deal with peer pressure against college,
while others are unable to get good
counseling in high school. During their
interaction with Santa Clara, the
students are encouraged to think
carefully about their futures. They are
made aware of financial aid possibilities
as well as the benefit of a college
education in enhancing their career
prospects and personal growth. It is also
hoped that after college they will return
to their communities to help those who
will be facing similar obstacles to higher
education.
The Project 50 staff is composed of SCU
student counselors as well as counselors-
in-training: high-school students who had
been previously involved in the pro-
gram. Together, they supervise the
group's activities, which include volun-
teer work at Agnews State Hospital and
East Side relief agencies. During their
stay at Santo Clara, the students are
organized into recreation committees
and participate in weekly instructional
sessions on activities such as cooking,
swimming, theatre, self-defense, and
others.
The students are kept to a tight
schedule, which is divided into "theme
weeks." Beginning with Communication,
they explore and discuss social issues,
sexuality and responsibility, college and
career, and other topics. They also
attend math and English classes, films.
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Every summer. Project 50 participants produce a newsletter. Scott Caravayo end Rosie
GonzGlez led a production workshop in Benson basement. (Phioto: B. Hewitt)
and speaking visits from professionals in
the community. The speakers, along
with the counselors-in-training, provide
the youngsters with valuable role
models; Ms. GonzCilez notes that they
figure highly in the attitude change that
takes place among the majority of
students, who leave the program
looking forward to ninth grade.
A positive attitude is reinforced by
tutoring during high school by both SCU
students and high school counselors-
in-training. According to a study by
Mecha-EI Frente, more than 50% of
Project 50 participants have continued
on to college full-time. This compares
favorably with the national average of
36.3% for low-income youth attending
college.
Despite its apparent success since its
inception, the program has recently
suffered from financial cutbacks. For Ms.
Gonzdiez and Ms, Sabina Strzelecki this
is one of the more frustrating aspects of
their new job. They have also had
difficulties with the University vans that
they use for transportation. Most
unfortunate, however, has been the
recent change of the director's position
from full to part time, and the university's
slow efforts to find a replacement for
last year's director, who resigned. The
co-directors feel that the present
arrangement diffuses the effectiveness
of their office, which "should be held by
one person, full time." This is especially
true since, aside from the need for time
to follow-up on the students' progress
and the organization of future pro-
grams, more time is needed to look for
new sources of funding. Asked why the
financial cutbacks have taken place,
Ms. GonzCilez responded that they are
probably just part of the "national
trend." She emphasized, however, that
despite these negative aspects, her job
as both a counselor and co-director has
been very rewarding. She and her
colleagues have derived great satisfac-
tion from working with these needy, yet
promising students, especially with those
who, because of outside pressures,
needed a little extra encouragement to
stick with the program.
— TQrna Rosendahl Taking advantage of ttie dance floor that was added this year on llth floor Swig, students
worked on their rendition of "Grease" for the talent show. (Photo: B. Hewitt)
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"What a wondrous gift Flora's uncle hod sent her! Before her very eyes, it began to grow, and soon a flower bloomed ..."
As Nick narrates, his fellow troupe members act out the story of how two societies reacted to their gifts of flowers and guns.
(Photo: S. Komar)
^1 .^rm
Ringmaster Nick Weber leads the troupe's
newest member, a pony, around the quarter
ring, while firmly urging the poodle to remain
on her perch for a full circuit. (Photo: S.
Komar)
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Like its larger counterparts, the Lichtenstein
Circus features acrobatic performances as
well as animal acts and magic shows. This
daring feat is executed by gymnasts
recruited from universities the circus has
visited across the country. (Photo: S. Komar)
NICK WEBER
& CO. DOES
IT AGAIN
Every May we all look forward to the
sunny day when our bright and
fragrant Mission Gardens will wel-
come the arrival of the Royal
Lichtenstein Quarter Ring Circus. The
exact day is usually announced a
week before so that we can get
ahead in the noon-time class that
we will be missing. Some professors
have even been seen guiding their
unknowing frosh to quarter ring-side
for an hour or so of "alternative
education." Jesuit Nick Weber, the
ringmaster, greets them and the
other seven-or-eight hundred peo-
ple assembled with a hearty invita-
tion to enjoy the "world's smallest
circus," and the show begins.
Over the years, the show has grown
from a one-man mime, magic and
comedy act to an actual circus
performed by Nick and a few
assistants, along with a pony, a bear
cub, a somewhat reluctant poodle,
and a monkey named Lucy.
Together, they present an action-
packed, spontaneous and mean-
ingful show that evokes both
laughter and silent contemplation.
Despite the clown faces and animal
acts, this circus is not a slapstick
fun-and-games show for children; it
is a European-style verbal circus that
treats social and political issues
through "narrated pantomime
fables" directed at people of all
ages. The circus' magic is not limited
to its formal magician acts, but
pervades the entire performance,
as each act or story swiftly follows
and blends with the previous one,
expertly orchestrated to produce a
tightly-knit, absorbing and breath-
taking spectacle.
The show's only drawback might be
Nick's tendency towards bad jokes,
but he apologizes profusely for them
at the end. Placing a battered hat
at the front of the quarter ring, Nick
reminds the audience that his
primary motivation for bringing the
circus to our Gardens is his love for
Santa Clara. "We do not eat!" he
declared, "Although of course, the
animals must. All the trucks do drink
an awful lot of gasoline ... "As the
crowd disperses, his hat is filled with
paper greenery, as all, including
Lucy, leave the, scene smiling
broadly.
— TQrna Rosendahl
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VETERAN BANDS'
CONTEMPORARY
STYLES ELECTRIFY
SOU FANS
Strands of tradition and innovation wove their
way through performances in Mayer Theatre and
Leavey Activity Center by the Tubes and the
Jefferson Starship. Santa Clara students' positive
reactions to these veterans of rock and roll
indicate that, while the groups' musical styles may
hove changed, the Tubes and the Starship
continue to make use of their secrets of success.
The Tubes have traditionally relied on bizarre and
often offensive stage shows to bring the crowd
to its feet. While the group may not have entirely
lived up to its reputation, the audience was left
begging for more as lead singer Fee Waybill
changed costumes six times during the show.
Sporting everything from a trench coat to tennis
sweats. Waybill and his band concentrated on
musical expertise as the Tubes treated Santa
Clarans to a sampling of the group's latest album.
Only two weeks later, on February 22nd, former
Bronco Paul Kantner brought the rest of the
Jefferson Starship to a packed house, and in an
enthusiastic performance, succeeded in chang-
ing many Santa Clara students' impression of the
group. The Starship blasted off after shaky
opening performances by the Kids and Romeo
Void, and grabbed and held the audience tight
throughout their musical mission. Lead singer
Grace Slick guided the Starship through a galaxy
of new and old material.
By the end of their show, the Starship had
converted many students into dedicated fans
who appreciated the band's evolution to Modern
Times, the appropriate name of their latest album.
— Rob Stankus.
Hands held high both onstage and In the crowd express the elation of Fee Waybill,
drummer Prairie Prince, and guitarist Bill Spooner, as well as their audience. (Photo:
M. Frome)
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Lights and lasers combined with Paul Kantner's bass to electrify the sell-out crowd.
Tube's Fee Waybill expressed his emotions with his body
as well as his voice during the February 13 Mayer Theatre
performance. His costume changes held the excited
audience's attention captive.
Starship diehard Grace Slick harmonized with
Mickey Thomas for "Ride the Tiger."
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Jim Moran and Kristen Deck attended the Winter Aftoir, sponsored by
several campus clubs, including Cliarlle Graham, which was held at the
Coconut Grove in Santa Cruz on February 20. (Photo: B. Waal)
Empty glasses signify that John Brewer was probably a bit sillier
than usual, but Carol Leclair maintained her composure well
enough for both of them. (Photo: M. French)
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The Fairmont Hotel In Son Francisco was the site of a giant fxarty — formally called the Junior
Ball — In mid-May. Couples Joined groups like this for drinks and conversation when they weren't
dancing to the music of Atlantis. (Photo: M. French)
At the Sheraton Palace In San Francisco, many groups,
like Stefano PaolettI and Susie King's, rented rooms for
celebrations before going to the ballroom to enjoy the
Frosh/Soph Ball's one Band, Chaser. (Photo; T. Ryder)
ANNUAL DANCES
LIVEN SOCIAL SCENE
SHE
4:45 Calls roommate to pick up
forgotten boutonler.
5:15 Dives
water
bears It
into shower — finds
ice cold — grins and
5:45 Roommate coils, "Stuck in
traffic — do your own hair."
6:15 Almost dressed, phone rings —
"Can you drive?"; Smudges
fingernail hanging up phone.
6:45 Last blast of deodorant, then
leaves the room; perfume and
Kleenex In glove compart-
ment. Car stalls seven times
between Campisi and Sanflilp-
po.
6:55
Gasps, "Nice cologne — a
double, please."
7:12 Suggests they should be go-
ing. Car stalls eight times on
the way to the city.
7:45 "Didn't anyone tell him large
polka-dot bow ties went out In
the 50's?"
8:00 Wonders about dinner reser-
vations.
8:15 "But officer, this car can't
even go that fasti"
8:45 After half an hour of arctic
silence she agrees, deter-
mined to make the evening a
success.
9:00 "Make 'em doubles."
HE
Calls roommate to pick up
corsage while he picks up his
tux.
Returns to find roommate
mixing martinis, helps himself to
three; runs to Swig for a better
chance at a hot shower.
Best friend coils, "Porsche's in
the shop — take a cab,"; Time
for another martini.
Removes Adam's apple shav-
ing; decides to wear large bow
tie to hide the Bond-aid.
Sweats through third shirt as
roommate answers the door;
lost touch: aftershave.
Offers her a martini. Roommate
entertains with bad jokes.
Hands ache from gripping door
handle.
Wonders who taught her to
drive. Also wonders about the
dinner reservations.
Remembers that the reserva-
tions ore for eight o'clock.
Suggests Jacques dons la
Boite; privately thanks God for
roommate's martinis.
Cursing roommate's martinis
after her sixth attempt to climb
85 degree grade.
Arrives at the hotel — avoids
the gaze of the sneering
parking attendant -— discovers
that they ore the first couple to
arrive — finds the bori
"Two martinis, please."
Junior Peter Wachter and his sophomore
date Kathy Wilson "cut the rug" at the
Junior Ball. Peter seems to think
revealing a little oarsman's leg would be
appropriate. Behind them, Peter's fellow
lightweight, Phil Russick, follows the
couple's antics. (Photo: M. French)
— Charlotte Hart
and
TQrno Rosendohi
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Springtime means sunny after-
noons at the ballpark catctiing
the Broncos between the
baselines , . . they call it
BRONC-ITIS . . . catch it. (Photo:
T. Beaton)
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Teamwork, constant praise and encour-
agement were the keys to the soccer
team's success story of 1981. Along with
their success, each player is on the field for
the love of the sport and the camaraderie
that comes with being a member of the
team. (Photo: C. Pedersen)
You don't have to be a varsity athlete to enjoy the
unity of body and mind that comes from athletic
competition at Santa Clara. Intromurols ore
organized in just about every sport conceivable.
From powder puff football to volleyball, students
form teams to keep the game tradition at Santa
Clara alive. It's a way to beat the blahs and meet
new friends. (Photo; L. Berger)
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THE BODY
VARSITY
SANTA CLARA
GROWS
THE 1982
REDWOOD
Above: SOU Lightweights glide to notional
recognition before one thousand plus specta-
tors at the Opening Day Regatta in Seattle. The
underdog SCU Lightweights stunned perennial
powers Oregon State, University of British
Columbia and University of Washington to
capture the first notional championship in Santa
Clara history. (Photo: Sue Mullin &. Jim Farwell)
Whether it be varsity organizations or
friendly rivalries between dorm floors,
athletic competition is close to the
heart of campus life at Santa Clara.
Whether you play the games in the
dorm halls or on a football gridiron, the
winning tradition of Santo Clara
athletics inspires pride in accomplish-
ment and respect for the dedication
of the athletes.
The Athlete often spends five years in
school, red shirting one year and
playing for four. The Athlete is
184 Intro to The Body: Varsity
supported by a dozen band members,
twenty cheerleaders and a frightful
mass of fans inflicted with Bronc-i-tis.
You'll find the "thrill of victory" in a
43-yard field goal, a safe slide, or a
smooth handoff; and the "agony of
defeat" in a football locker room, a
false start or a missed layup. But on
the fields of competition you will also
find growth, the added ingredient of
education. Within the text of athletic
competition, one learns persever-
ance, sportsmanship, and a commit-
ment to teamwork.
— Mike French
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FOOTBALL '81
PHOTO: G. TAPAY PHOTO: D. HGGre
CAUGHT BETWEEN
THE GRIDIRONS
The 1981 Santa Clara football
season was supposed to be a
continuation of the 1980 campaign.
The Broncos were going to go to the
NCAA Division II playoffs and win it
all in 1981 That dream quickly
escaped the Bronco players and
fans, however, when the San Jose
State Spartans thrashed the Broncos
41-7.
Santa Clara had barely buckled
their chin straps and they were
already fighting just to survive. The
San Jose State game presented
two problems for Pat Malley and his
staff. The first was to find a
quarterback and the second was to
tighten the defense.
The following week at Hayward
found no answers as the Broncos
dropped a 31-14 decision. At Chico,
the defense, led by middle lin-
ebacker Dave Ramona, allowed
only one touchdown, but Mike
Sullivan, brother of former Bronco
kicker Brian Sullivan, kicked a 49 yard
field goal for Chico State in the last
seconds to beat Santa Clara 10-7.
(continued on page 187)
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Problems went from bod to worse
the next week as the Broncos lost
their fourth consecutive gome on
the rood, 27-14 in Northridge. At
Cal-Poly Son Luis Obispo, the Bron-
cos found o new way to lose. In this
game, SC went ahead 17-0 going
into the final period, but decided to
let the Mustangs score three touch-
downs and win 21-17.
The first home game brought two
freshmen into the limelight. QB Steve
Villa and WR David Drummond
teamed up for two long touchdown
passes and the defense played
tough in an exciting 27-14 victory.
The homecoming game against St
Mary's was the most dramatic in the
year. The Broncos forged to a 21-17
lead late in the game only to see
the Gaels marching to a lost second
score. On third down, however,
Dave Ramona picked off on errant
pass in the end zone to defeat the
Galloping Gaels.
(continued on page 190)
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The Spirit: the instrument of
attitude that will be your
stronghold in times of fulfill-
ment and joy. Carry the
Spirit in your heart to all
aspects of the game, for it
offers the opportunity to
learn more about your
own place in the game.
The Mind: football is the thinking man's game. The Mind broadens your
perspective on all aspects of the game, enabling the athlete to break
the tyranny of body over mind. With the Mind firmly in your grasp, the
challenges of the gome become easily tackled.
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UNITES BODY, MIND AND SPIRIT
The Body: the aspect of the
game where the mud and
guts duel on the field of
physical competition. The
Body provides a sense of
cooperation and success in all
facets of the game. The Body
without Mind and Spirit, is like
a trunk without the branches
laced with colorful leaves and
the deeply set roots. The Body
complements, rather than
dominates, the other aspects
of the game.
The Agony &. The Ecstasy - a hero's ride, a jubilant
hug, and other heads held low - SCU 21, St. Mary's
17.
Confronted with a long
yardage situation,
quarterback, Steve Villa,
spots his receiver. (Photo
D. O'Neill)
*•
The game against UC-Davis was
similar. The Broncos held a lead and
looked like easy winners when DB Rich
Passalacqua Intercepted a pass in the
second half. The Aggies, however, got
the ball late in the game and drove
in for the winning TD. The last two
games were played away and lost,
making the Broncos 2-8 for the season.
The Broncos didn't make any kind of
playoff or play nearly as well as they
should have. Malley said of the trying
season, "We learned one thing this
year, we don't EVER want to have
another season like that one."
— Mike Condou
PHOTO: D. HGGWS
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Left: The eyes of determination, (Photo: J. Giles)
Below: Broncos put the pressure on the quarterback.
(Photo: D. O'Neill)
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Above: The key man to the Bronco Defense, Dave
Ramona heads for the sidelines. (Photo: M. French)
Left: Tyrone Forte is in a rut as he confronts the St.
Mary's Defense. (Photo: J. Giles)
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"1981 was a very frustrating
experience for our coaches
and piayers. We pian on it
being a profitabie experience
and not to be repeated,"
Pat Malley
Athletic Director
192 Football
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
Above; Michael Norman springs in an attempt to bat the jump bali towards feliow teammates in the game against U.S.F. (Photo: M, French)
194 Men's Basketbali
BRONCOS DUNK THE
U.S.F. DONS
Left: Derryl Williams moves for the score. (Photo: M. French)
Below: Fans at the S.CD. -U.S.F. game catch BRONC-ITIS and roar for two
more points. (Photo: L. Berger)
Scott Lamson passes to fellow teammates for the fast break. (Photo:
M. French)
Above: WE DID ITI In double
overtime S.C.U. 77 - U.S.F. 75.
(Photo: L. Berger)
Left: From the foul line, Scott
Lamson adds crucial points.
(Photo: L. Berger)
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BF50NC0S ON
THE GALLOP
The basketball season must be
considered a success as the Broncos
overcame three major injuries to
finish '16-1^ overall and narrowly miss
an NIT invitation.
A slov^ start in SCAC play resulted
in another 7-7 conference marl< and
fourth place for Santa Clara behind
undefeated champion Pepperdine,
USF and Portland. Senior Derryl
Williams returned from injury status in
December and played his way onto
the All-WCAC first team. Senior Bill
Duffy, out for the majority of the
league campaign, and sophomore
Mike Norman both were honorable
mention picks. Duffy also led SCU in
scoring at 15.2 and was named to
the NABC All-District M second
team. Frosh forward Scott Lomson
surprised everyone with his maturity
and hustle and was named by the
league coaches SCAC Freshman of
the Year.
Santa Clara pre-league play fea-
tured Toso Pavilion visits by notional
powers DePoul and North Carolina.
The Broncos were downed easily by
both but still managed a 9-4 record
going into league. In the 15th Cable
Cor Classic SCU finished runners up
to the eventual national champion
Tor Heels after disposing of Texas
Christian. Important in another way
was the contest with Rice on
December 21 The Broncos not only
lost the game but starting center
Dan Larson for the season with a
knee injury.
Highlights of the league schedule
included another thrilling upset of
USF, this time in double overtime at
Toso by a 77-75 score. Pepperdine
visited Santa Clara needing a win to
clinch the WCAC in late February
and barely escaped with a 76-74
triple-overtime win.
SCU individual stat leaders included
Williams in rebounding (4.9), Norman
in field goal percentage (.571),
junior guard Lance Jackson In assists
(50), soph guard Terry Davis in free
throw percentage (.792), Harold
Keeling in steals (34) and Nick Vanos
in blocked shots (15).
— from The Santa Clara.
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Above: Dee-AIR-ul grins as he goes In for another two points.
(Photo: L. Berger)
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Bill Duffy, leading Bronco scorer,
alms for the backboard. (Photo: T.
Nuygen
198 Men's Basketball
PHOTO: N, BALDOCCHI PHOTO: N. BALDOCCHI
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Left: WhooshI Another two points for the Broncos, (Photo: L. Berger)
Below: Gary Hopkins stretches for the two point slam against the Dons.
(Photo: M French)
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Right: Lu Gores closely guards her opponent.
(Photo: L. Berger)
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LOOKING FOR
THE REBOUND
With the return of four starting players,
including an All-American candidate,
head coach Ken Thompson and
assistant coach Debbie Chow anx-
iously awaited the opening of their
fourth season at Santa Clara in
1981-82. 1980-81 saw Santa Clara
finish at 14-14, best ever for the team,
which made aspirations for the new
season high and hopeful.
The Broncos opened their campaign
at the Cal Poly, SLO tournament with
convincing wins over host Cal Poly
(57-50) and Arizona (60-57). Fullerton
defeated the Broncos in the tour-
nament finale (68-80). Sophomore
sensation Caren Choppelas led the
Broncos with 39 points in the three
game tourney, which earned her a
position on the All-Tournament team.
Senior All-American candidate Liz
Bruno grabbed 38 rebounds averag-
ing just under 13 per game, her
average from 1980-81. The Broncos
returned home to battle in their own
Holiday Classic Tournament in Toso
Pavilion. The field included USIU, Son
Francisco State, and Eastern Washing-
ton University. Santa Clara easily
defeated USIU in the opening round
(69-55). In the championship tilt, Bruno
dominated the court at both ends,
racking up 21 points and 19 points in
an amazing individual performance.
The Broncos buried the Gators (67-57)
earning All-Tournament honors for
both Bruno and Choppelas. Bruno also
received NorCal Athlete of the Week
for her performance throughout the
week.
After dropping games on the road to
Arizona and San Diego State, 3CU
finished their tour with another down-
ing of USIU (93-81) to better their
season record to 5-3. Junior LuAnn
Gores scored a season high 24 points
to lead Santa Clara.
Division II power Cal Poly, Pomona
brought their talents to Toso and
handed Thompson and his team their
first home court defeat of the season
(74-64). Junior forward Karen Ulmer led
the Broncos with 18 points.
(continued on page 204)
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Determined to get back on the win
track, Santa Clara began tlie new
calendar year defeating Idaho
(79-73). With a win over UC, Davis
(61-52), Santa Clara added another
win with a victory over Azusa-Pacific
(81-57) before opening their NorCol
campaign against preseason favorite,
Stanford.
In one of the Broncos best perfor-
mances of the year, Santo Clara took
the Cardinals to the final seconds
before falling short (73-70). Ulmer
scored 20 points and Bruno grabbed
13 rebounds in the losing battle.
Freshman Anne von Tiesenhousen
shone bright in a loss to San Jose
State. Four days later, she led the
Broncos over USF with 20 points,
making the Broncos first ever win over
the Lady Dons (73-60).
Fresno defeated Santa Clara at home
(61-55) as did California (76-54)
dropping the season record to 9-10.
Choppelos scored a career and
season high 28 points against UOP, but
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it was not enough as the Lady Tigers
topped SCU (77-64). Son Jose State
hod beaten SCU seven consecutive
times, until this year. The Lady
Spartans fell victim to the inspired
Broncos (66-64) in on intense forty
minute battle. Bruno led the way with
not only 19 points, but also 20
rebounds and was named NorCal
Athlete of the Week for the second
time in the 1982 season. Bruno also
went over the 1,000 point career
mark and broke the all-time career
rebounding mark set by Dennis Awtrey
to become the owner of that title for
both men and women.
In a four gome skid, Santa Clara
dropped decisions to Stanford
(62-53), to USF in overtime (58-56), to
Fresno (53-49) and finally to red-hot
California (79-71). Choppelos broke
the single season scoring record with
her 19 point performance against the
Golden Bears.
In the season finale, the Broncos
crushed UOP (72-64) to finish the
Above: In Leavey traffic, the closely
guarded Caren Choppelos goes In
for the lay up. (Photo: M. O'Brien)
season with an 11-15 mark and a
disappointing 3-9 NorCal record.
Seniors Penny Stack, Terr! Reade, and
Liz Bruno were all given special
recognition for their contributions to
the women's basketball program over
the past four years. Stack has been a
key to the Broncos defensive game
and has also been a constant source
of hustle and determination - a player
with heart. Reade, who also finished
her career with well over 1,000 points,
has been a solid performer at the
forward position for the Broncos
throughout her career.
Outstanding achievements by Chop-
pers included her breaking the single
scoring mark, and setting a school
record of 26 consecutive games in
double figures, a streak which will
carry into next season. Choppelas led
the NorCal in scoring, averaging 16.8
points per game for the year. Her
efforts gained her a spot on the
second AII-NorCai team, an honor
rarely earned by a sophomore. She
was also given the team co-MVP
award.
At 6'2", senior Liz Bruno could not have
hoped to have had a more produc-
tive season. Bruno surpassed the
all-time career rebounding mark (both
men and women), set the new
standard for women in both career
scoring and career rebounding, and
was named to the first team All-
NorCal squad, a first ever for any
Santa Clara basketball player. Bruno
received honorable mention as an
Academic All-American and picked
up dual honors as the recipient of the
Henry Schmidt Sportsminded Athlete
and the SCU NorCal Athlete of the
Year honor. She was voted co-MVP of
the team and was one of the finalists
in the NCAA Post Graduate Scholar-
ship. Bruno became the first ever
female recipient of the Santa Clara
Athlete of the Year, as voted on by
members of the University's Hall of
Fame board in the annual spring
awards ceremonies. — Michele Coins
Above Left: After grabbing the ball
from under the net, Penny Stack
looks for a quick out to fellow
teammates. (Photo: M. French)
Left: Teammates anxiously watch as
the seconds tick away. (Photo: M.
O'Brien)
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MEN'S SOCCER
Top: Steve Fechner, the Bronco's leading
scorer, odds a little puncti to the ball.
Above: Mark Hunter surveys the situation for
a moment. Right: Using his head, Carlos Arce
sends the ball out of Bronco territory.
206 Men's Soccer
BRONCOS PLAY
HEADS-UP BALL
Santa Clara finished anottier exciting
soccer season completing a 11-7-1
overall and a 3-3-1 league record in
the Pacific Soccer Conference. The
highlight of the season came when
the Broncos tied with nationally ranked
USF 2-2. The tie brought SCU's record
to 9-1-1 and a share of 3rd place in
the West Coast rankings, as well as
20th place in the national rankings.
Other outstanding games for the
Broncos included wins against Stan-
ford (2-1) and San Diego State (3-1).
The second half of the season brought
the Broncos to reality, however. On an
important roadtrip to Southern Califor-
nia, Santa Clara was dumped three
straight times in losses to Fresno State,
Cal State Fullerton and UCLA. The
Broncos returned home only to lose to
UC-Berkeley and Portland University in
the opening round of the WCAC
Tournament. The Broncos came back
to defeat Loyola-Marymount in the
consolation game, but lost to San Jose
State later in the week. Santa Clara
\
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Above: With one defender down, Todd Pardula
exhibits excellent boll control.
Right: Tony Vertongen passes the ball down field.
defeated UC-Santa Barbara in the
final game of the season, finishing with
a sluggish 2-6-0 second-half record.
Sophomore center-forward Mark
Hunter was the team's leading scorer
and led five other Broncos in post-
season honors. Mark was an All-Far
West and a Pacific Soccer Confer-
ence choice. Also making the All-Far
West team was senior Tim Fritz. Tim
was a Pacific Soccer Conference
honorable mention. Also making the
P.S.C. 2nd team was Tony Vertongen.
Tony was the second leading scorer.
Under first year coaches Ralph Perez
and Rudy Campos, the season was a
success. Next year, the Broncos plan
to improve on this year's accomplish-
ments, and, with a little enthusiasm,
hard work and determination, they
hope to revel in the kind of glory they
enjoyed during the first half of this
season throughout the entire 1982-83
season. — Louis Tolbert
208 Men's Soccer
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Above: Setting the ball in motion
210 Men's Soccer
Left: In front of a sparse crowd,
Steve Fechner walks on air.
Below: Mike Kovatch completes his
pass before becoming the victim of
a muddy defender.
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WOMEN'S SOCCER
Above: Renee Gemlngen
out-maneuvers an eager opponent.
Above Right: Karim Kong tights for
possession of the bail. (Photo: T.
Beaton)
Above: Coach Phii Wright's
pre-game chant provides
inspiration for team members.
(Photo T. Beaton)
Right: Trapping a pass.
(Photo: J. Martin)
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GOING FOR IT SOCCER-STYLE
PHOTO; J. MARTIN
At the close of the season, head
coach Phil Wright summed up his
team's impressive season, stating
simply, "We could only have achieved
this successful of a season through a
genuine 'team' effort." TEAM: A group
of people working in a cooperative
effort toward a common goal. Finish-
ing the year with a 10-4-2 season
record, the 1982 Santa Clara
Women's Soccer team enjoyed its
best season in the history of the
university.
Key contributions by veterans and
rookies alike made this team a very
special group of athletes. The Broncos
finished fifth in the rugged CCWSC
and went undefeated in the year-end
league tournament. Scoring a season
record 36 goals over the 16 game
season (while holding the opposition
to a mere 18 goals, including 10
shutouts), the team excelled on both
'ends of the field with great offensive
and defensive efforts.
Senior Julie Long and freshman Korrie
Keebler attained all-league honors,
while team awards went to the
following: Seniors Karen Look and Julie
Long were named as co-most inspira-
tional players along with freshman
goalie Elizabeth "Nubbins" Neu-
buerger, named most improved, with
co-MVP awards going to two out-
standing freshmen, Karen Medved
and Karrie Keebler. As the majority of
the team was made up of younger
athletes, the Broncos are anxious for
1983, when they should be heavily
favored to challenge for the league
title.
— Michele Goins
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CREW '82
Above: Tom Murphy surveys the course. (Photo: C. Hart)
Right: Rigging the boat. (Photo: C. Hart)
Bottom Right: Rowers return to the dock after the race. (Photo: M.
French)
f|
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LIGHTWEIGHTS GLIDE TO NATIONAL RECOGNITION
Who are those athletes that get up
before the sun rises to practice rowing
at the Lexington Reservoir? The Santa
Clara Crew team, of coursel
It takes a rugged individual to endure
a season that lasts from Fall through
Spring, but these men and women are
tough. They run like a cross country
team; they lift weights like a football
team, and then they row,
Obviously, dedication is an outstand-
ing quality that is common among
oarsmen and our 1981-82 lightweights
personified this characteristic. In order
to row in the lightweight eight boat,
each one strenuously dieted to a lithe
160 pounds (Matt Corrado in par-
ticular dropped 32 pounds). Their hard
work paid off, though, taking them all
the way to the Royal Henley Regatta,
in Henley, England, the birthplace of
this grueling sport known as crew.
There they represented us as the
National Champions.
To become a winning team, team-
work is essential. Unless an oarsman is
present to fill every seat in the shell,
practice is impossible. A shell with an
empty seat is about as useful as a
computer program with a missing
statement. In fact, Santa Clara's
women's team (which consisted of
nine people, the bare minimum) saw
this as such an important dimension for
crew that they refused to name a
most valuable player at the Women's
Sports Banquet since the absence of
even their weakest teammate would
hove rendered the rest useless,
(continued on page 217)
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Above: Rowers forge onward. (Photo: T. Beaton)
Right: Slip, Sliding Away through the San Diego waters. (Photo: C.
Hart)
216 Crew
In light of the tremendous commit-
ment crew demands and the often
exhausting worl<outs it involves, it's
easy to dismiss the whole bunch as
masochists. But here at Santa Clara
respect abounds, so much so that
Bronco Crew's following of afficion-
ados (they call themselves "roadies")
have been known to travel clear to
Washington just to cheer them on.
Yes, that's the Santo Clara Crew
team practicing at Lexington Reser-
voir in the wee hours of the morning.
And no, their hard work has not gone
unnoticed. — Kristin McKenna
Mary Briehl
Carlo Dal Colletto
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218 Crew
Right: Lightweight 8 squad strokes
their way to another victory.
(Photo: K. Ulowetz)
Below: The 1982 Crew Team
(Photo: M. French)
Above: Coxswain, Tom Murphy, sets the pace. (Photo: C. Hart)
Left: Heave Hoi (Photo: C. Hart)
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CROSS
COUNTRY
Above: It was a tight group that left
the starting line in the meet, but as the
miles went by, the pack thinned out,
with Carlo Dol Colletto and Tracy
Williams taking on early lead, (Photo:
J. Giles)
Above Right: Tracy Williams stretches
out for the upcoming event. (Photo:
B. Juri)
Right: Larry Eder shows gut feelings.
(Photo: J. Giles)
"In only their third year at
Santa Clara, the S.C. Men's
Cross Country team com-
peted in two national
championships as well as
garnered third place in the
W.C.A.C. with a 10-2
conference record."
Larry Eder
Men's Cross Country Coach
220 Cross Country
Sandie Rodriguez takes it
in stride, (Photo: J. Giles)
. . . SETS THE PACE
Independence is a common
characteristic among runners. Even in a
race the competition comes from within.
You're struggling against yourself as
all that power within your body begins
to unleash. Hard work and training have
made you strong yet you wonder
whether you'll be able to keep going.
Every muscle pleads with the brain
making you keenly aware of your body.
Anyone can run, but only those who
have prepared themselves for the race
will be able to go the distance.
—Carlo Dal Colletto
Joanne Landry, a moment
to tierself, (Photo: B. Juri)
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VOLLEYBALL
Above: Broncos anxiously owolt the attempted block from their opponents. (Photo: M. French)
222 Volieybali
Top: Alynn Squler and Lisa FllkowskI block the opponents spike.
WOMEN SPIKERS
NET HIGH
RETURNS
With a host of returning lettermen and
a superb crop of newcomers ready to
blend in, the 1981-82 Santa Clara
Women's Volleyball season was
another great year of growth for the
Broncos' program despite their frus-
trating 14-19 season.
Head coach Mary Ellen Murchison led
the nine member squad into what was
to be the team's most competitive
season in history. Returning from a
year which saw the women compile
a 17-17-2 record, the best ever in
Santa Clara history, Murchison felt her
four returning letterwinners could
provide the base for another solid
season. With the addition of two highly
recruited freshmen and three talented
transfers, the netters started out the
season with a tough loss to Cal
Poly-SLO but bounced back the next
day to finish in the top eight teams at
the UC Davis tournament, including a
first place finish in their pool play. After
dropping a close decision to
nationally-ranked Northwestern and
eventually another to Oregon, the
women rallied for three consecutive
wins, taking all three matches in just
nine games. Following a setback at
Fullerton, the Broncos managed to pull
together for three more wins, raising
their season record to 6-4 before
opening their NorCal Conference title
chase against the 1980 national
runner-up, UOP, in their opening
battle.
Even though the Tigers beat the
Broncos in three games, SCU was able
to look beyond the loss in time to beat
Fresno State convincingly, a first-ever
for the team in four years. Wins over
USF and Nevada-Reno brought the
Broncos to a 10-7 mark but they fell
to UOP, taking the Tigers to four
games in the best of five match.
California and nationally-ranked Port-
land State defeated Santa Clara on
the road as the Broncos left for
Oregon's Diet Pepsi Classic. Murchison,
along with assistant coach Julie
Sandoval, maneuvered the team into
the tournament final only to lose to
Fullerton State. Santa Clara placed
three players on the all-tournament
(continued on pg. 224)
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team: senior Peggy Castaldi, junior
Korin Lyffyt and freshman Ann
Skelley. The Broncos brought
home the second place trophy,
but also lost the services of Skelley
who had been instrumental to
their early season success.
After easily topping St. Mary's, the
Broncos dropped decisions to
Fresno, Stanford and San Jose
State before their meeting with
Fullerton State who had taken the
Diet Pepsi Classic title from them
earlier in the season. Lisa Filkowski,
a sophomore hitter, along with
senior Alynn Squier, tried to pick up
the slack, but the Titans were too
much to handle, beating SCU in
three straight games. Injuries to
Devorski, Squier and Skelley ham-
pered their hopes for a .500
season as the Broncos lost another
match to California at home in
four games. USF became the
Broncos' scapegoat victim for the
eighth straight time to close out a
frustrating 3-9 NorCal season.
Individual honors went to the two
freshmen on the team, Filkowski
and Skelley. Filkowski led the
NorCal in service aces, averaging
just over three per match. Skelley
became the first women's volley-
ball player to be named to the
oll-NorCal squad. Seniors Castaldi
and Squier received co-MVP
awards and Filkowski was honored
as the most improved player.
Castaldi also was honored as the
most inspirational athlete for the
third straight year.
— Michele Goins
224 Volleyball
While putting power Into her spike, Korin Lyffyt's teammates
anxiously await the opponent's block.
PHOTO: M. FRENCH
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TENNIS TEAM
Above Right: Who's making all
that racket? John Semans ... on
the line. (Photo: M. French)
Above Left: Susan Molltor
smashes another perfect serve.
(Photo: T. Beaton)
»SiT>
Front Row: London Nishimura, Curt Clarkln, Rick Campbell and Tom Stephens. Back Row: Pat Mangan,
John Semans, John Wilkins, Jim Loccabue and Coach Bill Harper. (Photo: B. Waal)
226 Tennis
An expression for every swing. (Photos: T.
Beaton, M. French, B. Wool)
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WATER POLO
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Above: Water Polo nets filled witti the
deodly accuracy of Bronco shooting.
Right: With intensity and form Broncos control
the game, (Photo J. Strubbe)
228 Water Polo
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Above: Game plan. (Photo: J, Strubbe)
Left: Broncos forcing the play.
Water Polo 229
BASEBALL
Above Photos: The Making of o Fastball.
(Photo: M. O'Brien)
Right: Call that one, ump. (Photo: M. O'Brien)
230 Baseball
LET'S PLAY BALL
The Santa Clara baseball team, under
head coach Jerry McClain, advanced
to the NCBA playoffs for the first time
since 1978. The Broncos made the
playoffs with an impressive 14-4
first-half record in league play.
The Broncos, 19-7 overran in the first
half, posted sweeps over USF, UOP,
and Nevada-Reno. Other important
games in the first half included
victories over SCBA champion Pep-
perdine and All-American Jeff Peter-
son of St. Mary's. SCU also tied
second-ranked Stanford in the fourth
game of the year.
The pitching staff, led by starters Pat
Larkin, Kevin McKenna, and Roger
Samuels, led the league in earned
average through the stretch. Center-
fielder Dave Oliva and catcher Kevin
Walters provided consistency and
leadership in the line-up. Freshman
Kevin Dunton hit six homers in the first
half to supply the power.
Santa Clara continued to play well in
the second half. They opened at Reno
(continued on page 232)
Above Photos: A Bronco beating out the throw from home plate.
Baseball 231
The catcher witnesses the Bronco
connection, as centerfielder Dave Ollva pelts
the cover ott the ball. (Photo: G. Kaeser)
Below: Another one bites the dust at Buck
Shaw Stadium. (Photo: S. Splnola.)
- ^^r-^ *>
and swept the Wolfpack up there for
the first time. SCU ended up 12-6,
second only to the Fresno State
Bulldogs. The pitching staff continued
its great success but the spotlight
belonged to Olivo. He hod a 23 game
hitting streak at the end of the year
to break Frank Convertino's 1978 mark
of 16. He also stole 38 bases and had
70 for the season. Walters also played
well as he raised his average 70 points
to place him second in hitting behind
Dove.
Santa Clara went into the NCBA
playoffs facing the Bulldogs in a
three-gome series. The nationally 5th
ranked Bulldogs came to Buck Shaw
for the first game. Roger Samuels and
SCU took the loss as Fresno State won
232 Baseball
:r^. o
^ 1-5. The only bright spot was Walters,
who had three hits including a first
inning homer. The second gome was
played at Fresno and the Bulldogs
proved to be too much. Kevin
McKenna suffered his only defeat of
the year. He lost again; the only
support came from the steady
Walters, as he hit another home run in
the first and later added a triple. In
that last game, Oliva's 23-game
hitting streak came to a close. Even
though the Broncos lost in the playoffs,
they had their best record since 1965,
leaving plenty of hope for the future
of Santa Clara baseball.
— Mike Candau
Above Photos: After taking a generous lead-off, Kevin Dunton returns safely to
first base. (Photo: S. Spinola.)
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Above: Bronco Contortionist - Sol Vaccaro follows through to pitch his
fastboll. (Photo: G. Kaeser.)
Right: Discussing game strategy on the mound. (Photo: G. Kaeser.)
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FROSH; FOOTBALL
Your roomie drags you out to Ryan
Field for your first football practice.
The floor team needed three more
players, and she volunteered you.
Relax, you are told, it's only powder-
puff — no pain involved. Wrong: the
coach, who hod scrupulously sur-
veyed your floor during orientation,
puts you at center.
For your first game, the "unseen
hand" of intramural scheduling has
pitted your team against the Law
School women, also known as "Terrors
of the Turf." In no time at all, it's third
down and twenty. The coach calls
"center sneak." Amazingly, you break
twenty yards; unfortunately, your flags
were removed at "hike," along with
your brand new, Santa Clara shorts.
You briefly consiaer switching to
ping-pong, but you decide to tough
it out.
PHOTO: M. FRENCH
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Left: It's up for grabs. (Photo: M.
French)
Below: George Kemble uses the
tough routine to psych out his
opponents. (Photo: S. Spinolo)
Above: KIrsten Ulowetz discusses the
merits of the slant single wing
offense with Fr. Carroll. (Photo: B.
Hewitt)
Left: Who cares about the brulsesi
PIstoresI Baclgalupl Ravioli triumphs
again I (Photo: M. French)
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Below: Slug that ball out of the park
or there's no post-game partyl
(Photo: M. French)
Right: 4th down and going for the
goal, Lyie Hosoda of the SAGA
Superstars demonstrates beautiful form
before he launches another
game-winning pass. (Photo: M. French)
Above: Would two men really go at it this hard just for a Michelob? (Photo: L, Berger)
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FROSH: BASKETBALL
This quarter, you venture into the
bubble (Leavey Activities Center)
expecting that your coach will be a
frustrated high school player wWh
blood dripping from his teeth. While
v^aiting for an available court, he
proves to be quite personable. "This
is a basketball," he begins . . .
After a grueling yet instructive season,
your record is 2-6. You might have
done better had your center not torn
some knee ligaments in the third
game. Oh well, the team has become
good friends, the coach still loves you,
and besides, there's always next year!
PHOTO: L. BERGER
PHOTO: L. BERGER PHOTO: N BAUXX;CH
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PHOTO: M. ROBERTS
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SOPH: SOFTBALL
Once again, it's time to head out to
sunny (sometimes soal<ed) Ryan Field.
Tliis time you go wiliingiy. You're
getting tlie liang of this intramural stuff
and, despite a disastrous season
freshman year, memories of high
school glory sustain you through the
first few practices.
At midseason, your win-loss column
stands at 2-2. If you cross your fingers
and start attending mass, you hove
on outside (as in extra-terrestrial)
chance of making the playoffs. You
can also rely on your lucky mitt, but
stellar success won't be yours until at
least junior year.
PHOTO: S. SPINOLA
PHOTO: M. FRENCH
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Steve Walson pulls a high speed fake , . . but no one fools
o highly-recruited defensive end, like Fernando Iniguez
(Photo; M, French)
Left: That end sv»/eep vi/orked
for Movin' Susan Meagher of
Mountain Mike's in practice . .
What happened? Below; If
looks could kill, Mike Whelan
wouldn't need a volleyballl
(Photo; M. French)
JUNIOR: FOOTBALL
Your roommate ditched you for Rome,
and half of your team is in Vienna.
Your RA "promotes" you to offensive
guard on her team. You lose your
shorts only twice during the regular
season, but after you lose your
semifinal playoff game, nothing
remains except the label. You decide
to frame it.
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Below: The extra-terrestrial? (Photo: M. French)
Below right: Surrealism on the volleyball court. (Photo: M. O'Brien)
Above: Ernie Avila, Rob Santos, Brian Mcdonnell, Bobby Waal, Albert Reif, Mike French and
Rich Tuosto of the Scopers will do almost anything for a woman's attention. (Photo: B. Hewitt)
Above right: David O'Such, at first-base, waits . .
. and waits . . . and waits for the throw.
(Photo: S. Spinola) Intramurals 243
Above: Noel Ibay tenses for a solid swing that will
send the boll into deep center field.
Above right: Al Reif turns downfield for a run, but
loses his flogs at the line of scrimmage. (Photo: B.
Hewitt)
Above far right: Reverse layups would be easier if
he didn't keep running into the other team. (Photo:
L. Berger)
'mm
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If there's anything a goalkeeper dreads, it's a loose ball . . . especially when he's tangled up
and can't get to it. (Photo: L. Berger)
VPHOTO: M. FRENCH
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JUNIOR: SOCCER
European culture has lured your friends
away so you decide to see what it's
all about. You wade out to the field
singing, "Pelfe! Pelfe!" until a teammate
calmly reminds you that Brazil is not in
Europe. You survey the team and ore
overwhelmed with relief as you realize
most of the troglodytes (i.e., pre-
historic cavedwellers) are on your side
this time. By playoff time, however,
the opposing troglodytes have trans-
formed your shins into hamburger.
With your eighth pair of shin guards,
you lead your team to a champion-
ship.
PHOTO; M. FRENCH PHOTO M FRENCH
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SENIOR: BASKETBALL
Your muscles have developed, you've
lost your baby fat, and you're ready
to play some mean ball. As captain,
you schedule the first practice at an
excellent time: during Benson's dinner.
Nevertheless, you arrive to find only
two other teammates. At first, you
interpret this as a symptom of
advancing senioritis. Your diagnosis is
confirmed when you hear the range
of excuses. Leslie had an interview
with National Tiddlywink. Deanne has
to study for sixteen chemistry quizzes.
Therese broke her fingernail. Linda's
husband is in town
. .
.
Just before the first game, you are
heartened somewhat by the other
team's obvious lack of practice.
Game plan A becomes "Psych Out."
With a quick gnash of your teeth, you
sink a twenty-foot jump shot. The rest
of your team follows suit with surgical
steals, lightening fast-breaks and
bullet passes. All of those Laker films
paid off I Ah, sweet victory after years
of struggle!
PHOTO: N. BALDOCCH
PHOTO: L. BERGER
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Above: With an intent gleann in his eye,
Richie Tuosto, number 37, always gets his
man. (Photo: B. Hewitt)
Left: Down by two, but star servers aiways
save the game, right Nancy Baidocchi?
(Photo: M. O'Brlan)
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Right: Mdfilyn Rianda, of
the Landsharks, rears her
arm to fire a throw to first
base. (Photo: M. Howser)
Far right: Determination
can make Jim Pia fly ...
or sky. (Photo: M. French)
Below right: Breaking away
for a goal (Photo: M.
French)
Above: Everyone leaves In good spirits after
the game. (Photo: M. French)
Left: Michael French and Brian Mcdonnell wave
to the TV networks. (Photo: B. Hewitt)
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For the past four years, whether in
victory or defeat, you have wan-
dered, sauntered, or crawled over to
the opposing bench. You have shai<en
hands, and muttered, grinned, or
gasped, "Good game." Sometimes,
your stomach wrenched when you
had to soy it, but most of the time, you
meant it, even after losing. You
remember the time when the player
who knocked you over stopped to
pick you up; the game when the
player who lost one of her talons in
your forearm offered you a Band-aid;
or, the time the opposing team
sincerely apologized for their coach's
temper.
Looking back on your intramural
career at Santa Clara, you may even
decide that the program has been a
vital complement to your academic
life, providing you with tension outlets,
an enhanced sense of accomplish-
ment, and an alternative to cerebral
meltdown.
Above: The Flying Nuns — Eileen RIckard,
Leslie Berger, Jan Lum, Mary Liz Baden, Laura
Schoenlank, Marjie DeWilde, Sharon Sammon,
Kothy Dull, Lisa Luzzi and Diane Chu — insist
that their coaches' legs get equal time.
Coaches — Chuck Shreve, Doug Kaufman,
John Dull, and VInny Polito. (Photo: M,
Roberts)
— Tcirna Rosendahl and Marjorie
DeWilde
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THE CLUBS
Above: Runners to your blocks —
take your mark — ready — BANG
— the 100-meter dash. (Photo: P.
Neary) Right: With very little
protection worn, the Rugger's body
Is vulnerable to all kinds of physical
abuse. (Photo: A. Beezer)
Opposite page: Booting the ball
downfleld (Photo: A. Beezer)
250 The Clubs
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252 The Clubs
Left: Distance runners fighting for
better positions in the lost stretch.
(Photo: P. Neary)
^ Above: Riding the ski lift up in Sun Valley, Idaho.
Opposite Page: Watching the Bronco attack
from the sidelines. (Photo: M. French)
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Top: The Santa Clara Ski Team readies Itself for the
upcoming mogul field.
Above: A Santa Clara Rugger towers over as he
goes for the pigskin. (Photo: A Beezer)
Right: Tim Mclnerney getting checked by an
opponent. (Photo; K Ulowetz)
Opposite Page: Lift Off-Dave LeBaron executes the
backscratcher at Squaw Valley.
254 The Clubs
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Above photos: At the start of the gome, the ref is the only smart
one: he gets out of the way.
Opposite Page: In the final stretch. Pat Neary kicks Into gear.
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Above Photos: A can of worms? Rugby
team members huddle together to fight
for the ball. (Photo: A. Beezer)
Right: Weaving through the moguls.
Opposite Page: While the opponent
cradles the ball, a Bronco defender
moves In for the swipe. (Photo: M.
French)
258 The Clubs
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FRESHMEN
JUUANNE ABNEY
ANNETTE ACHERMANN
JEAN ADAM
TONY AHN
JOSEPH ALLANSON
STEVE ANDERSEN
DAVID ANDERSON
DAVID ANDERSON
GERI ANDERSON
JUDI ANXO
VIC ANSELMO
KAREN E. ARNESON
JANET ARSENAULT
CHRISTIAN ATHERTON
MARIAN BACH
BARBARA BACHO
BRIAN BAER
DAVE BAGNANI
ROSE BAGWELL
THOMAS J. BAHR
KEVIN BALLARD
MICHAEL BARNES
DANIEL BARSOTTI
STEPHANIE BASS
PRIYA BASU
JULIE BAY
ELIZABETH BAZIGIN
JAMES BEERING
KAREN BELL
JULIE BELOTTI
LISA BENOIT
CONSTANCE BENSEN
ANGEL BERBERICH
MARIMO BERK
MATTHEW BERNAL
SHERI BETTENCOURT
ANDREW BEWLEY
DON BLACH
DAVID BLAKEY
LAURA BOLTZ
DAN BONNEL
TOH BOON
BECKY BOWKER
DAVID BOWLBY
CAMERON BOWMAN
RICH BRAUN
VINCENT BREEN
JILL BRESNIKER
MIKE BRIDGE
GORDON BRION
TERRY BRUNSON
MARIA BULAON
DAVID BURLINGTON
CHRISTY BURNS
MARY BUSACCA
MARIA BUTET
ANDREW BYRNE
DENISE BYRON
CARLSON CABICO
JANNE CADALBERT
GIOVANNI CALTAGIRONE
MICHAEL CANDAU
SCOTT CARAVAYO
MIKE CARDOZA
260 Freshmen
FRESHMEN
FRESHMEN
When I first walked in Swig Hall, I was
bombarded by people wearing "Orientation
is" T-shirts trying to do everything for me. They
took my bags, got my keys for me, showed
me to my room and generally tried to help me
settle into my new home. As I was unpacking
my suitcases, a bright smile flooded my room
and its owner announced "Hi! I'm Suzy, your
orientor." Over the next week Suzy tried to
make her orientees feel as comfortable as
possible. She introduced us to each other, the
campus, and the SOU community. We joined
her in games, for meals and for parties. She
guided us through registration and the
meetings with our advisors. Her encour-
agement, reassurance, and confidence in us
helped alleviate many of our fears. By the end
of Orientation, Suzy and I had become close
friends and promised to keep in touch, Now
when I see Suzy in Benson, she takes the time
to find out how I am, and to let me know she
cares. — Julie Belotti
Preparation for Orientation began early in the third week of
September. Orientors Liz Osborn, Karen Welch and Joan Tucker
helped prepare the school for the freshmen's arrival. (Photo: B.
Hewitt)
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FRESHMEN
I
CHARLES CARLISE
TOM CARTER
JOLI CASTELLO
BERNIE CAYETANO
PHIL CAULFIELD
LOUISE CAVAGNARO
HOLLY CHAPMAN
SUSAN CHEN
SUSIE CHENG
BILL CHEYNE
CHRIS CHIAPPARI
LUNA GRACE CHU
ADRIAN P. M. CHURN
STEVE CISOWSKI
KARI CLARK
REBECCA CLARKE
MAUREEN COLLIGAN
DERI COLLINS
ROBERT COLLINS
RUTH COLLINS
SANDI COLOMBINI
TONY CONDINO
KRISTINA COMPORATO
PAUL CONN
PETE CONSTANT
ELLEN CONWAY
GREG COPPOLA
MICHAEL COPRIVIZA
DARLA COSTA
PATRICK COSTELLO
JOANNE COTTER
TOM COTTER
ANNE MARY COX
JIM CRANSTON
JAMES CRAVALHO
JOHN CUMMINGS
PATRICIA CURULLA
MARY EILEEN CYR
ANGELA D'ALESSANDRO
KATHY DALLE-MOLLE
DAISY DANDAN
JEFF DANDRIDGE
PAMELA DANIEL
RICHARD DANIELS
PAUL DE BACKER
ALLISON DEERING
NORA DEGGELMAN
JOSE DE LA CRUZ
262 Freshmen
FRESHMEN
KEVIN DELANEY
PHILLIP DE LEON
JOHN DEVLIN
SUSIE DEWEY
ROY Dl VITTORIO
KATHLEEN DIXON
MICHELE DOLAN
KAREN DONNELLY
SEAN DOWDALL
JOHN DOYLE
PAULA DU CHATEAU
SAMAR DUDIN
TARA DUGGAN
EDUARDO DURAN
ANNA DURANTE
RENEE ECONOMOU
KATIE EICHTEN
CHRIS ELBECK
MELINDA ENDAYA
AMY ENGLAND
FRANCES EVENSEN
JOHN EWINS
PEGGY FAKE
TOM FERDINANDI
JULIA FISCHER
RICK FITZPATRICK
SHEILA FLAHERTY
TERI FLAHERTY
REBECA FORTEZA
BRIAN FRAHER
KEVIN FREDRICKSON
YVONNE FREITAS
VAN FRITZENKOTTER
CAROL FRIZZELL
LAURA FROIO
MATT FROME
GEORGE FUENTES
STEPHEN FUNG
BRIAN GAGAN
ALICIA GANS
BARBARA GARCIA
BRIEN GARNAND
JOSEPH GEORGE
ROBERT GEORGE
HEIDI GHORMLEY
LEEANN GILBERTI
PATRICIA GLEASON
LISA GOBLIRSCH
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FRESHMEN
TODD M. GOOLKASIAN
MICHAEL GOSPE
BRAD GRAF
JILL GRIPENSTRAW
LAURA GRUMNEY
LISA GRUNDON
CHARLES GUEST
IGNATIUS X. HAASE
RHONDA HALL
THERESE HALL
KALYN HALLENBECK
MARTIN HAMILTON
SUZANNE HANEY
KEVIN HARNEY
CHARLOTTE E. HART
KATE HARTLEY
GREG HAUPT
TOM HAVENS
MARY T. HEGARTY
JEANNE HEIDEL
ELIZABETH HENDLEY
MARIBET HILARIO
JOYCE HODGES
BENI HOLTMANN
LISA HOUWEUNG
ANNA HUFANA
SERENA lANORA
TONY IRSFELD
NITA ITCHHAPORIA
PHIL JACHOWSKI
RON JACKSON
THERESA JACOBS
JAMES JAJEH
SHEILA JAMES
TIMOTHY JEFFRIES
J. DOUGLAS JENKINS
FRANCES JIM
TODD JOHNSON
JENNIFER JOHNSTON
BRENT JONES
RALPH JUAREZ
KRIS JURADO
CHERYL KAISER
HELEN KASSIS
SUSAN KAWAHARA
SUZANNE KEARNEY
SUZANNE KEATING
KARRIE KEEBLER
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FRESHMEN
HAROLD KEELING
CHRISTIAN KELLER
BRIAN KELLY
KEVIN KELLY
LESLEE KELLY
SUE KELLY
KIM KENNEDY
MATTHEW KEOWEN
SUZIN KIM
TAESUN KIM
JOHN KING
SUSAN KINNEY
KATHY KIPPER
JULIE KIRBY
LAURA KIRN
KENNETH KNEIS
URBAN KOAGEDAL
ANN KOCI
MARK KOENEN
PEGGY KOLLAS
KARIM KONG
TERESA KOOJOOLIAN
MIKE KROPP
JOHN KYNE
BART LALLY
CARA-ANN LAM
THEODORE LAM
MARGARET LAMBRIGHT
SCOTT LAMSON
JOANNE LANDRY
THARAN LANIER
MARY KAY LAUTH
JULIE LAVARONI
JUDITH M. LAWRENCE
JOHN LEAL
JAY LEUPP
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FRESHMEN
TERESA LINK
CINDY UNSCOTT
MALIA LITTLE
JENNY LIV
MARIA LOBO
DON LOEWEL
JOHN LOFTUS
KATHIE LOZANO
STEVEN LOZANO
MARK LUER
AARON LUNG
MONICA LYNCH
THOMAS LYNCH
CHRIS LYONS
MICHAEL LYONS
KEVIN MACALUSO
STUART J. MADSEN
KATE MAHANEY
DAN MAHOWALD
JEFF MALONE
CYNTHIA MALONEY
JOE MALONEY
TOM MARCEL
TOMMY MARCOUX
SCOTT MARTIN
UVALDO MARTINEZ
JOSE M. MARTINEZ-SALDANA
JOE MARTINI
ALEX MARZANO
PAUL MASINI
BRIAN MATTEONI
PAUL MATTEONI
KEVIN MATSUO
MARIE MATTILA
DEBRA MAZZAFERRO
TAMI McCAFFERY
SHEILA McCAMPBELL
HARROLD Mccracken
MARY McCURDY
KAREN Mcdonald
kathryn Mcdonald
SUZANNE Mcdowell
LAURIE McELWEE
SUSAN McGUIRE
PATRICIA McKENNA
MILES Mclennan
JOE McMAHON
MIKE McNAMARA
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FRESHMEN
LESLIE McRAY
ED MEAGHER
SUSAN MEAGHER
MERLENE MEDEIROS
DIANE MENDENCE
CONSTANTINO MENDIETA
KAREN MENICUCCI
MALINDA MERGNER
MIMI MERRIMAN
BETH MICHAEL
PAUL MICHAEL
CHUCK MILLER
JUDY MILLER
ROB MINGIONE
KIM MIYATAKE
MAUREEN MONAHAN
MARY E. MONCRIEF
DENISE MONJAUZE
MICHAEL MORE
MARK C. MORIN
PETER MORIN
MEG MURPHY
TIM MOSLEY
JOHN MUTH
JONAE MUZII
VALLY MYERS
MARY NALTY
ELIZABETH NEUBUERGER
RON NEVAREZ
TRANG NGO
JEFF NOLLETTE
CINDY NUNES
MICHAEL O'BRIEN
PAT O'HARA
GAYLE OKUMURA
VICTORIA OLAFSON
JOHN O'LOUGHLIN
STEVEN OLTRANTI
MAUREEN ORLANDO
DAVID O'SUCH
DARYL OSWALD
FORREST OUTLAW
MELLY L. PACHECO
FELICIA PAGADUAN
ROBERT PAGE
STEPHEN PAIETTA
DAMIEN PALERMO
NANCY PARDEN
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FRESHMEN
JEANNE PARIS
ARI PARKER
MARIE PANTANE
CARI PATE
LEANNE PATTERSON
JON PAUKOVICH
LINDA PAULAZZO
LILY PECK
GAYLE PEDRAZZI
ELISSA PELLIZZON
JIM PEOPLES
JANE PEREIRA
GERMAINE PEREZ
LARS PERRY
MARK PETERSEN
THY-HIEN PHAM
PAUL PHIPPS
MARK PIGOTT
SUZANNE L. PLASSE
ERNEST PORTER
ALICE POSADA
RICHARD POUNDSTONE
MARK PREMO
KATHERINE PRINCE
KEVIN PURSER
CARL QUINN
KAREN RAGGIO
JIM RAIBLE
MADELINE RASCHE
WILLIAM READ
ROBIN REECE
PHIL REHKEMPER
CARLA REIMER
KAREN-MARIA REUTER
SHANNON REYNOLDS
MARIE RICHTER
MICHAEL RISSO
ADAM ROGERS
BETH ROMANO
ROBERT ROSE
PATRICIA ROSS
KAREN M. ROSSINI
SUSIE ROXSTROM
STEVE RUDICEL
KAREN RUIZ
KENNETH RUPPEL
MARY KAY RYAN
MAYO RYAN
268 Freshmen
FRESHMEN
PETER SAKARIS
ANDREW JOHN SALE
BOBBY SALYARD
CHRISSIE SAMCOFF
JOHN SANDERS
LYNN SANFORD
HERB SANTOS
CORINA SAPIEN
ANA SARMIENTO
JEFF SASAO
JULIE SAUER
MARIANNE SCHILLER
TIM SCHMIDT
RICK SCHMITZ
WALTER SCHNEIDER
LISA SCHOTT
LISA SCHREIBER
TERI SCHREIBER
McGregor w. scott
sharon scott
heidi seevers
joanie seidel
mary kay seidler
bob senna
STEPHANIE SEREDA
MIKE SHAUGNESSY
KURT SHENEFIEL
ELDENE SHIEL
CHRISTOPHER SHINING
JANA SINTEK
PATRICK SISNEROS
ANN SKELLEY
GREGORY SLAMA
ROSEMARY SMIT
ANNA SMITH
TODD SORRELL
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FRESHMEN
LORI SOUTAR
PAT SPENSLEY
CAROL STAIR
TOM STEIN
LINDSI STEWART
MIKE STIVERS
JENNIFER STUHR
ELIZABETH SYUFY
LISA TABACK
ERIN T. TABER
DOMINIC TADDEUCCI
SCOTT TAGA
JENNY TAM
DAVID TAMASHIRO
STEPHEN TANAKA
LUCY TEC
BETSY TESTA
TOM THEIS
THERESE AYLWARD
CHRISTINE THOMAS
NORA TOMPKINS
COLLEEN TOSTE
STEVE TOWER
KENNETH TSENG
JASMINE U
EDWARD VALDIVIA
JORGE VALLE
FRANCESCA VANDERHORST
ALEXIS VAN DEN BERGHE
CHRIS VAN HASSELT
THERESA VAN RUITEN
EDIE VAN TUYLE
PAULA VARACALLI
KATHY VENTRY
PEARLE VERBICA
PHIL WADE
BRIAN WALSH
BRUCE WALTER
ALLEN WEAVER
THERESA WEBER
DAN WEDGE
MIKE WEGENER
MIKE WEHR
DANIELLE WELDON
FRANK WHITE
CINDY WILLETTE
BOB WILLIAMS
CHRIS WILSON
GREG WILSON
BRYON WITTRY
GARRETT WONG
PATRICIA WOOD
SARAH WOOD
DAMIAN WRAA
MARY WRAY
NATALIE YAMADA
RENEE YIH
MELISSA YONTS
SYLVIA ZANDELLO
DENISE DESMET
270 Freshmen
FRESHMEN
GOOD OL' BENSON
Early days of dorm life promise excitement,
thrill, adventure and general fun. And then
there's Benson. But, at first it wasn't that bad
. . . and what sights. Even those who didn't feel
the need to scope could be entertained in the
cafeteria. They could watch the rest of us, who
did. And, of course, we were all entertained
by the food — especially when the novelty
wore off (which was darn quick for the
sophomores, juniors and seniors). The birth of
the sandwich bar did alleviate some of the
antl-Sagatism, but rumors of the end of Saga's
contract brought smiles to more than a few
faces. We complain, we gripe, but we keep
going back. Why? Because it's paid for, and
besides, everyone is there. Whether you go to
see people you know or don't know, they're
there . . , and ya gotta love it. - C. Hart
Mayo Ryan, Bill Beyer, Jeff Malone, Bruce Walter, Missy Mark and Kurt
Greenway are just one group of more tfian 1500 people who eat at
Benson. Meals are often the only chance for friends to talk. (Photo;
B. Hewitt)
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SOPHOMORES
JEFF ABERCROMBIE
SUSAN ABOUSSLEMAN
LON ABRAHAMSOHN
HILARY ACRONICO
JEFF ALLEN
JOHN AMOUROUX
GINA ARMANINI
JOSEPH ATMORE
JANET AUCUTT
MARGIE AYALA
BETH BACHTOLD
STEVE BACKERS
NANCY BALDOCCHI
GREGG BAMBO
LARRY BARICEVIC
SUSAN BARNES
SPYROS BARRES
MIROS BARRETO
SYLVIA BELGHAUS
CHRISTI BERGER
CYNTHIA BERNARDI
WENDY BEY
LUKE BIANCO
VICKY BLAINE
PETE BOSCHETTI
CAROL BOWERS
LUCRICIA BOZANICH
KAREN BRACKETT
JACK BRKICH
AMY BROWN
BRETT BROWN
TIM BROWN
SUSAN BULLOCH
SARA BURDAN
SHELLEY CABRAL
KELLY CADIENTE
MARIA CALDERON
KAREN CALDWELL
MARY LIZ CALLAWAY
PATRICK CAMERON
HEATHER CAMPBELL
PAUL CAPUTO
STEVEN V. CARDINALE
LISA CARNAZZO
DENNIS CARNEY
CINDY CARPENTER
VICTOR CASTILLO
DESIREE CERVANTES
ALFIE CHAN
DORIS CHAN
CHRISTOPHER CHAN
STEPHEN A. CHIAPPARI
GARY Y. S. CHOCK
CAREN CHOPPELAS
JENNIFER CHUN
SANDY CHURCHILL
FRANCI CLAUDON
SUZANNE COLETTI
DIANE COLLART
CORNELIA COLLIER
SUE COLLINS
MARY ROSE COLONNA
PEGGY CONNOLLY
CAROL CORNETTE
272 Sophomores
SOPHOMORES
"I Find it Exciting."
At our first floor meeting, I told tl~ie guys that
I wasn't living in Swig because I was being
punished for breaking sonne Jesuit rule. Strange
as it may sound, I like being in the Residence
Halls — most of the time, anyway. I'm fully
convinced that at least as much education
goes on in these corridors as goes on in the
classroom, probably more. In a hundred
different ways people ore being formed by
their experiences here. People are choosing
what kind of persons they want to be. I find
that exciting. As a fellow human being, as a
priest, and as a Jesuit this is where I belong.
I want to be part of this education, part of the
process of personal growth. — Jim Erps, S. J.
If you can't manage to track tiim down any other way or time, you
can be sure to find him at his 10:00 pm Mass on Wednesdays —
that is, IF you can squeeze in. (Photo: M. Bernal)
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SOPHOMORES
MAUREEN COVEY
ROBERT CRAIGHEAD
JAMES CRINO
THOMAS CUMMINS
PAT CURRAN
MARY CURRY
CHRISTINE CUSACK
FRANK C. DAMRELL III
CINDY DECKER
MARC DeGENNARO
ROBERT DELAVEAGA
ANNAMARIA DELGADO
DOUG DELLOMO
LINDA DEL VECCHIO
TERRI DePAOLI
WILL DIEMER
DENIS DILLON
JUSTINE DODSWORTH
CATHARINE DOMBROWSKI
CATHY DONNELLY
ALICE DOUTHWAITE
KEVIN DOWLING
LYNN DOWLING
CHRISTINE DOYLE
JAMES DOYLE
MARK DUFFY
KATHY DULL
CARL DUYN
KELLIE ELLINGSEN
JENISE ELLIS
ROBERT EPES
MICHAEL ESSIG
PEGGY EULENSEN
BJ FAVARO
CHRISTINE FAY
ANNE FEIT
KATHY FERROGGIARO
MARK FLAHERTY
AMY FONG
CARTER FONTES
NANCY FONTES
VIOLET FOO
MICHELE FORDIN
STEVE FOSTER
RON FREEMAN
MARIA FRITZSCHE
LEEANN FUJIOKA
DIANE GARSKE
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SOPHOMORES
ALAN GAZAWAY
RENEE GEMMINGEN
FRANK GERACI
LISA GIAMBRUNO
JILL GIAMPEDRAGLIA
CAROLYN GIBBS
BETH GILBERT
CATHY GIROLAMI
DENISE GITSCHEL
PHIL GLAVIANO
STEVE GOMES
JOE GOWYEA
MARY GRACE
KURT GREENWAY
STEVE GRANZELLA
LUCIAN E. GRATHWOL
LINDA GREVERA
SUSAN GRIFFITH
KAREN GRUNDON
JOE GUERRA
HECTOR GUZMAN
MARK GUZZI
LISA GUZZO
GREG HAHN
ANNE HALL
WESLEY HALL JR.
RANDY HANNAH
JULIA HARPER
MIKE HASEGAWA
BRAD HATCH
BARBARA HAYES
MONICA HEEDE
ERIK HILDE
MONROE HOUSER
PATTY HULD
MARK HUNTER
LYN HUBER
FERNANDO INIGUEZ
BILL INSERRA
FIDELA IRIGOYEN
FRANCIS IRWIN
PAUL ISAACSON
ROB JENSEN
LISA JOHNSON
PAUL JUDY
GREGORY KAESER
STEVE KAHL
MARY KALEZ
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SOPHOMORES
DEBORAH KALISZ
CHRISTY KANTACK
MATT KELSEY
KATHY KENNEDY
JUDY KING
SHAWNA KIRKWOOD
MICHELLE KOMES
ARNOLD KOP
DORA KOUMOUTSAKIS
KEVIN KOZAL
BILL LaCOMMARE
BART LADD
ROSE MARIE LACUNAS
LAURA LARSON
PAULA LANDERS
LUKE LANG
HEIDI LeBARON
NELSON J. LEE III
THOMAS LEMOS
CATHY LIMCOLIOC
JACKIE LIPANOVICH
COLIN LOCHNER
JEFF LOCKE
TERESA LOPES
THOMAS LOPEZ
LAURIE LYONS
JOE MACHA
LAURENCE MADDEN
SUSAN MAHANEY
TONY MALONE
CHRIS MANN
ANDREW MARTIN
CLARE MARTIN
JEFF MARTIN
TRACY MARTIN
LEE ANNE MAU
TOM McAVOY
DAN Mccormick
BILL McDERMOTT
ROSE Mcdonough
KATHLEEN McGILL
ROBIN McLENNAN
SEAN McNAMARA
LORi Mcpherson
MELINDA MELONE
JEFF MELROSE
CINDY MILLER
MARTIN MIM MACK
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SOPHOMORES
BRYAN MION
KATHY MIYAMOTO
NANETTE MODESTE
SUSAN MOLITOR
KATHY MOORE
KELLY MORAN
BRIAN MURPHY
ANNETTE MUSANTE
CLYDE NAGAKURA
MIKE NAUGHTON
NELS NELSEN
LIEN NGUYEN
TUAN Q, NGUYEN
CARLETON NIBLEY
GLENN NOBRIGA
CAROL NULK
BRAD O'BRIEN
JOHN OLIVER
TRACY OLIVER
ELIZABETH O'NEIL
CAROL ONO
TIM O'ROURKE
MARIO ORSI
DANA ORTHWEIN
HELEN OVEN
STEFANO PAOLETTI
ANNETTE PARENT
MARY PARKER
KEVIN PASQUINELLI
EDNA PELAYO
LORETTA PENDER
CYNTHIA PEREIRA
CAMILLE PETERSON
CHARLES PHIPPS
JAMES PIA
HELEN PISKOPOS
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SOPHOMORES
STEVE POLLOCK
LISA POPOV
DANIEL F. PYNE
MITRA RAISSI
BARB RAMSAY
TERI REBELLO
MARILYN RIANDA
DENNIS RILEY
LAURA RITCHIE
WILLIAM RITTER
MARGARET ANN ROACH
STEVE RODRIGGS
DOLORES RODRIGUEZ
LAURA ROGERS
TIM ROOT
PAUL RUBENS
CARL RUDIGER III
PHIL RUSSICK
STEVE RYAN
TIMOTHY RYDER
DAN SANDRI
MARIA SCAMAGAS
SCOTT SCHAEFER
HENRIET SCHAPELHOUMAN
AMY SCHIMPELER
LISA SCHMIDT
NANCY SCHRADER
ERIC SCHUCK
MISSY SCURICH
JOHN SENCION
TORY SHIRLEY
MOLLY SHOCKLEE
MARIE SHUCK
MARK A. SILVA
ALAN D. SIMES
JOYA SIRCAR
PAUL SMITH
PHILIP SMOKER
DEBBI SODEN
PAULA SOLIZ
JON SOMMERVILLE
DAVID SOREM
T. J. SPEAR
JIM STAPELTON
BETH STEINBRONN
CATHY SULLIVAN
CHRIS TANNER
MARION TAVENNER
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SOPHOMORES
SUE THEIS
ROBERT THOMAS
JOAN TUCKER
ADAM THOMAS
LISA VALDEZ
VICTOR VALDEZ
EVELYNE VERHEYDEN
KIM VOJVODICH
MICHAEL VOLLSTEDT
PEGGY VON DER AHE
MARY WASHINGTON
JIM WEBB
MARIE WEBER
JULIE WELSH
KAREN WELCH
KATHLEEN WILSON
EILEEN WINCHELL
RALPH WINTER
STEVE WROBLICKY
KELLY ANN YAMADA
GRETTA YAO
VANESSA ZECHER
GABOR ZSOKA
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JUNIORS
SHARI ABDALIAN
ANNE ABRUZZINl
MINDl ALLBEE
GAYLE ANDERS
LAWRENCE ANDERSON
DOUG ANDREY
JENNIFER ANG
MADELEINE ARIAS
FABIO AVERSA
ERNESTO AVILA
RICHARD BAIKIE
LYNN BALLING
PAULINE BARRERAS
JANNAMARIE BAXTER
FLORENCE BEAUMON
CHRIS BEDNAR
MARTIN BELLES
JOE BELLI
LISA BIANCO
ANDREA BOLD
KAREN BOLTZ
JAIMEE BONNEL
RUSSELL BORING
MARGARET BOULANGER
ERIC BOWMAN
JOHN BREWER JR.
DENISE BRODERSEN
BETH BROWN
RICHARD BRYNSVOLD
PETER CAGNEY
JOHN CALDERON
VINCE CANELO
SUSAN CARPENTER
CECILIA CARRANZA
MARIA CARVANA
DAVID CASERZA
WENDY CASSELMAN
CAROLINE CASTORIA
LARRY CHAO
TOM CHASE
NELLIE CHRISTENSEN
KAREN CISEK
KIM CLARK
TERRY CLANCY
ANDREA COLLINS
JOE CONTINO
THERESE CORBETT
JAMES CRANNEY
CLARE CREEGAN
LARRY CREMA
JILL CRIPPEN
RICK CROSETTI
ANNE CROWELL
DAN CROWLEY
CHRISTINE CLINE
CARLA DAL COLLETTO
LINDA DASHIELL
YVONNE DAVERIN
JULIE DAULS
DON DAZOLS
KRISTIN DECK
RICK DeLORIMIER
KAREN DEMICHEUS
SUZANNE DITO
280 Juniors
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JUNIORS
MOVING OFF
When your neighbors' drunken bellowings hove
kept you awoke all night, when Van Holen
blaring trom somebody's stereo has caused
you to flunk your midterms, when you can't
face another plateful of Benson's soybean
surprise, you begin to dream of the delights of
off-campus life.
So you gather up a couple of kindred spirits,
hit a few rental agencies, beg Mom for some
pots and pons, make the rounds of the thrift
shops, and before you know it, you've got a
cozy home decorated in that most distinctive
of styles: early impoverished student.
The initial euphoria wears off, though, when
you discover that you and your roommates all
have the same cooking specialty: Campbell's
soup. Still, at least you don't hove to wait in
line for it, and you can listen to your own stereo
while you eat it. — Patty Beemer
The Villa Apartments, managed by the University, otter a compromise
between living in a dorm and finding a house oil on your own. (Photo:
Bill Hewitt)
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JUNIORS
STEVE DOUGLASS
MARY DOYLE
MARY DUFFY
KATHY EDER
LUCY EGGERTSEN
ALICIA EVANS
DAN FALZON
TOM FARRELL
MIKE FIERRO
CURTIS FLETCHER
MARTE FORMICO
TERRY FORSELL
DEAN FORTINO
STEFANI FOWLER
GREG FREY
LINDA FRISINGER
JAMES GALLEGOS
DOLORES GARCIA
LUIS GARCIA
ROSALIE GARCIA
JENNIFER GARIBALDI
JEROME GIANOTTI
GREG GIRDNER
MIKE GLAZZY
MICHELE GOINS
HENRY GONG
ROSIE GONZALEZ
LuANN GORES
WILLIE GOTUACO
MARIA GUZMAN
JOE GUZMAN
ANDY HAGERER
MIKE HAMILL
JOSE HARRISON
SHARI HAUN
MICHELLE HAYES
PEGGY HEALY
JEANNE HEFFERLIN
BRUCE HELDMAN
PATTI HENNESSY
JUAN HERNANDEZ
BILL HEWITT
PHILLIP M. HICKS
GREG HO
LISA HO
JULIE HOFFMANN
TED HOFFMAN
DEBRA HOLIDAY
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JUNIORS
THERESA NORTON
VALERIE HOWORTH
SUSAN HUBBARD
MARIE IMLACH
BETH INGRAM
VALERIE ISBELL
LEANDER JAMES IV
SHEILA JOHNSON
BECKY JONES
CARL KALAUOKALANI
CATHERINE KANWETZ
JIM KAY
MICHAEL KEENAN
DENNIS KEHOE
KEVIN KELLY
GERARD KERBLESKI
KAREN KESKENY
KELLY KIMURA
RITA KOENIGS
ERI KOGA
GERALD KOHN
MARY KROUSE
MIKE KOVATCH
JIM LACCABUE
MAURICE LAI
MARTHA LARA
MARK LEAVER
CAROL LECLAIR
CINDY LEE
FELITIA LEE
ARTHUR LEMOS
PATRICK LENIHAN
JUDITH M^ LESYNA
PETER LINLOR
ELIZABETH LIPPERT
GENE LoPRESTI
JAMES LYNCH
ALEX MACDONELL
LOR! MAGGIORA
KATHY MAGNANI
LISA MARGHERITA
STEPHEN MARKEY
TRICIA MARTIN
BRIAN MCDONNELL
KRISTIN McKENNA
JIM McNAMARA
KEVAL McNAMARA
ANNEMARIE McSWEENEY
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JUNIORS
ADRIAN MEDINA
DAVID MELTON
LEWIS E. MERRYMAN
ELIZABETH MIKELICH
MARY BRIDGET MILLER
SUSAN MINAMI
BRIAN MITCHELL
DANIELLE MODESTE
ERIC MOGENSEN
CATHY MOUNELLI
LYNN MOONEY
BILL MOORE
DEEANN MOORE
JAMES MORAN
SUSIE MORA
JOSE MORENO
CHARLES MORRILL
SUSANNE MULCAHY
THOMAS MURPHY
PAUL NASH
PATTI NAUGHTEN
CHIKE NCHEKWUBE
RAY NUNEZ
SARA O'BRIEN
HEARN OLIVER
DAN O'NEILL
MARIANNE OTT
LORI PALERMO
LIZ PANETTA
KEVIN PEARSON
KIRSTEN PEDERSON
HAROLD PESTANA
Dr. Finnemore's Water Resources class at the start of ttie California
Aquaduct. This is one of the many field trips from rocl< formation to
Beer and Burgers that the Junior Engineering class has experienced.
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JUNIORS
BOYD PETTERSON
DEBBIE PHIPPS
RICH PHIPPS
JOSEPH PIANETTA
GLEN PIERRE
BRIAN POWELL
ANTOINETTE POZOS
SUSAN PURSELL
JIM QUILICI
JUDY RADOVICH
BOB RAPP
ALBERT REIF
WAYNE REPICH
PHILIP RICH
MELANIE ROBERTS
JEFF ROMANO
ROBERT ROMANO
STEPHEN ROSENTHAL
JENNIFER RUSO
DEBBIE ROUNTHWAITE
ANTHONY SABEDRA
ROBERT SANTOS
CHARLEY SAPORITO
JOHN SARSFIELD
PETER SAVAGE
JOHN SCARCELLA
JOHN SCHLOTTERBECK
LAURA SCHOENLANK
ROB SCOLARI
TIM SEAMAN
CHRIS SHIMAMOTO
CHERI SISTEK
ispecting a water treatment facility above the Santa Clara Valley,
photos: Bobby Waal)
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JUNIORS
JAMES SKOWRONSKI
CATHERINE SKRBINA
CHRIS SMART
DAVID SOBERANIS
MIKE SOUDER
CATHY SOUZA
ALYNN SQUIER
CAROL STANTON
STEVE STARLIPER
TERIC STATON
CHARLOTTE STEIN
LAURA STIMSON
MARIA STONE
JENNIFER TAGGART
MARCI TERESI
RICHARD J. TUOSTO
LISA TWOMEY
KAREN ULMER
PAT VALERIOTE
JUAN VALLE
ERIN VANNUCCI
JOHN VARNI
MICHAEL VENEZIA
TONY VERTONGEN
MANUEL VILLARREAL
DAWN VINCENT
KEVIN VOGELSANG
BETH VORSATZ
BOBBY WAAL
PETER WACHTER
JOHN WAGENBACH
STEVE WATSON
MARY WELTY
JOHN WENDLAND
ELLEN WESTLAKE
GARY WHEATLEY
SUSAN WHITE
THERESE WHITE
STEPHEN WILLS
DENISE WINKENBACH
DIANE DORAN
LIANNE RIEMAN
CHRISTOPHER TABB
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A UNANIMOUS DECISION . . . AGAIN!
"Santa Clara is the best
Catholic school west of
the Mississippi. We have
grown through luck,
historical circumstance,
hard work, and the loyal-
ty of benefactors and
alumni into a prestigious
university," These are the
words and sentiments of
the man who has held
the position as the 26th
president of the University
of Santa Clara.
During his term as pre-
sident, Fr, Rewak has
helped to establish a
sound financial base and
to strive towards a goal
of preparing students for
the world outside of the
University of Santa Clara
through the offering of
academic excellence,
university - sponsored
community activities, and
the presentation of
thought-provoking eth-
ical issues. Perhaps it is
because of Fr. Rewak's
proven abilities and skills
that he has been unan-
imously reelected by the
Board of Trustees, head-
ed by Philip S. Sanfilippo,
to serve once again as
the president of the
University of Santa Clara.
— Renee Kwan
Rev. William J. Rewak, S.J., 26th president of the
University, was reappointed In May to a second
six-year term.
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Dr. Dale D. Achabal
Co-Dlrector Retail Management
Gerald L. Alexanderson
Director DIv. Math/Natural Scl.
Dr. Lament W. Allen
Director of Black Affairs
Jan Armlnio
Director of Residence Ufe
Rev. Louis I. Bannan, S.J.
Ass't. to Pres.. Alumni Relotlorvs
Dr. Brigid S. Barton
Director deSalsset Museum
Dr. Mario L. Belotti
Cholr-Economlcs Department
Simone J. Billings
English
Dr. Kenneth E. Blaker
Grad. Counseling Psychology/Ed.
Dr. Herbert Breidenbacti
Chair-Modem Languoges
Department
Dr. Albert V. Bruno
Chair-Marketing Department
Dr. Franl< P. Caitabiano
Theatre Arts
Dr. Linda D. Caren
Bkjiogy
Dr. Shu-Park Chan
Chalr-Elec, Engr./Comp. Science
Dr. Ruth Cook
Grad. Counseling Psychotogy/Ed.
Dr. Francis J. Corrigan
Finance
Dr. Ronald L. Danielson
Eiec. Engr./Comp. Science
Dr. Ruth E. Davis
Eiec. Engr./Comp. Science
Dr. Rajat K. Deb
Quantitative Methods
Dr. Karel L. DeBouvere, SCJ
Mathematics
Dean George Alexander
School of Low
Jose A. Debase
V.P. for Business and Finance
Dean Andre L. Delbecq
School of Business
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Dr. Joseph F. Deck
Chemistry
Dr. Henry G. Demmert
Economics
Anne E. Doeltz
Chemistry
Dr. John B. Drahmann
Physics
Dr. Vladimir Drobot
Mathematics/Am. Moth Monthly
Dr. Francis X. Duggan
Director Horxxs Prooram; English
Dr. Thomas N. Fast
CtKJir-Blology Department
Rev. James W. Felt, S.J.
Phtosophy
Dr. Evan Fisher
Mathematics
Dr. Janet Flammang
Political Science
Dr. Karen F.A. Fox
DIr. Gfod. Educ, School o( Business
Dr. Grant A. Fraser
Mathematics
Dr. Joyce A. Gerard
Grod. Counseling Psychology/Ed.
Dr. Susan E. Germeraad
Biology
Dr. Dennis R. Gordon
Political Science
Dr. Joseph A. GrassI
Religious Studies
Dr. Edward D. Gross
English
KrIstI Hager
F^ie Arts
Dr. Eric O. Hanson
Political Science
Dr. Timothy J. Healy
Elec. Engr./Comp. Science
Rev. Patrick Donohoe, S.J.
Chancellor
Eugene F, Gerwe
V,P, for University Relations
Dean David Houghton
School of Engineering
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Dr. Kirchiro K. Iwamoto
Chalr-Soc./Anthro. Department
Dr. Francisco Jimenez
O. CHv. Arts/Humanltles
Dr Gudrun Tabbert-Jones
Modem Languooes
Jerrold E. Kerr
Exec. Director-Alumni
Dr. WItold KrassowskI
Sociology/Anttiropology
Dr. Mary Ann O. Kriewall
Co-Dlrector RetaH Morvagement
Mike LaPlace
Ass't. DIr.-AudIo Visual
Dr. Chrlstlaan T. Llevestro
English
Dr. David E. LogothettI
Mottiematlcs: Fibonacci Assoc.
Dr. Roland C. Lowe
Psychology
Rev. Theodore Mackin, S.J.
Religious Studies
Dr. Gerald E. Markle
Chair-Applied Matt>emotics
Rev. Norman Martin, S.J.
Development; History
Owen B. Mason
ProJ. Engr, Physical Plant
Dr. Philip T. McCormick
Physics
Rev. Gerald McKevitt, S.J.
History; University Archivist
Dr. Matthias S. Meier
History
Barbara A. Molony
History
Elizabeth Moron
DIr. Grants/Fellows.; English
Dr. Helen E. Morltz
Cholr-Ciosslcs Department
Rev. Paul Locatelli. S.J.
Academic Vic© President
Dr, Paul L. Moore
Vice President Student Services
Rev. Walter Schmidt, S.J.
Senior Vice President
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Dr. James H. Morris
Monooement
Richard J. Morrlsey
Exec Dlf Konna Club
Dr. Dale H. Mugler
Mothemotlcj
Dr. Michael J. Munson
Marketing
Dr. Brian M. Murphy
PoKtlcal Science
Dr. Steven Nahmlas
Quantitative Mett>od9
Mary Jeanne Ollva
Theatre CoortSnatof
Peter A. Panelll
Mgr. Employee Sefvlce
Jean J. Pedersen
Mottiematlcj
Joseph P. Peerenboom
Ajs't. to V.P. Bmlneu/Flnance
Dr. Robert Petty
Director Academic Resources
Dr. Robert S. Ptelffer
Cfiolr-Chemlstry Department
Rev. Charles Phlpps, S.J.
Chalr-Engllsh Department
Dr. Peter O. Plerson
Hbtory
Frank PIggott
Supervisor Machine St>op
Rev. John Privett, S.J.
DIr. TV FocHty, Ttieotre Arts
Rev. Theodore Purcell, S.J.
Management
Anne T. Quartararo
History
Richard Rebello
Gen. Mgr.-Carrpus Stores
Dr. Lois C. Rosenthal
Chemistry
Dean Joseph L. Subblondo
CoHege of Arts & Sciences
Dean JoAnn Vasauez
Grod. DIv. of Counseling Psych/Ed.
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Dr. Cynthia RostankowskI
Philosophy
Dr. Arthur Roth
Campus Physician
Rev. Theodore Rynes, S.J.
English
Florence Sobln
Head Nurse
Dr. Michel A. Scad
Chalr-Mechanlcal Engineering
Dr. Raymond E. Sandoval
Political Science
Rev. Robert Senkewicz, S.J.
DIr. Campus Ministry; History
Dr. William F. Sheehan
Chemistry
Dr. David F. Skinner
History
Dr. Brent D. Siife
Psychology
Dr. William J. Stover
Political Science
Rev. Gerald Sullivan, S.J.
Fine Arts
Robert E. Summers
Buslr«ss Manager
Dr. Michael A. Sv^^eeney
Chemistry
Dr. Elizabeth P. Tanke
Psychology
Rev. Salvatore Tassone, S.J.
Religious Studies
Dr. Jan Thompson
Fine Arts
Rev. Frederick TollinI, S.J.
Chalr-Theotre Arts Department
Dr. C. L. Van Den Berghe
Modem Languages
Rev. Manuel Velasquez, S.J.
Chalr-Phllosophy Department
Dr. Paul F. Verden
Socldogy/Anthropotogy
Rev. Edward Warren, S.J.
Ass't. Dean-Grad. Couns. Psych./Ed.
Edgar E. Watson
Ass't. DIrector-Publlcatlorw
David Webster
Director of Development
Dr. T. John Whalen, Jr.
DIr. Undergrd. Ed. Business; Econ.
Dr. David H. White
Chemistry
Dr. Fred D. White
English
Dr. Eleanor W. Wlllemsen
Choir-Psychology Department
Rev. Tennant Wright, S.J.
Religious Studies
Dr. Raymond B. Yarbrough
Elec. Engr./Comp. Science
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SENIORS
m A
Deborah Jean Abbott
General Humanities
Cynthia Mary Akin
Management
Anne Marie Albers
Marketing
Catherine Aibertoni
Chemistry
Peter Adrien Aiix
Elec. Eng. & Computer Scl.
Robert John Alien
Civil Engineering
Scott Robert Allen
Marketing
Jodi Anastasi
Psychology
Jane Marie Anderholt
History
Mary Jean Anderson
Psychology
Richard P. Anderson
Political Science
Jon Mathew Angin
Psychology
Ferdinand G. Aronzo
General Humanities
James Richard Archer
History
Lisa Ann Argenbright
Mechanical Engineering
Liane Tami Aritomi
Computer Science
Peter David Ascanio
Mechanical Engineering
Patricio iris Askey
Finance
Nancy M. Auffenberg
Combined Sciences
Audrey Naomi Azebu
Mariceting
Anne M, Bachtoid
Political Science
Mary Elizabeth Baden
General Humanities
Leilani S. Baker
English
Anthony J. Baldocchi
Marketing
Frank James Balgeman
Physics
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SENIORS
The Guy-Guys brought the beat to Ciub 66
during the 1982 Gong Show. (Photo: N. Cristoforo)
James August Baltz
Engineering Physics
Joan Marie Banich
General Humanities
James Michael Bannan
English
John Edward Bantay
Theatre Arts
John Patrick Borrett
Marketing
Maria Carmen Borros
Finance
Omar All Al Basheer
Electrical Engineering
Frances Basich
Classics
Kevin Marin Baskin
Economics
Thomas M. Beauchamp
Accounting
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SENIORS
The cast of The Gong Show's first place act, "Sperm Wars," Mike Jones, John Fuelleman, Steve Cetrone, Tony Deszily, turned out
to be nothing but a bunch of happy zygotes. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
Brian Paul Beaulleu
Finance
Stephen M. Beaulleu
Economics
Patricia L. Beemer
English
Julie Anne Begley
Englsh
Relnhard J. Behrens
Gennan
Rosemcrie Belda
Spanish
Marianne Belser
Political Science
Noel Edward Benger
Mechanical Engineering
Bartxjra A. Benjamin
Psychology
Richard Dee Bennett
Economics
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Jeffrey L. Bereslnl
Psychology
Leslie Ann Berger
Accounting
Jofin Robert Bemol
Economlcj
MIchele F. Bernard
Accounting
Elizabeth Bernardo
Marketing
Christopher John Bey
Psychology
Alison E. Beyer
Accounting
Beth Alyce BIsgrove
Ttieotre Arts
Rebecca Blankenship
MofKigement
Donna Lorene BoccI
Accounting
Robert Alan Boland
Accounting
Gregory R. Bonflgllo
Management
Hugo Romero Borja
Political Science
Carlo A. Bottenfleld
Accounting
Madeleine Rose Botto
Biology
Susan F. Brennan
English
Cecil Morris, Gary Hopkins, and Kelvin Bowers sent N-E-G-R-O on its way to stardom with their Gong
Show rendition of J. Geil's "Centerfold." (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
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Earl G. Broderick II
Combined Sciences
Paula M. Broward
English
Carol Lynn Brown
Accounting
David Shaw Brown
Physics
Jeneane Marie Brown
Psychology
Joyce Carol K. Brown
Psychology
William M. Brown
Accounting
Sheila H. Bruneau
Theatre Arts
Elizabeth Anne Bruno
Psychology
Severlna M. Brutocao
Finance
Claudia Maria Bucher
Finance
Linda Lee Bucken
German
Albert D. Buenrostro
Elec. Eng. & Computer Scl.
Eugene A. Bugatto
Management
Linda Bugelli
Accounting
Cheri Denlse Burley
General Humanities
Kathleen M, Burroughs
Finance
Gretchen M, Busch
Accounting
Franclne M. Bussone
Psychology
Suzanne Marie Byrd
Biology
David R. Callaway
English
Bridget Ann Cameron
English
Cecilia Rios Compa
Political Science
Mary Kim Candeli
General Humanities
Donna M. Cantamout
Psychology
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For Scott Molec and Cathy Dombrov*/ski, the Senior Ball in San Francisco v^^as
their chance for "the perfect evening," complete v^/ith traditional orchid
corsage. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
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SENIORS
Dennis F. Capovilla
Marketing
Joseph C. Cordono
Mechanical Engineering
Kathleen Ann Carey
Marketing
Michael F. Carico
Mechanical Engineering
Richard Alan Carlino
Marketing
Martha Corranza
Mathematics
Yvonne C. Cosalnuovo
General Humanities
Peggy Anne Castaldi
Anthropology
Karen T. Castanos
English
Irma L. Castillo
Psychokjgy
Lisa Stanley, Kenny KIrrene, Yvonne Cosalnuovo, Marty Ryan, Bob Kayser, and Rich Schoenberger celebrate the end of four long
years. "Here's To Us" was the theme of the Class of '82's Senior Ball. (Photo: N, Cristofaro)
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SENIORS
Frank Y. Chao
Elec. Eng. & Computer Scl.
B. Dick Chatjaval
Management
Connie Tsing Chew
Psychokjgv
Gerald Joseph Chlaro
Marketing
Patricia Neil Ching
Finance
Kathyrn M. Chong
Finance
Michael James Choy
Accounting
Lisa A. Chrlstensen
TTieatre Arts
Mark J. Chrlstensen
Mechanical Engineering
Donna J. Chu
Religious Studies
Jakong John Chu
Electrical Engineering
Rita L. Ciccareiil
Englbh
Joseph J. Clmmarusti
Bkstogy
Gregory H. Clark
Finance
Thomas Michael Colby
Accounting
David Brian Cole
Finance
Anne Catherine Colla
Accounting
Christina Anne Colli
Marketing
Paul Anthony Comfort
Electrical Engineering
Sean Michael Comfort
Civil Engineering
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SENIORS
The seniors class officers worked all year to make sure that the ball was perfect. Ann Reuter and Frank Chau were among about
800 guests. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
Brenda Ann Conlon
Accounting
Timothy S. Connell
Music
Steptien Fred Conte
Finance
Douglas Randal Cook
Biology
Susan Jean Cook
Accounting
Michele Mary Costa
Ttieotre Arts
James Patrick Cramer
Civil Engineering
Nancy Ann Cristofaro
History
Maria i. Crovetto
Morketing
Julie Rose Culver
Finance
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SENIORS
Helen Eileen Daley
General Humanities
Paula June Daly
Political Science
John Thomas Danforth
English
Lynn Elaine Davilla
Psychology
Darby Allen Davis
Mechanical Engineering
Ishbel Davis
English
Michael J. DeBarros
Theatre Arts
Jeanette M. de Groot
General Humanities
Frank J. DeLorenzo
Chemistry
James DeMartini, Jr.
Accounting
Anthony Deszily
English
Marjorie L. DeWilde
Psychology
Barbara Joan Diballa
Psychology
Giuliano N. DiCicco
Civil Engineering
Eileen M. Diepenbrock
English
Paul Matthew Dineen
Mechanical Engineering
The music at the Senior Ball sounded like something from Soul
Train, but that didn't dampen the spirit of the evening. "Who's
complaining?" asked Dozer.
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Richard Adrian Dioli
Management
Roy Dieter Dojahn
Biology
Ramona Maria Donahue
Biology
Audrey J. Dormer
Sociology
Mario C. Duarte
Philosophy
Judith Adele Duffy
Eng. Computer Science
William A. Duffy
General Humanities
John C. Dull
English
Peter William Dunbar
Management
David B. Duncan
History
Julie Ann Dunlap
Finance
Gerald Wayne Dunn
Finance
Theresa R. Eamshaw
English
Patricia Ann Eaton
Marketing
Charles Alan Eck
Biology
Mary Beth Eder
General Humanities
Mary Louise Eder
French
Jody Lyn Edwards
Morketing
Michel Enrlght
Biology
Michael J. Escalante
Finance
Patrick John Fahey
Marketing
Nick George Faltos
English
Daniel J. Fake
Finance
Marie Vltorino Fake
Management
Brian C. Falkenhalner
Engineering Physics
Vivian Ward and Rich Schoenberger enjoyed an evening v^/hlch left them
with fond memories and a souvenir orchid. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
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SENIORS
James Alan Ferrero
Accounting
Bruno Dominic Filice
Marketing
Robert George Filice
Economics
Timothy J. Flaherty
Electrical Engineering
Arlane Flieger
Marketing
Kathryn Lisa Florez
Psychology
Gregory James Flynn
Finance
Michael Kevin Fogel
Mechanical Engineering
Ann Marie Foley
Management
John Thomas Foote
Philosophy
Erik A. Foraker
Finance
Karen Jean Frodyce
English
Rosa Maria Franco
Civil Engineering
Joanne P. Frassinelll
Biology
Mela Fratarcangeli
General Humanities
Paula Lee Frediani
Marketing
Douglas R. Fredrick
Combined Sciences
Mary E. Freeman
Computer Science
Teresa Ann Freitas
Accounting
Timothy Marcus Fritz
Marketing
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SENIORS
Frs. Locatelll, Rewak, and Gemnann concelebrated the Baccalaureate Mass In the Mission Gardens for the graduates and their
families and friends. (Photo: M. Howser)
Jonathan E. Fuelleman
Combined Sciences
Gall Lynn FuJIno
Psychology
Frank Robert Furger
CMI Engineering
Roberto C. Furger
Political Science
Walter C. Goffney
Political Science
Kelly Dean Gage
Biology
Lynn Patrick Gohogon
Electrical Engineering
Joseph C. Gasklns
Finance
Stephen Gazzero III
History
John Robert Gebhord
Biology
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Steven Joseph Geraci
Marketing
Peter Hurley Geremia
History
Kim Marie Germann
History
Caroi Anne Giammona
Spanish
Lisa Ann Glannetto
Combined Sciences
Diane Marie Gidrfe Gretclien E. Gilmore Stephen J. Giovanlsci Jeffrey C. Giusti Edwin Huang Go
Psychologv Theatre Arts Biology Mechanical Engineering Finance
The communion meditation at tine Baccalaureate Mass featured a liturgical dance by Jamie Meyer, Gerry Perez, Jeneane Brown,
and Mary Kim Candell, (Photo: G. Mason)
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SENIORS
Pamela L. Gomez
Elec. Eng. & Computer Scl.
Cynthia A. Gonsalves
Chemlsfrv
Laura Lynn Good
Finance
Anne Elizabeth Gough
English
Donlta Grace Gouker
Finance
John Michael Gowey
Biology
Sandra Gayle Graham
Matr)ematlcs
Daniel John Greco
Hlstofy
Diane Marie Greeley
History
Nina Marie Greteman
Political Science
Amy Alison Grglch
General Humanities
David Mack Griffin
FIrxjnce
Erk; Norrnon Grizzell
Morxigement
Margaret Ida Gwynn
Political Science
Elizabeth Ha
General Humanities
Donald Michael Hale
History
Robert Frank Halupka
Combtned Sciences
David Owen Homer
Marketing
Trocey Ann Hammond
Management
James Philip Nance
Political Science
Mark David Hanson
Marketing
Monica Eileen Hardy
Political Science
Julie Lyie Hastings
Anthropology
Katherlne Lynn Hatch
Political Science
Susan Marie Howes
Accounting
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Andrea Lynne Hawkins
Psychology
Edgar W. Hawkyard
History
Lawrence R. Healy
Marketing
Mark Ronald Hebert
Phllosoptiy
Edward Heffner. Jr.
Marketing
Gregory John Helland
General Humanities
Stephen Helali
Electrical Engineering
Karen M. Hennessey
Frencti
Gary Donn Hethcoat
Computer Science
Michael H. Hewitt
Economics
Communion meditation v(/as inspired by liturgical dancers Jeneane Brov»/n,
Querol. (Photo: G. Mason)
Gerry Perez, Mary Kim Candell, Mary Shipsey, and Cheryl
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SENIORS
Lillian Lai Yin Ho
Psychology
Jeffrey Peter Hoever
Mechanical Engineering
One of about a ckszen chemistry majors, Noel Ibay stopped to take a
moment away from the hustle of the Baccalaureate Mass. (Photo: G. Mason)
Barbara Ann Hofmann
Marketing
Colleen Mary Hogan
Electrical Engineering
Lisa Lynne Hogsett
Mart<etlng
Dennis Scott Holland
Marketing
Bradley D. Hoiswortti
Accounting
Clarissa W. Hook
Management
Ctiaries L. Hooper
Eng. Computer Science
Lyie Steptien Hosoda
Finance
Steptianie Hostetier
Mart<eting
Timotliy J. Houlihan
Finance
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SENIORS
Cathy Lea Houts
Theatre Arts
James Philip Hughes
Marketing
Teresa Mary Hunter
Marketing
Susan E. Hutchison
General Humanities
Noel C, Ibay
Chemistry
Sherry Ann W. Jewett
History
312 Seniors
Banners flew In the hands of Greg Bonflgllo and Eileen DIepenbrock as Frs.
Scott, Rynes, Crosby, Coz, Warren, and Velasquez process to the platform.
(Photo: M. Howser)
SENIORS
Steven David Johnson
Biology
Terese Johnson
English
Jean E. Johnstone
Finance
Jeffrey Martin Jones
Economics
Michael P. Jones
Eng. Computer Science
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SENIORS
Moya Lynn Jones
General Humanities
Walter Leroy Jones
Computer Science
Glenn Norman Joyner
English
Kendrick Wui Yip Kam
Finance
Kathryn Ann Kane
Political Science
Brian William Kassis
Accounting
D. Robert Kayser, Jr.
History
Lawrence M. Kelly
Finance
Karen Marie Kendrick
Morketing
Sonia Ann Kennedy
Theatre Arts
Gary Robert Kershner
Finance
Michael A. Kettmann
Psychology
Isom Hanna Khoury
Chemistry
Arthur Huang Khu
Computer Science
Jon© Theresa King
General Humanities
Kevin Lawrence King
History
Robert Edmunds King
Political Science
Bridget E. Kinzer
Hurrranltles
Donna Renee Kirby
Anthropology
Melissa Klrtlond
English
Lorlnda S. Kissinger
Accounting
Inge Merete Kjemtrup
Political Science
John Russell Knill
Accounting
Waiter K. KobayashI
Mechanical Engineering
Dianne I. Kochenburg
Sociology
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SENIORS
A Night On the Danube" was the theme of a Senior Happy Hour in Club 66 which featured authentic Hungarian food and music,
^ine, and dancing. (Photo: N. Cristofaro)
Heidi Astrld Kocher
PoMflcal Science
Jeffery Samuel Kong
Electrical Engineering
Keith Pastuef Kountz
G^n^d Humorrttlet
Cynthia
Kowallls-Alexandr6
Psychology
Michael A. Kraft
English
Mary Beth Kuglen
English
Yuk-Fal Henry Kwong
Electrical Engineering
Teresa Chung Lang
Electrical Engineering
James Louis Lanza
Accounting
Rita Marie Lapenta
Psychology
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Patrick C. Larkin
Management
Monica Jean Lasgoity
Finance
Mariel C. Lasserre
Marketing
Michael W. Lawiess
Mechanical Engineering
Ka Kit Peter Lee
Management
Randall Edward Lee
Combined Sciences
Tamara Leigh
Finance
Steven Robert Lewis
Accounting
Laurel Jennifer Ley
Marl<eting
James F. Liberto
Management
Sean Comfort and Paul Martin were never knovy/n as quieter members of the Class of '82. Their serenade at the Budafest was
completely in character. (Photo: N. Cristoforo)
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Peter Joseph Libis
Eng Computer Science
Alan Jerald Logvin
Engineering Physics
atthew David Lozano
Biology
Laura Susan LIccardo
Biology
Tedd Andrew Lima
Engineering
(^4
Annette M. Lindemonn
General Humanities
.V \^
Karen L. Look
General Humanities
Karen Sue P. Loomis
Mathematics
Bridget F. Louie
Marketing
Diane Arleen Lutirs
Bk)logy
Henry Tin-Yau Lui
Accounting
Eric David Lummis
Economics
Celeste A. Undemonn
French
Gregory Dale Lov*/
Finance
Lisa Ann LuzzI
Mathematics
Sherri Lynne Mack
General Humanities
Thomas J. Madden
History
William Guy Malcolm
Finance
Ana Marie Maldonado
Bk>logy
Scott Anthony Malec
Accounting
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Dana C. Mallen
English
Mary K. Malnerltch
Psychology
Mary Therese Maloney
Electrical Engineering
Mk;hael Mcnglrii, Jr.
Relglout StudM
Linda M. Marcheschi
Italian
Larry A. MarchettI
Managennent
John Frank Marino
Marketing
Melissa D. Marquez
Political Science
Chories M. Marre
Accounting
Lorraine Anna Martin
Accounting
Catherine M. Martina
Marketing
Luis G. Martinez, Jr.
Electrical Engineering
Marcela Martinez
Marketing
Sally T. Mastani
Management
Micheie L. Mascoli
ttalian
John Edward Masero
Finance
Mara T. Matsumura
Mathematics
Scott D. McAllister
Economtes
Ann Marie McCaughey
Political Science
Michelle A. McConnell
Eng. Computer Science
Nora Marie McCormIck
Accounting
Thomas E. McCormIck
Finance
James McFetridge
History
Monica Mary McGowan
Political Science
Kevin M. McKenno
Finance
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:7lasses raised, John Fuelleman (left), Chris Neudeck (beer), Steve Cetrone (front center), and friends toast the world at the 6 to 6 party. (Photo:
\l. Cristofaro)
Suzanne K. McKenna
Humanllles
Michael D. McKeon
Political Science
Michael Ian McNeills
Sociology
Christopher Meissner
Mechanical Engineering
Laurene C Mendence
Psychology
Theresa C. Meringo
General Humanities
Pamela Eilse Merritt
Psychology
Jamie E, A, Meyer
Electrical Engineering
Irma Rosa Mezei
Spanish
Gregory Lane Migaki
Marl<etlng
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Douglas Mark Helton
Management
Shari Akemi Mlura
General Humanities
Andrew David Miller
Accounting
David Floyd Mira
Political Science
Anthony P. MIrenda
Civil Engineering
Anne Marie Mooring
Chemistry
Hugo Torres Mora
Biology
Agnes Cecilia Moron
Electrical Engineering
Douglas P. Miscoll
|
German
I
Ernesto Moreno
Psychology
The seniors' 6 to 6 party (held — you guessed it — in Club 66) gathered sophomores, juniors, and some freshmen, too. Seniors
Susan Hicks, Martin Jennings, Cecilia Ramos, and Chris Cesar posed for photographer Mora Matsumara.
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Susan Leslie Munch
Psychology
Larry Nell Murnane
Political Science
KeonI Anthony Murphy
Chemistry
Thomas Daniel Murtho
Political Science
Daniel Richard Musso
Engineering
Kenneth D. Najour
Accounting
Sean Patrick Nolty
English
Joanne NavarinI
Quantitative Methods
Patrick John Neary
English
Christopher Neudeck
Civil Engineering
Ann Davis Neumann
History
Ham Xuan Nguyen
Philosophy
Tuan Anh Nguyen
Civil Engineering
M. Ceclle Nicholas
History
Morqufe Teresa Nock
English
Gerard Oban
Biology
Thomas Allan Obot
Electrical Engineering
Richard O'Brien, Jr.
Accounting
Michael A. O'Campo
Biology
Teresa Anne Ochoo
General Humanities
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Patrick J. O'Connell
Psychology
Patrick T. O'Donnell
Bk3logy
Tambra K. Ogletree
Psychology
Patricio Ann O'Keefe
Psychology
Jennifer L. O'Keetfe
Pjychoksgy
Anne Taylor O'Meora
History
Robert E. O'Meora
Accounting
Lowrence Oreglia, Jr.
Accounting
Timothy P. O'Rourke
Economics
Andrew Michael Oven
Civil Engineering
David Manuel Padiiia
Finance
Margaret T. Paietta
Psychology
Gregory K. Poladini
Psychokjgy
Jeffrey J. Ponelii
Psychology
Ellen Pcpodokls
Humor^ttes
John Poul Poquette
Finance
Robert C. Patterson
Engineering Physics
Lisa Michele Pease
Theatre Arts
Fernando Pena
History
Gerard Calvo Perez
Management
Michael James Perry
Finance
Christopher Peterson
Mechanical Engineering
Margaret L. Peterson
Computer Science
Judith E. Pettebone
Biology
Beth Marie Petzinger
Finance
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jlie Ruso and Dennis Holland relax on board The Commadore Hornblower. The bay cruise featured an open bar, hors d'oeuvres,
^d dancing. (Photo: M. Matsumura)
John Anthony Pezzini
Accounting
William Conrad Pfund
Elec. Eng. & Computer Sci.
Emily P. Pimentel
Spanish
Claudia S. Pinillo
Biology
Nancy Ann Plimpton
Political Science
Vincent F. Polito
Marketing
James Politoski
Finance
Henry Ganchyen Poon
Psyctiology
Robin Poss
Engineering
Greg Robert Pruett
Finance
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Cheryl Marie Puis
Finance
Cheryl Lee Queral
Marketing
John Paul Quinn
Finance
Cecilia Ramos
Elec. Eng. & Computer Scl.
Therese Maria Rea ^
Electrical Engineering I
Terri Lynn Reade
Accounting
Carol M. Reding
General Humanities
Thomas A. Remedies
Electrical Engineering
Mariso Ann Repetto
Psychology
Ann Elizabeth Reuter
Electrical Engineering
Despite a threat from the ship's captain to return to the dock because of student rowdiness, Leslie Berger and Mark Roberts
enjoyed a Senior Week yacht cruise around the San Francisco Bay. (Photo: M. Matsumura)
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James Chris Reynolds
Electrical Engineering
Sara Ann Rich
Finance
Carmello A. Richards
English
Karen M. Richardson
Finance
Eileen C. Rickard
Mathematics
Nancee Ann Riddle
Political Science
Lori Ann Rieth
English
Scott Allen Ritchey
Marl<eting
Mark Andrew Roberts
Economics
Shelly Ann Robinson
Accounting
Anita L. Roxstrom
Finance
Edward Guniek Ruder
Electrical Engineering
Julie Marie Ruso
Psychology
Jay Craig Russell
English
Steven Duane Russell
Electrical Engineering
Susan P, Rutkowitz
Management
Martin Patrick Ryan
English
Lee Mitchell Sachs
History
Mirka Saha
Biology
Richard Paul Saitta
Chemistry
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Susan Sakal
Finance
GIna Ruby Salcldo
Electrical Engineering
Loretta Ann Salvador
Psychology
SofI Samanlego
Finance
Sharon Marie Sammon
Marketing
Anollsa Sanchez
Mart<etlng
Kevin Murray Sanchez
Marketing
MIrtha T. Sanchez
Spanish
Gregory SangulnettI
Management
Nancy C. Sangulnetti
Accounting
Laura Lynn Santos
MothematkDS
Stephen P. Sapurxsr
Finance
Leonard C. Savage
Marxjgement
Phyllis L. Schaeffer
Political Science
Ingrld R. Schelter
Psychokjgy
Sophia Schen
Management
John Robert Schmidt
Electrical Engineering
Gali Alien Schooiey
Electrical Engineering
Katherlne M. Schroder
Finance
Allan George Schrum
Mathemattej
Caroi L. Schumacher
Mart(etlng
Joseph John Sciocca
Political Science
Susan Marie Scibetta
Biology
Andrew John Scott
Management
Maurlne M, Sel<erka
Accounting
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Vinner of the Nobili Award, Philosophy major Mark Hebert spoke so dynamlcallv at graduation he received a standing ovation.
Photo; M. Hovi/ser)
Kevin G. Semonsen
Combined Sciences
Sam Choi Seto
MarVetIng
Gregory R. Sharlcey
Finance
Brandy Lynn R. Shaw
General Hunvsnitles
Mary Elizabethi Shea
Philosophy
John Hilary Sheehan
Music
Elizabeth Shimeg
History
Ann MIkl Shtomoto
Monooement
Mary Louise Shipsey
tellglous Studies
Charles H, Shreve
Management
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Heather Shupe
Accounting
Robert Joseph Silva
Management
James P, C. Silvestri
Economics
John Anthony Simon
Political Science
Juiie Ann Sly
English
Ann Margaret Smith
Theatre Arts
Geoffrey Blake Smith
Accounting
Patricia Ann Smith
English
Sherry Ann Smith
General Humanities
Jeffrey C. Smoi<er
English
SENIORS
Theodore E, Spear
Mechanical Engineering
Steven Peter Spinola
Political Science
Thomas Hart Squeri
Political Science
Penelope Anne Stack
General Humanities
Robert A. Stankus
Phllosoptiy
Photo: G. Mason
SENIORS
Lisa Anne Stanley
Theatre Arts
Shawn Marie Stinson
General Humanities
Margaret St. Pierre
Electrical Engineering
Phillip B. Stuehler
Electrical Engineering
Jean Y. Sugil<awa
Chemistry
Catherine Ann Supan
Accounting
Mark Francis Sur
Marketing
John Williams Surma
Accounting
A. Ramsey Sutherland
English
Monica M. Swendsen
General Humanities
Zoltan P. Szoboszlay
Electrical Engineering
Kareem Michael Takia
Chemistry
Karen Marie Tailey
Engineering Physics
Anne Lynn Tamura
Mechanteal Engineering
Mark Lee Tangney
Mathematics
Stephanie J. Tapay
German
John Domion Tarabini
MarKigement
Jacqueline A. Taylor
PfiUosophy
Carol Marie Thane
General Humanities
Roxanne Marie Thomas
Theatre Arts
Philip J. Thompson
Philosophy
Wayne A. Thompson
Finance
Sydney Ivona Thomson
Biology
Michelle Dee Tidweii
Elec. Eng. & Computer Scl.
Horace Chi Wah Ting
Electrical Engineering
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nglish Department graduates Susan Ansberry, Leilani Baker, Patty Beemer, and Ishbel Davis smile as the Theater majors take a bow. (Photo: G.
Fapay)
David Alan UJIta
Marketing
Dana Lynn Unger
Accounting
Gregory James UntI
Rne Arts
Josephine P. Ureta
General Humanities
Morlene Reiko UyechI
Combined Sciences
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Joyce Ruth Valadez
Finance
Judy Anne Valadez
Psychotogy
Chris L. Valerlote
Hbtory
Catherine E. van Boom
Spcniah
Tina Ann VasconI
Sociology
Carlo Jean Vaughn
Accounting
Joseph A. Velio
Flnar>ce
Renee Joanne Vizzord
French
Christopher J. Vlohos
Cr>emlstrv
Margaret Moore Voss
Computer Science
r- mr^'-'
^-,- .* '^If, /•-
.^p*» ' «
Graduation exercises on Saturday, 12 June 1982, left over 800 students and their families and friends filled with emotion. The
crowd, which packed the Mission Gardens, symbolized the immense support and encouragement each of the students received in
his or her efforts to get an SCU diploma. (Photo: G. Mason)
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Sandra Luclo Voss
French
Deonno M. Vukovatz
Finance
Robert M. Vukovic Joseph M. Wockermon
Mechanical Engineering
Sally Jane Waggoner
English
Deborah D. Walker
Computof Science
Tammero Janeo Walker
FlrxaTce
Brian Scott Wallace
Accounting
Kevin R. Walters
Accounting
Cottierlne C. Ward
Blotogy
Vivian Marie Ward
General Humanities
Thomas Anthony Wargo
Philosophy
Lynn Marie Warren
Firvance
Eileen Marie Wathen
General Humanities
Mary Angela Weber
Finance
Monica Ann Weekes
Polltlcai Science
Theresa Anne Weller
Flnorwe
Judith P. Welsh
Finance
Chris J. Whetstone
Electrtcal Engineering
Robert R. Whitaker
Accounting
George E. Williams
General Humanities
Kathleen J. Williams
History
Stephanie L. Williams
General Humanities
Tracy E, Williams
Combined Sciences
Stephen Craig Wllner
Economics
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D'Andrea M. Wilson
English
Peter D. Wolff
e
Finance
Dickson Tuck S. Wong
Electrical Engineering
Sheila Shun-Yi Wong
Finance
Sheryl Anne Wong
Accounting
Allison L. Woods
Political Science
Joseph William Wrin
Biology
Gregory Adon Yoder
Economics
Isam Khourl expresses
the most common
emotion of the day.
(Photo: M. Howser)
Sandra Ann Young
General Humanities
Randolph A. Ynegas
Political Science
Mary Regina Zavadil
Combined Sciences
David Joseph Zbin
Management
334 Seniors
A worm summer sun bathed the graduation audience in the Mission Gardens. (Photo: G. Tapay)
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^Sean Comfort, Tony Mirendo, and Giuliano DiCicco advertised Moosehead Beer on their orange hard hats, which are a Civil Engineering
graduation tradition, (Photo: G. Mason)
One graduate gives credit where she thinks the credit Is ultimately due. (Photo: M. Howser)
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Areyougi^dng
yourbank
^
toomuch aedit?
Sc^ ycuiVc satisfied with your
bank, arc you .^
\\' hy not take a minute to put
it up au;ainst Crocker Bank and see
who's doing more to keep you ahead.
Does your bank have longer
hours than most California banks?
Crocker Bank does. Most
branches are open 9 to 4, Monday
through Thursday, and 9 to 6 on
Friday, for your convenience.
Does your present bank have
automated tellers that let you bank
even after the bank has closed for
Crocker Bank does. In tact,we
were the first major California bank
to offer automated tellers— open
every day of the year
Does your bank ha\^" a card
that lets you do your banking all
over California?
Crocker Bank does. It's called
the Crocker Banking Card," and
you can use it at all of the more than
380 Crocker Banks.
Maybe yourbank isn't working
that hard to keep you al'iead, after all.
In which case, come on in to
®
.1 /^ 1 Crocker
,IJL1 \wjX\J\»^.^li
because theywant to stayahea,
^S^CrockerBank
Santa Clara Office
990 Benton Street
Telephone: 998-3741
McmKTFniCCH>i.a,i\.i
338
Wade's Pharmacy
Don't steal
your floor's
greatest
necessity !
fe''
,,'alk over to
SCU's sniffle center.
1290 Franklin Mall 296-6016
Set up to save time.
Express Tfeller Lines that
really move. Express
Deposit Boxes with no
lines at all. Express
Payments to save you
trips to the Bank.
Express Banking.
It means more con-
venience. More speed.
Less hassle.
Wells Fargo Bank.
Since 1852,
Member FDIC
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ABBOTT, DEBORAH 294
BDALIAN, SHARI 280
BNEY, JULIANNE 134,260
ABOUSSLEMAN, SUSAN 272
ABRAHAMSOHN, LORRAINE 272
ABRUZZINI. ANNE 127,280
ACHERMANN, ANNETTE 260
ADAM, JEAN 260
AHN, ANTHONY 260
AKIN, CYNTHIA 294
ALBERS, ANNE 294
ALBERTONI, CATHERINE 294
ALIX, PETER 294
ALLANSON, JOSEPH 260
ALLBEE. MELINDA 280
ALLEN, JEFFERY 122,172
ALLEN, ROBERT 294
ALLEN, SCOTT 97-8,294
AMOUROUX, JOHN 272
ANASTASI, JODI 294
ANCHETA, BERNARD 103,113,265
ANDERHOLT, JANE 151,294
ANDERS, GAYLE 280
ANDERSEN, STEVEN 260
ANDERSON, DAVID L. 260
ANDERSON, DAVID N. 260
ANDERSON, GERALDINE 260
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE 280
ANDERSON, MARY 294
ANDERSON, RICHARD 88,294
ANDREY, DOUGLAS 280
ANG, JENNIFER 280
ANGIN, JON 294
ANSBERRY, SUSAN 331
ANSELMO, VICTOR 260
ANXO, JUDI 260
ARANZA, FERDINAND 294
ARCHER, JAMES 294
ARGENBRIGHT, LISA 294
ARIAS, MADELEINE 280
ARITOMI, LIANE 294
ARNESON, KAREN 260
ARSENAULT, JANET 134,260
ASCANIO, PETER 294
ASHFORD, MICHELLE 66,69
ASKEY, PATRICIA 294
ATHERTON, CHRISTIAN 260
ATMORE, JOSEPH 272
AUCUTT, JANET 272
AUFFENBERG, NANCY 294
AVERSA, FABIO 280
AVILA, ERNESTO 243,280
AYALA, MARGARET 272
AYLWARD, 270
AZEBU, AUDREY 294
BABIARZ, CHRISTOPHER 113
ACH, MARIAN 137,260
ACHO, BARBARA 260
BACHTOLD, ANNE 294
BACHTOLD, BETH 272
BACKERS, STEVEN 272
BADEN, MARY 249,294
BAER, BRIAN 260
BAGNANI, DAVID 260
BAGWELL, ROSE 260
BAHMANN, ANDREA 105
BAHR, THOMAS 260
BAIKIS, RICHARD 280
BAILEY, JOHN 131-2
BAKER, CHRISTOPHER 126
BAKER, LEILANI 294,331
BAKER, TRACY 126
BALDOCCHI, ANTHONY 294
BALDOCCHI, NANCY 247,272,356
BALGEMAN, FRANK 294
BALLARD, KEVIN 260
BALLING, LYNN 280
BALTZ. JAMES 295
BAMBO, GREGORY 272
BANICH, JOAN 295
BANNAN, JAMES 295
BANTAY, JOHN 56,67-9,128,295
BARICEVIC, LAWRENCE 272
BARNES, MICHAEL 260
BARNES, SUSAN 272
BARRERAS, LAURA 280
BARRES, SPYROS 270
BARRETO, MIROSLAVA 272
BARRETT, JOHN 295
BARROS, MARIA 295
BARSOTTI, DANIEL 260
BASHHEER, OMAR 295
BASICH, FRANCES 149,295
BASKIN, KEVIN 42-3,95
BASS, STEPHANIE 260
BASU, PRIYA 260
BAXTER, JANNAMARIE 280
BAY, JULIE 260
BAZIGIN, ELIZABETH 260
BEATON, TED 89,356
BEAUCHAMP, THOMAS 295
BEAULIEU, BRIAN 296
BEAULIEU, STEPHEN 296
BEAUMON, FLORENCE 280
BEDNAR, CHRISTOPHER 280
BEEMER, PATRICIA 87,95,281,
296,331,356
BEEZER, ALLISON 88,90,97,356
BEGLEY, JULIE 66,296
BEHRENS, REINHARD 296
BELDA, ROSEMARIE 296
BELGHAUS, SYLVIA 272
BELL, KAREN 260
BELLES, MARTIN 280
BELLI, JOSEPH 280
BELOTTI, JULIE 260,261,356
BELSER, MARIANNE 296
BENGER, EDWARD 296
BENJAMIN, BARBARA 296
BENNETT, RICHARD 296
BENOIT, LISA 260
BENSEN, CONSTANCE 260
BERBERICH, ANGELA 260
BERESINI, JEFFREY 297
BERGER, CHRIST! 272
BERGER, LESLIE 249,296,324,356
BERK, ELENA 260
BERMUDEZ, STEVEN 105,113
BERNAL, JOHN 297
BERNAL, MATTHEW 89,260,356
BERNARD, MICHELE 297
BERNARDO, MARY 128,297
BETTENCOURT, SHERI 260
BEWLEY, ANDREW 113,260
BEY. CHRISTOPHER 297
BEY, WENDY 272
BEYER, ALISON 297
BEYER, WILLIAM 271
BISGROVE, BETH 297
BLACH, MICHAEL 126
BLAINE, VICTORIA 272
BLAKLEY, DAVID 260
BLANKENSHIP, REBECCA 297
BOCCI, DONNA 297
BOITANO, JULIE 13t
BOLAND, ROBERT 297
BOLD, ANDREA 280
BOLTZ, KAREN 280
BOLTZ, LAURA 260
BONFIGLIO, GREGORY 119,
297,313
BONNEL, DANIEL 260
BONNEL, JAIMEE 280
BORING, RUSSELL 280
BORJA, HUGO 297
BOSCHETTI, PETER 272
BOTET, MARIA 146,356
BOTTENFIELD, CARLA 297
BOTTO, MADELEINE 297
BOULANGER, MARGARET 280
BOULDOUKIAN, VAHE 297
BOWERS, CAROL 272
BOWERS, KELVIN 297
BOWKER, REBECCA 260
BOWLBY, DAVID 260
BOWMAN, CAMERON 260
BOWMAN, ERIC 280
BOZANICH, LUCRICIA 272
BRACKETT, KAREN 272
BRAUN, RICHARD 260
BREEN, VINCENT 260
BRENNAN, SUSAN 297
BRESNIKER, JILL 260
BREWER, JOHN 280
BRIDGE, MICHAEL 260
BRION, GORDON 260
BRISCOE, STEVEN 80
BRITTON, PATRICIA 127
BRKICH, JACK 272
BRODERICK, EARL 298
BRODERSEN, CAROLINE 280
BROWARD, PAULA 298
BROWN, AMY 272
BROWN, BRETT 272
BROWN, CAROL 298
BROWN, DAVID 298
BROWN, DOROTHY 280
BROWN, JENEANE 160,298,309-10
BROWN, JOHN 105
BROWN, JOYCE 298
BROWN, TIMOTHY 272
BROWN, WILLIAM 298
BRUNEAU, SHEILA 105,111,298
BRUNO, CHRISTOPHER 90,91
BRUNO, ELIZABETH 202-5,298
BRUNSON, TERRY 260
BRUTOCAO, SEVERINA 298
BRYNSVOLD, RICHARD 280
BUCHER, CLAUDIA 298
BUCKEN, LINDA 298
BUENROSTRO, ALBERT 298
BUGATTO, EUGENE 298
BUGELLI, LINDA 298
BULAON, MARIA 260
BULGER, JANE 60
BULLOCH, SUSAN 272
BURDAN, SARA 272
BURLEY, CHERI 143,298
BURLINGTON, DAVID 260
BURNS, KRISTINE 260
BURROUGHS, KATHLEEN 298
BUSACCA, MARY 260
BUSCH, GRETCHEN 298
BUSCH, JEANNE 8,93
BUSSONE, FRANCINE 298
BUTET, MARIA 260
BYRD, SUZANNE 298
BYRNE, ANDREW 260
BYRON, DENISE 260
CABICO, CARLSON
ABRAL, SHELLEY
ADALBERT, JANNE
CADIENTE, KELLY
CAGNEY, PETER
CALDERON, JOHN
CALDERON, MARIA
CALDWELL, KAREN
CALLAWAY, DAVID
CALLAWAY, MARY
CALTAGIRONE, GIOVANNI
CAMERON, BRIDGET
CAMERON, PATRICK
CAMPA, CECILIA
CAMPBELL, HEATHER
CAMPBELL, RICHARD
260
272
134,260
272
280
280
272
272
298
272
260
298
272
298
272
226
CANDAU, MICHAEL 260
CANDELL, MARY KIM 298,309-10
CANDLER, HOLLY 128
CANELO, VINCENT 280
CANTAMOUT, DONNA 298
CAPOVILLA, DENNIS 97-8,300
CAPUTO, PAUL 126,272
CARAVAYO, SCOTT 145,173,260
CARDONA, JOSEPH 300
CARDONA, KENNETH 98
CARDOZA, MICHAEL 260
CAREY, KATHLEEN 300
CARICO, MICHAEL 300
CARLINO, RICHARD 300
CARLISE, CHARLES 262
CARNAZZO, LISA 272
CARNEY, DENNIS 272
CARPENTER, CYNTHIA 272
CARPENTER, SUSAN 280
CARRANZA, CECILIA 280
CARRANZA, ESTHER 145
CARRANZA, MARTHA 300
CARTER, ALTONIA 143
CARTER, THOMAS 262
CARUANA, MARIA 280
CASALNUOVO, YVONNE 300
CASERZA, DAVID 280
CASSELMAN, WENDY 280
CASTALDI, PEGGY 224,300
CASTANOS, KAREN 300
CASTELLO, JOLI 262
CASTILLO, IRMA 300
CASTILLO, MICHAEL 301
CASTILLO, VICTOR 161,272
CASTORIA, CAROLINE 280
CASTRO, JUANITA 301
CAULFIELD, PHILIP 262
CAUSEY, MARY 301
CAVAGNARO, LOUISE 262
CAZARES, CRAIG 262
CERVANTES, DESIREE 272
CESAR, CHRISTOPHER 301,321
CETRONE, STEVE 296,301,319
CHAN, ALFIE 272
CHAN, CHRISTOPHER 272,356
CHAN, DORIS 272
CHAO, FRANK 301-2
CHAO, LAWRENCE 280
CHAPMAN, HOLLY 262
CHASE, THOMAS 280
CHATJAVAL, BHORNBHOT 301
CHEN, SUSAN 262
CHENG, SUSIE 262
CHEW, CONNIE 301
CHEYNE, WILLIAM 262
CHIAPPARI, CHRISTOPHER 262
CHIAPPARI, STEPHEN 272
CHIARO, GERALD 301
CHING, PATRICIA 301
CHOCK, GARY 272
CHONG, KATHRYN 301
CHOPPELAS, CAREN 203-5,272
CHOY, MICHAEL 301
CHRISTENSEN, LISA 301
CHRtSTENSEN, MARK 301
CHRISTENSEN, NELL! 280
CHU, DIANE 249
CHU, DONNA 156,301
CHU, GRACE 262
CHU, JAKONG
CHUN, JENNIFER 272
CHURCHILL, SANDRA 272,352
CHURN, ADRIAN 262
CICCARELLI, RITA 88,301
CIMMARUSTI, JOSEPH 301
CISEK, KAREN 280
CISOWSKI, STEVEN 262
CLANCY, TERENCE 280
CLARK, GREGORY 149,301
CLARK, KARI 262
CLARK, KIMBERLY 286
CLARKE, REBECCA 262
CLARKIN, CURT 226
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CLAUDON, FRANCI 272 DANG, OANH 66-7 DULL, JOHN 249,304
CLINE, CHRISTINE 280 DANIEL, PAMELA 262 DULL, KATHLEEN 249,274
COLBY, THOMAS 301 DANIELS, RICHARD 262 DULLEA, DENNIS 101,102
COLE, DAVID 301 DASHIELL, LINDA 280 DUNBAR, PETER 304
COLETTI, SUZANNE 272 DAVERIN, YVONNE 280 DUNCAN, DAVID 304
COLLA, ANNE 301 DAVILLA, LYNN 303 DUNLAP, JULIE 304
COLLART, DIANE 272 DAVIS, DARBY 303 DUNN, GERALD 304
COLLI, CHRISTINA 301 DAVIS, ISHBEL 303,331 DUNNE, BARTHOLEMEW 123
COLLIER, CORNELIA 272 DAVIS, JULIE 280 DUNTON, KEVIN 231,233
COLUGAN, MAUREEN 134,262 DAVIS, TERRY 196 DURAN, EDUARDO 263
COLLINS, ANDREA 280 DAZOLS, DON 280 DURANTE, ANNA 134,263
COLLINS, DERI 262 DEBACKER, PAUL 262 DUYN, CARL 274
COLLINS, ROBERT 262 DEBARROS, MICHAEL 303
COLLINS, RUTH 262 DECK, MARY 178,280 ~ AGLE, RICHARD
COLLINS, SUSAN 272 DECKER, CYNTHIA 274 — ARLE, TIMOTHY
COLOMBINI, SANDRA 148,262 DEERING, ALLISON 262 L- ARNSHAW, THERESA 87,304
COLONNA, MARY 272 DEGENNARO, MARC 274 EATON, PATRICIA 65,304
COMFORT, PAUL 301,317 DEGGELMAN, NORA 263 ECK, CHARLES 304
COMFORT, SEAN 124,301,336 DEGROOT, JEANETTE 303 ECONOMOU, TERESA 263
COMPORATO, KRISTINA 262 DELACRUZ, JOSE 262 EDER, STANLEY 220
CONDINO, ANTHONY 262 DELANEY, KEVIN 113,263 EDER, KATHLEEN 282
CONLON, BRENDA 302 DELAVEAGA, ROBERT 274 EDER, MARY 304
CONN, JOHN DELEON, PHILLIP 263 EDER, MARY 304
CONNELL, TIMOTHY 74,302 DELGADO, ANNA 274 EDWARDS, JODY 304
CONNOLLY, MARGARET 272 DELLOMO, FRANCIS 274 EGGERTSEN, LUCY 282
CONNORS, MICHAEL 119 DELORENZO, FRANK 303 EICHTEN, KATHLEEN 263
CONSTANT, PETER 262,352 DELORIMIER, RICHARD 280 ELBECK, CHRISTIAN 263
CONTE, STEPHEN 302 DELVECCHIO, LINDA 274 ELLINGSEN, KELLIE 274
CONTINO, JOSEPH 280 DEMARTINI, JAMES 303 ELLIOT, EVAN 88
CONWAY, ELLEN 120,262 DEMICHELIS, KAREN 280 ELLIS, JENISE 138,274
COOK, DOUGLAS 302 DEPAOLI, TERRI 274 ENDAYA, MELINDA 263
COOK, SUSAN 302 DERANLEAU, MARCHELLE 109,705 ENGLAND, AMY 263
COPPOLA, GREGORY 262 DESMET, DENISE 270 ENRIGHT, MICHEL 304
COPRIVIZA, MICHAEL 262 DESZILY, ANTHONY 296,303 EPES, ROBERT 274,277
CORBETT, THERESE 280 DEVLIN, JOHN 263 ESCALANTE, MICHAEL 304
CORNETTE, CAROL 272 DEVORSKI, ANNE 224 ESSIG, MICHAEL 274
CORRADO, MATTHEW 215 DEWEY, SUSAN 262 ESTES, II, WILLIAM 8
COSTA, DARLA 262 DEWILDE, MARJORIE 27,95,249, EULENSEN, MARGARET 274
COSTA, MICHELE 302 303,356 EVANS, ALICIA 282
COSTELLO, PATRICK 262 DIBALLA, BARBARA 303 EVENSEN, FRANCES 263
COTTER, JOANNE 262 DICICCO, GIULIANO 303,336 EWINS, JOHN 263
COTTER, THOMAS 262 DIEMER II, WILLIAM 274
COTTER, WILLIAM DIEPENBROCK, EILEEN 303,313
304
304
304
COVEY, MAUREEN 274 DILBECK, MARK 303 ^ AHEY, PATRICK1— AITOS, NICK
1 A lyf r^ A h iir~iCOX, ANNE 262,356 DILLON, DENIS 274
CRAFORD, REBECCA 269 DINEEN, PAUL 303
' AKE, DANIEL
CRAIGHEAD, ROBERT 274 DIOLI, RICHARD 304 FAKE, MARGARET^ A ly^ k 4 A (~M^
263
304CRAMER, JAMES 302 DITO, SUZANNE 280 FAKE, MARIE
CRANNEY, DENISE 280 DIVITTORIO, ROY 263 FALKENHAINER, BRIAN
FALZON, DANIEL
FARRELL, SUZANNE
FARRELL, THOMAS
FASSETT, ROBERT
FAVARO, BERNARD
FAY, CHRISTINE
FECHNER, STEVEN
FEIT ANNE
304
282
306
88,282
113
274
274
206,207,
211,306
274
CRANSTON, JAMES 262
CRAVALHO, JAMES 262
CREEGAN, CLARE 280
CREMA, LARRY 280
CRINO, JAMES 105,113,274
DIXON, KATHLEEN
DIZON, NESTOR
DODSWORTH, JUSTINE
DOJAHN, ROY
DOLAN, MICHELE
263
274
304
134,263
CRIPPEN, JILL
CRISTOFARO, NANCY
280
92,94,
302,356
DOMBROWSKI, CATHERINE
DOMINGUEZ, MARIO
274,
299
CROSETTI, RICHARD
CROVETTO, MARIA
280
302
DONAHUE, RAMONA
DONNELLY, KAREN
304
263
FELICETTA, REGINA
FELL, THOMAS
306
306CROWELL, ANNE
CROWLEY, DANIEL
CULVER, JULIE
CUMMINGS, JR, JOHN
280
280
302
262
DORAN, DIANE
DORMER, AUDREY
DORSA, ABBY
DOTTERWEICH, PATRICK
286
304
127
129
FERDINAND!, THOMAS
FERRARI, CAROLYN
FERREIRA, CRISTINA
FERRERO, JAMES
263
306
306CUMMINS, THOMAS
CURRAN, PATRICK
274
274
DOUGLASS, STEPHEN
DOUTHWAITE, ALICE
282
274
FERROGGIARO, KATHRYN 138,
274
306
CURRY, MARY 274 DOWDALL, SEAN 263 FILICE, BRUNOCURRY, STEVEN DOWLING, KEVIN 274 FILICE, MARY
FILICE, ROBERT
FILKOWSKI, LISA
FISCHER, JULIA
CURULLA, PATRICIA
CUSACK, CHRISTINE
CYR, MARY
262
274
262
DOWLING, LYNN
DOWN, CATHRYN
DOYLE, CHRISTINE
274
72
274
137,306
223-4
263
DOYLE, JAMES 274 FITZSIMMONS, THOMAS 263
P\ ALCOLLETTO, CARLA 171, DOYLE, JOHN 263 FLAHERTY, MARK 112-4
) 220,280,356 DOYLE, MARY 282 FLAHERTY, SHEILA 263
•-^ ALE, MARY 108 DRUMMOND, DAVID 187 FLAHERTY, TIMOTHY 306
DALESSANDRO, ANGELA 114,262 DUARTE, MARIA 304 FLIEGER, ARIANE 306
DALEY, HELEN 303 DUCHATEAU, PAULA 263 FLOREZ, KATHRYN 5.306
DALLEMOLLE, KATHERINE 91,262 DUDIN, SAMAR 263 FLYNN, GREGORY 306
DALY, PAULA 303 DUFFY, JUDITH 304 FOGEL, MICHAEL 306
DAMRELL, FRANCIS 274 DUFFY, MARK 274 FOLEY, ANN 306
DANDAN, DAISY 262 DUFFY, MARY 282 FOLEY, BRENDA 110,112-3,115
DANDRIDGE, JEFFREY 262 DUFFY, WILLIAM 196,198,304 FONG, AMY 274
DANFORTH, JOHN 88,303 DUGGAN, TARA 263 PONTES, CARTER 90,274
PONTES, NANCY
FOO, SU-HSIEN 274
FOOTE, JOHN 306
FORAKER, ERIK 306
FORDIN, MICHELE 274
FORDYCE, KAREN 306
FORMICO, MARTIN 282
FORSELL, TERESA 282
FORTE, TYRONE 191
FORTEZA, REBECA 263
PORTING, DEAN 282
FOSTER, STEVEN 274
FOWLER, STEFANI 282
FRAHER, BRIAN 263
FRANCO, ROSA 306
FRANK, ROBIN 97
FRASSINELLI, JOANNE 40,306
FRATARCANGELI, CARMELA 306
FREDIANI, PAULA 306
FREDRICK, DOUGLAS 306
FREDERICKSON, KEVIN 263
FREEMAN, CHRISTINA 66
FREEMAN, MARY 306
FREEMAN, RONALD 274
FREITAS, TERESA 306
FREITAS, YVONNE 263
FRENCH, JUDITH 110,112-3
FRENCH, MICHAEL 92,94,135,243,
248,356
FREY, PHILIP 282
FRISCHHOLZ, ELIZABETH 105,112-3
FRISINGER, LINDA 282
FRITZ, TIMOTHY 208,210,306
FRITZENKOTTER, VAN 263
FRITZSCHE, MARIA 274
FRIZZELL, CAROL 263
FROME, LAURA 263
FROME, MATTHEW 267,356
FUELLEMAN, JON 296,307,319
FUENTES, ANTHONY
FUENTES, GEORGE 263
FUJINO, GAIL 307
FUJIOKA, LEE ANN 274
FUNG, STEPHEN 263
FURGER, FRANK 307
FURGER, ROBERTA 89,307
•-N AFFNEY, WALTER 169,307
(
—7 AGAN, BRIAN 263
>-^ AGE, KELLY 307
GAHAGAN, LYNN 307
GALATI, GREGORY 88-9
GALLEGOS, JAMES 282
GANG, DEANNA 126
GANS, ALICIA 263
GARCIA, LUIS 282
GARCIA, BARBARA 263
GARCIA, DOLORES 282
GARCIA, ROBERT 126
GARCIA, ROSALIE 282
GARIBALDI, JENNIFER 282
GARNAND, BRIEN 263
GARSKE, DIANE 274
GASKINS, JOSEPH 307
GAZAWAY, ALAN 275
GAZZERA, STEPHEN 307
GEBHARD, JOHN 307
GEMMINGEN, RENEE 212,275
GEORGE, ROBERT 263
GERACI, CAROLYN 308
GERACI, FRANK 275,356
GEREMIA, PETER 308
GERMANN, KIM 308
GHORMLEY, HEIDI 263
GIAGIARI, JOHN
GIAMBRUNO, LISA 275
GIAMMONA, CAROL 308
GIAMPEDRAGLIA, JILL 275
GIANNETTO, LISA 169,308
GIANOTTI, JEROME 134,282
GIBBS, CAROLYN 275
GIDRE, DIANE 308
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BERGL4?
OWENS-CORNING
FIBERGLAS
960 CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY SANTA CLARA
100 LAFAYETTE ST.
SANTA CLARA, CA
95050
(408) 249-4723
MARVEL CLEANERS
University Shopping Center
2603 The Alameda
(next to Safeway store)
Student &. Faculty
DISCOUNT - 10%
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 6:00
Sat. 9:30 to 4:00
COMPLETE DRY CLEANING &
ALTERATION SERVICE
(408) 296-4272
J. D. Cristofaro D. T. Shea
J. D. CRISTOFARO &
CO
Insurance Agents & Brokers
6201 Medau PI.
Oakland, CA 94611
(415) 339-1212
Gary Goettelmann's
RYANS
SPORT SHOP
1000 Lafayette St. across from
the University of Santa Clara
We carry one of the most complete inventories in
Northern California
We offer expert, personal service in thefollowing areas:
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
FOR ALL SCU INTRAMURALS
SHOES TRACK & FIELD CLOTHING
Adidas Running Adidas
Etonic Swimming Bill Rogers
New Balance Volleyball Dolphin
Nike Soccer Hind Wells
Tiger Wrestling Jogbra
Converse Gymnastics Moving Comfort
Timberland Rugby Nike
Mitre Russell
Bata Sub. 4
Puma
Reedok
T & F EQUIPMENT
Gill
Mc Gregor
Canterbury
lO'l Santa Clara Student Discount
985-6886
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GIDRE, JEFFREY 277 HARDY, MONICA 309
GILBERT, ELIZABETH 275 HARNEY, KEVIN 264
GILBERTI, LEEANN 273 HARPER, JULIA 275
GILLILAND, BRENT 113 HARRISON, BETH 66
GILMORE. GRETCHEN 110,308 HARRISON, JOSE 282
GIOVANISCI, STEPHEN 308 HART, CHARLOTTE 93-4,167,264,
GIRDNER. GREGORY 282 356
GIROLAMI, CATHERINE 275 HARTLEY. KATHA 264
GITSCHEL. DENISE 275 HASTINGS, JULIE 309
GIUSTI, JEFFREY 308 HATCH, BRADDON 275
GLASNER. JOSEPH 113 HATCH, KATHERINE 309
GLAVIANO, PHILIP 275 HAUN, SHARI ALISON 282
GLAZZY. MICHAEL 282 HAUPT, GREGORY 264
GO. EDWIN 308 HAVENS. THOMAS 264
GOBLIRSCH. LISA 134 HAWES. SUSAN 309
GOINS, MICHELE 135,282,355 HAWKINS, ANDREA 42-3,310
GOMES, STEPHEN 275 HAWKYARD, EDGAR 310
GOMEZ, PAMELA 309 HAYES, BARBARA 167.273
GONG, HENRY 282 HAYES, LORRAINE 287
GONSALVES, CYNTHIA 156,309 HEALEY, LAWRENCE 310
GONZALEZ, ROSEMARIE 173,282 HEALY, MARGARET 282
GOOD, LAURA 309 HEBERT, MARK 103.310,327
GOOLKASIAN, TODD 264 HEEDE, MONICA 275
GORDON, DON HEFFERLIN, JEANNE 282 282
GORES, LUCILLE 202,282 HEFFNER. EDWARD 310
GOSPE, JAY 204 HEGARTY, MARY 264
GOTCH, JAMES 140 HEIDEL, JEANNE 264
GOTUACO, WILHELMINA 282 HEILAND, GREGORY 310
GOUGH, ANNE 309 HELALI, STEPHEN 310
GOUKER, DONITA 309 HELDMAN. BRUCE 282
GOWEY, JOHN 309 HENDLEY, ELIZABETH 264
GOWYEA, JOHN 275 HENNESSEY, KAREN 310
GRACE, MARY 275 HENNESSY, PATRICIA 282
GRAF, BRADLEY 264 HERNANDEZ, JUAN 282
GRAFF, MARTIN 164 HETHCOAT, GARY 310
GRAHAM, SANDRA 309 HEWITT, MICHAEL 119,310
GRANZELLA, STEVEN 275 HEWITT, WILLIAM 92-3,95,282,356
GRATHWOL, LUCIAN 100,114,275 HICKS, PHILLIP 282
GRECO, DANIEL 309 HICKS, SUSAN 311.321
GREELEY, DIANE 309 HIGGINS, DAVID 311,356
GREENWAY, KURT 271,275 HIGGINS, AMY 156
GRETEMAN, NINA
GREVERA, LINDA
309
275
HILARIO, EVA 126,264,311
GRGICH, AMY 309 HILDE, ERIK 275
GRIFFIN, DAVID 309 HINCKLEY, SUSAN 311
GRIFFITH, SUSAN 275 HO, GREGORY 282
GRIPENSTRAW, JILL 264 HO, LILLIAN 311
GRIZZELL, EIRC 309 HO, LISA 282
GROSS, CHRISTOPHER 69,108, HODGES, JOYCE 264
113,115 HOEN, PAUL 103,114
GRUMNEY, LAURA 264 HOEVER, JEFFREY 311
GRUNDON, KAREN
GRUNDON, LISA
275
264 HOFFMAN, THEODORE 282
GUERRA, JOSEPH 275 HOFFMANN, JUUANNA 282
GUEST, CHARLES 264 HOFMANN, BARBARA 311
GUZMAN, JOSE 282 HOGAN, COLLEEN 311
GUZMAN, MARIA 282 HOGSETT, LISA 311
GUZZI, MARK 275 HOLIDAY, DEBRA 282
GUZZO, LISA 309 HOLLAND, DENNIS 311,323
GWYNN, MARGARET 309 HOLSWORTH, BRADLEY 311
HOLTMANN, BENITA 264
1 1
A, ELIZABETH 309 HOLTON, DOUGLAS 320
1—1 AASE, IGNATIUS 264 HOOK, CLARISSA 311
1 ' AGERER, ANDREW 282 HOOPER, CHARLES 311
HAHN, GREGORY 275 HOPKINS, GARY 138.201,297
HALE, ANDREW 113 HORTON, THERESA 283
HALE, DONALD 309
HALL ANNE 275 HOSODA, LYLE 149,238,3111 1/^L.Uf /\l "ll "ll-
HALL, RHONDA 264 HOSTETLER, STEPHANIE 311
HALL, THERESE 264 HOULIHAN, TIMOTHY 311
HALL, WESLEY 275 HOUTS, CATHY 312
HALLENBECK, KALYN MARIE 264 HOUWELING, LISA 264
HALUPKA, ROBERT FRANK 309 HOWORTH, VALERIE 283
HAMER, DAVID 309 HOWSER, HOWARD 275,356
HAMILL, ANNE 88 HUBBARD, SUSAN 283
HAMILL, MICHAEL 282
HUBER, LYN 275
HAMILTON, MARTIN 264
HAMMOND, TRACEY 309 HUFANA. ANNA 264
HANCE, JAMES 309 HUGHES, JAMES 312
HANEY, SUZANNE 264 HULD, PATRICIA 275
HANNAH, RANDAL 275 HUNTER, MARK 206,208,275
HANDON, MARK 309 HUNTER, TERESA 312
HUTCHISON, SUSAN 312
1 ANORA, SERENA 264
1 BAY, NOEL 311-12,244
' MLACH, MARIE 282
INGRAHAM, STACIE 312
INGRAM, BETH 282
INGRAM, JAMES 312
INIGUEZ, EDGAR 241,275
INSERRA, WILLIAM 275
IRIGOYEN, FIDELA 275
IRSFELD. ANTHONY 264
IRWIN. FRANCIS 123,275
ISAACSON, PAUL 275
ISBELL, VALERIE 283
ISHIMARU, KAREN 312
ITCHHAPORIA, NITA 264
lUSI, DONNA 66.103
1 ACHOWSKI, PHILLIP 264
1 ACKSON, HARLAN 312
^^ ACKSON, LANCE 9,196
JACKSON, RONALD 264
JACOBS, JEFFREY 313
JACOBS, THERESA 264
JAJEH, JAMES 264
JAMES, IV, LEANDER 283
JAMES, SHEILA 264
JEFFRIES, TIMOTHY 264
JELLISON, NICOLETTE
JENKINS, JAMES 264
JENNINGS, MARTIN 312,321
JENSEN, ROBERT 275
JEWETT, SHERRY 312
JIM. FRANCES 264
JOHNSON, ALSTRUP 75,312
JOHNSON, LISA 275
JOHNSON, SHEILA 283
JOHNSON, STEVEN 313
JOHNSON, TERESE 313
JOHNSON, TODD 264
JOHNSTON, JENNIFER 264
JOHNSTONE, JEAN 88,313
JONES, BRENT 264
JONES, JEFFREY 313
JONES, MICHAEL 141,296,313
JONES, MOYA 314
JONES, REBECCA 283
JONES, WALTER 314
JOYNER, GLENN 314
JUAREZ, RALPH 264
JUDY, PAUL 275
JURADO, KRIS 264
y AESER, GREGORY 275\ AHL, STEVEN 275
^ AISER. CHERYL 264
KALAUOKALANI. CARL 283
KALEZ, MARY 275
KALISZ. DEBORAH 276
KAM, KENDRICK 314
KAMBE, JAMES 122
KANE, KATHRYN 314
KANTACK, CHRISTY 276
KANWETZ, CATHERINE 135,283
KASSIS, BRIAN 314
KASSIS, HELEN 264
KAWAHARA, SUSAN 264
KAWASAKI, STUART 283
KAYSER, ROBERT 300,314
KEARNEY, SUZANNE 264
KEARNEY, EILEEN 111
KEATING. SUZANNE 264
KEEBLER, KARRIE 213,264
KEELER, EMILY 66
KEELING, HAROLD 196,265
KEENAN, MICHAEL 283
KEHOE, DENNIS 159,283
KELLER, CHRISTIAN 113,265
KELLY, BRIAN 265
KELLY, KEVIN 265
KELLY, KEVIN 283
KELLY, LAWRENCE 126.314
KELLY, SUSAN 265
KELSEY, MATTHEW 87,155,161,276
KEMBLE, GEORGE 237
KENDRICK, KAREN 314
KENNEDY, KATHLEEN 143
KENNEDY, KATHRYN 276
KENNEDY, KIMBERLY 265
KENNEDY, SONIA 314
KEOWEN, MATTHEW 265
KERBLESKI, GERARD 283
KERSHNER, GARY 314
KESKENY, KAREN 283
KETTMANN, MICHAEL 314
KHAN, SHER 147.356
KHOURY, ISAM 314.334
KITH, ARTHUR 314
KIM, SUZIN 265
KIM, TAESUN 265
KIMURA, KELLY 283
KING, JANE 314
KING, JOHN 265
KING, JUDY 276
KING, KEVIN 314
KING, ROBERT 88.314
KING, SUSAN 179
KINNEY, SUSAN 265
KINZER, BRIDGET 314
KIPPER, KATHRYN 265
KIRBY, DONNA 92,103,314,356
KIRBY, JULIE 265
KIRKWOOD, SHAWNA 276
KIRN, LAURA 8.265
KIRRENE, KENNETH 138.300
KIRTLAND, MELISSA 314
KISSINGER, LORINDA 314
KJEMTRUP, INGE 88.91.314
KLEMENT, RHODES 68
KNEIS, KENNETH 265
KNILL. JOHN 314
KNOTTS. KATHRYN 105
KOAGEDAL, URBAN 265
KOBAYASHI, WALTER 314
KOCHENBURG, DIANNE 314
KOCHER, HEIDI 315
KOCI, ANN 265
KOENEN, MARK 265
KOENIGS, RITA 283
KOGA, ERI 283
KOHN, GERALD 283
KOLLAS, MARGARET 265
KOMAR, SCOTT 174-5
KOMES, MICHELLE 276
KONG, JEFFERY 315
KONG, KARIM 212,265
KOOJOOLIAN, TERESA 265
KOP. ARNOLD 276
KOUMOUTSAKIS, THEODORA 276
KOUNTZ, KEITH 315
KOVAC, ADRIENNE 82
KOVATCH, MICHAEL 211.283
KOWALLIS-ALEXANDRE,
CYNTHIA 315
KOZAL, KEVIN 276
KRAFT, MICHAEL 57.315
KROPP, MICHAEL 265
KROUSE. MARY 283
KRUKIEL. MARY 137,356
KUGLEN. MARY 315
KUHN. PETER 265
KWAN. RENEE 94,356
KWONG, HENRY 315
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1 ACCABUE, JAMES 226,283 LOPES, TERESA 276
1 ACOMMARE, WILLIAM 276 LOPEZ, THOMAS 276
»— ACROIX, KENNETH 126,356 LOPRESTI. GENE 283
LADD, BARTON 276 LOUIE. BRIDGET 317
LACUNAS, ROSEMARIE 276 LOW, GREGORY 317
LAI, MAURICE 283 LOZANO, KATHIE 266
LALLY, BART 265 LOZANO, MATTHEW 317
LAM, CARA-ANN 265 LOZANO, STEVEN 113,266
LAM, THEODORE 265 LUER, MARK 266
LAMBRIGHT, MARGARET 265 LUHRS, DIANE 317
LAMSON, WILLIAM 195-6,200,265 LUI, HENRY 317
LANDERS, PAULA
LANDRY, JOANNE
LANG, GREGORY
LANG, TERESA
LANIER, THARAN
LANZA, JAMES
LAPENTA, RITA
LARA, MARTHA
276
221,265
275
315
265
315
315
283
LUM, JANET
LUMMIS, ERIC
LUNG, AARON
LUZZI, LISA
LYFFYT, KARIN
LYNCH, JAMES
LYNCH, MONICA
LYNCH, THOMAS
249
317
266
249,317
224,225
283
266
266
LARKIN, PATRICK
LARSON, DANIEL
LARSON, LAURA
LASGOITY, MONICA
LASSERRE, MARIEL
LAUTH, MARY
231,316
196
276
316
216
265
LYNN, RONNIE
LYONS, CHRISTOPHER
LYONS, LAURIE
LYONS, MICHAEL
LYSS, CORRINNE
LYTE, ANGELA
317
266
276
266
317
143,172
LAVARONI, JULIA 265
LAVENDEL, LAWRENCE li yi A, CAROLYN 317
LAWLESS, MICHAEL 316 l\/l ACALUSO, KEVIN 266
LAWRENCE, JACQUELINE 1 V 1 ACDONELL,
LAWRENCE, JUDITH 265 ALEXANDER 283
LAZARUS, JOAN 66 MACEY, MICHELLE 317
LEAL, JOHN 263 MACHA, JOSEPH 276
LEAVER, MARK 283 MACHADO, DEBRA 317
LEBARON, DAVID 254 MACK, SHERRI 317
LEBARON, HEIDI 122,276 MADDEN, THOMAS 317
LECLAIR, CAROL 283 MADDEN, LAURENCE 276
LEE, CYNTHIA 283 MADSEN, STUART 266
LEE, FELITIA 283 MAGGIORA, LOREDANA 136,283
LEE, PETER 316 MAHANEY, SUSAN 276
LEE, NELSON 276 MAHONEY, MARY 113
LEE. RANDALL 316 MAHOWALD, DANIEL 266
LEIGH, TAMARA 316 MALCOLM, WILLIAM 317
LEMOS, ARTHUR 283 MALDONADO, ANA 317
LEMOS. THOMAS 276 MALEC, SCOTT 299,317
LENIHAN. PATRICK 283 MALLEN, DANA 318
LENIHAN. TIMOTHY MALNERITCH, MARY 318
LESYNA. JUDITH 283 MALONE, ANTHONY 276
LEUNG. DAVID MALONE, JEFF 266,271
LEUNG. FRANZISKA MALONE, PAUL 266
LEUPP, JAY 265 MALONEY, CYNTHIA 266
LEWIS, STEVEN 316 MALONEY, JOHN 266
LEY, LAUREL 316 MALONEY, MARY 318
LEZAK, ERIC MANGAN. PATRICK 226
LHEUREUX, JAMES MANGINI. MICHAEL 135,318
LIBERTO, JAMES 316 MANGUM. VALERIE
LIBIS, PETER 317 MANN. CHRISTOPHER 276
LICCARDO, KATHLEEN MARCEL. THOMAS 266
LICCARDO, LAURA 317 MARCHESCHI. LINDA 318
LIMA, MARK MARCHETTI. LARRY 318
LIMA, TEDD 317 MARCOUX, TOMMY 266
UMCOUOC, CATHERINE 276 MARGHERITA. LISA 283
LINDEMANN, ANNETTE 317 MARINO, DINO 38
LINDEMANN. CELESTE 317 MARINO, JOHN 318
LINK. THERESA 266 MARINOVICH, LISA
LINLOR, PETER 283 MARKEY, STEPHEN 119,283
LINSCOTT. CYNTHIA 266 MARPLE. ELIZABETH
LIPANOVICH. JACQUELINE 276 MARQUEZ, MELISSA 318
UPPERT. MARY 283 MARRE, CHARLES 318
LITTLE. MALIA 266 MARTIN. ANDREW 276
LIU, JENNY 266 MARTIN. CLARE 276
LOBO, MARIA 266 MARTIN. JEFFREY 276
LOCHNER, JEFFREY 266 MARTIN, LORRAINE 318
LOCKE, JEFF 276 MARTIN. PATRICIA 283
LOEWEL, DONALD 266 MARTIN. PAUL 151,317
LOFTUS, JOHN 266 MARTIN. SCOTT 266
LOGVIN, ALAN 317 MARTIN. TRACY 276
LONG, CHRISTINE 88 MARTINA, CATHERINE 318
LONG, JULIE 213 MARTINEZ III, UVALDO 266
LOOK, KAREN 213,317 MARTINEZ, LUIS 318
LOOK, MICHAEL MARTINEZ, MARCELA 318
LOOK, WENDY MARTINEZ-SALDANA, JOSE 266
LOOMIS, KAREN 125,317 MARTINI, JOSEPH 265-6
MARZANO, ALEXANDRIA
MASATANI, SALLY
MASCOLI, MICHELE
MASERO, JOHN
MASINI, PAOLO
MASON, GREGORY
MATSUMURA, MARA
MATSUO, KEVIN
MATTEONI, BRIAN
MATTEONI, PAUL
MATTILA, MARIE
MAU, LEE
mazzaferro, debra
McAllister, scott
McAVOY, THOMAS
McCAFFERY, TAMMY
McCAMPBELL, SHEILA
McCAUGHEY, ANN
McCLELLAN, MICHAEL
mcconnell, michelle
Mccormick, daniel
Mccormick, nora
Mccormick, thomas
Mccracken, harrold
McCURDY, MARY
McDERMOTT, KATHRYN
McDERMOTT, WILLIAM
Mcdonald, karen
McDonnell, brian
Mcdonough, rose
Mcdowell, suzanne
McELWEE, LAURIE
McFETRIDGE, JAMES
McGILL, KATHLEEN
McGOWAN, MONICA
McGUIRE, SUSAN
MclNERNEY, TIMOTHY
McKENNA, KEVIN
McKENNA, KRISTIN
McKENNA, PATRICIA
McKENNA, SUZANNE
McKEON, MICHAEL
McLENNAN, MARY
McLENNAN, MILES
McMAHON, JOSEPH
McNAMARA, JAMES
McNAMARA, KEVAL
McNAMARA, MICHAEL
McNAMARA, SEAN
McNELLIS, MICHAEL
McPHEE, CHARLES
MCPHERSON, LORI
McRAY, LESLIE
McSWEENEY, ANNE
MEAGHER, EDWARD
MEAGHER, SUSAN
MEDEIROS, MERLENE
MEDINA, ADRIAN
MEDVED, KAREN
MEISSNER, CHRIS
MELONE, MELINDA
MELONE, PATRICK
MELROSE, JEFFREY
MELTON, DAVID
MENDENCE, DIANE
MENDENCE, LAURENE
MENDIETA, TINO
MENDIZABAL, REY
MENICUCCI, KAREN
MERGNER, MALINDA
MERINGO, THERESA
MERRIMAN, MIMI
MERK, MELISSA
MERRITT, PAMELA
MERRYMAN, LEWIS
MEYER, JAMIE
MICHAEL, ELIZABETH
MICHAEL, PAUL
MICHELS, MIKE
266
318
318
318
266
8,356
71-2,95,156,
318,356
266
266
266
266
276
266
318
276
266
266
318
127
318
276
83,318
318
266
266
276
266
95,243,248,
283
276
266
266
132,313
276
318
266
254
231-2,318
283
266
319
319
276
266
266
28 3
283
266
103,105,113,
276
151,319
265
276
276
283
267
134,241,267
267
284
213
319
276
276
284
267
319
267
267
267
319
267
269,271
319
284
309,319
267
267
94,356
MIGAKI, GREGORY
MIGNANO, MARY
MIKELICH, ELIZABETH
MILLER, CHARLES
MILLER, ANDREW
MILLER, CYNTHIA
MILLER, JUDITH
MILLER, MARY
MIMMACK, MARTIN
MINAMI, SUSAN
MINGIONE, ROBERT
MION, BRYAN
MIRA, DAVID
MIRENDA, ANTHONY
MISCOLL, DOUGLAS
MITCHELL, BRIAN
MIURA, SHARI
MIYAMOTO, KATHY
MIYATAKE, KIMBERLY
MODESTE, DANIELLE
MODESTE, NANETTE
MOGENSEN, ERIC
MOLINELLI, CATHERINE
MOLITOR, SUSAN
MONAHAN, MAUREEN
MONCRIEF, MARY
MONJAUZE, DENISE
MOONEY, LYNN
MOORE, ANNE
MOORE, DEEANNE
MOORE, WILLIAM
MOORI NG, ANNE
MORA, HUGO
MORA, MARIA
MORAN, JAMES
MORAN, AGNES
MORAN, KELLY
MORAN, PATRICK
MORE, MICHAEL
MORENO, ERNESTO
MORENO, JOSE
MORIN, MARK
MORIN, PETER
MORRILL, CHARLES
MORRIS, CECIL
MORROW, SUSAN
MOSLEY, TIMOTHY
MOULES, FATIMA
MOYLAN, ROBERT
MUCK, KEVIN
MULCAHY, MICHAEL
MUNCH, SUSAN
MURNANE, LARRY
MURPHY, BRIAN
MURPHY, KEONI
MURPHY, MARGARET
MURPHY, MICHAEL
MURPHY, MICHELLE
MURPHY, THOMAS
MURRAY, BARBARA
MURTHA, THOMAS
MUSANTE, ANNETTE
MUSSO, DANIEL
MUTH, JOHN
MUZII, JONAE
MYERS, VALLY
319
284
267
320
276
267
284
276
284
267
277
320
320,336
320
284
320
277
267
284
277
284
134,284
226,277
267
267
267
204
277
284
284
320
284
178,284
320
277
122
128,267
320
284
267
267
284
297
321
267
321
321
247,321
321
321
119,321
277
321
2 67
100
88
92,214,219,
256
110
321
277
321
267
267
267
NAGAKURA, CLYDE
AJOUR, KENNETH
ALBANDIAN, MELANIE
NALTY, MARY
NALTY, SEAN
NASH, PAUL
NAUGHTON, MICHAEL
NAVARINI, JOANNE
NCHEKWUBE, PHILIP
NEARY, PATRICK 135
NEES, HUGH 109
NELSEN, NELS
NELSON, RON
NETHERCUTT, STEVEN
277
321
75
267
321
284
277
321
284
,256,321
,112,113
22,277
80
267
Index 345
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PHOTCX3RAPHX
1221 Lafayette St. Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408) 985-7676
346
INSTANT PRINTING CENTERS
QUICK PRINTING
AND COPYING
1045 Monroe Street, Santo Cloro
244-8886
LOW PRICES-TOP QUALITY
PRINTING
COPYING
FOLDING
COLLATING
BINDING
SCORING
PADDING
STAPLING
HOLE PUNCHING
& MANY OTHER SERVICES
we DO BIGGER JOBS TOO! 10 to 10,000
COMIDA
mEXICANA
2280 El Camino Real
Santa Clara CA 95051
247-0990
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. 8c Sot,
Sun.
^^ a.m. -10 p.m.
11 a.m. -11 p.m.
4 p.m. -9 p.m.
The Campus Store
1 1^ . -^'w^^^:Mmi
The on-campus store serving all the students needs.
located in Benson Center
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NEUBUERGER, ELIZABETH
NEUDECK, CHRISTOPHER
NEUMANN, ANN
NEVAREZ. RONALD
NGO, TRANG
NGUYEN, HAM
NGUYEN, LIEN
NGUYEN, TUAN ANH
NGUYEN, TUAN
NIBLEY, CARLETON
NICHOLAS, CECILE
NIEMANN, FRANZ
NISHIMURA, LANDON
NOBRIGA, GLENN
NOCK, MARQUE
NOLLETTE, JEFFREY
NORMAN, MICHAEL
NULK, CAROL
NULK, CHRISTOPHER
NUNES, CYNTHIA
NUNEZ, FERNANDO
OBAN, GERARD
BOT, THOMAS
BRIEN JR, RICHARD
OBRIEN, BRADLEY
OBRIEN, MICHAEL
OBRIEN, SARA
OCAMPO, MICHAEL
OCHOA, TERESA
OCONNELL, PATRICK
ODONNELL, PATRICK
OGLETREE, TAMBRA
OHARA, PADRIAC
OKANE, TERESA
OKEEFE, PATRICIA
OKEEFFE, JENNIFER
OKUMURA, PATRICIA
OLAFSON, VICTORIA
OLIVA, DAVID
OLIVER, JOHN
OLIVER, TRACY
OLOUGHLIN, JOHN
OLTRANTI, STEVEN
OMEARA, ANNE
OMEARA, ROBERT
ONEIL, ELIZABETH
ONEILL, DAN
ONO, CAROL
OREGLIA, LAWRENCE
ORLANDO, MAUREEN
OROURKE, TERRENCE
OROURKE, TIMOTHY
ORSI, MARIO
ORTHWEIN, DANA
OSBORN, LIZ
OSUCH, DAVID
OSWALD, DARYL
OTT, MARIANNE
OUTLAW, FORREST
OVEN, ANDREW
OVEN, HELEN
PACHECO, MELY
ADILLA, DAVID
AGADUAN, FELICIA
PAGE, ROBERT
PAIETTA, MARGARET
PAIETTA, STEPHEN
PALADINI, GREGORY
PALERMO, DAMIEN
PALERMO, LORI
PANELLI, JEFFREY
PANETTA, ELIZABETH
PANTANE. MARIE
PAOLETTI, STEFANO
PAPADAKIS, ELLEN
PAQUETTE, JOHN
PARDEN, NANCY
PARDULA, TODD
PARENT, ANNETTE
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226
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151
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284
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179,277
322
322
267
208
277
PARIS, JEAN 268
PARKER, ARI 268
PARKER, MARY 277
PASQUINELLI, KEVIN 277
PATE, CARI 268
PATTERSON, LEANNE 268
PATTERSON, ROBERT 322
PAUKOVICH, JON 268
PAULAZZO, LINDA 268
PEARSON, KEVIN 284
PEASE, LISA 66,68,74,103,110,
320
PECK, LILY 268
PEDERSON, KIRSTEN 284
PEDRAZZI, GAYLE 268
PELAYO, EDNA 277
PELLEGRINI, DAVID 113
PELLIZZON, ELISSA 268,356
PENA, FERNANDO 322
PENDER, LORETTA 277
PEOPLES. JAMES 268
PEREIRA, CYNTHIA 277
PEREIRA, JANE 268
PEREZ, GERARD 322
PEREZ, GERMAINE 268
PEREZ, LAWRENCE 268
PERRY, MICHAEL 322
PESTANA, HAROLD 284
PETERSON, CAMILLE 277
PETERSON, CHRISTOPHER 322
PETERSON, MARGARET 322
PETTEBONE. JUDITH 322
PETTERSON, BOYD 285
PETZINGER, BETH 322
PEZZINI, JOHN 323
PEFUND, WILLIAM 323
PHIPPS, CHARLES 277
PHIPPS, DEBRA 285
PHIPPS, PAUL 268
PHIPPS, RICHARD 285
PIA, JAMES 248,277
PIANETTA, JOS 285
PIERRE, GLEN 285
PIGOTT, MARK ANDREW 268
PIMENTEL, EMILY 323
PINILLA, CLAUDIA 323
PISKOPOS, HELEN 277
PLASSE, LINDA 134,148
PLIMPTON, NANCY 323
POLITO, VINCENT 249,323
POLITOSKI. JAMES 323
POLLOCK, STEVEN 278
POON, HENRY 323
POPOV, LISA 278
PORTER, ERNEST 268
POSADA, ALICE 268
POSS, ROBIN 323
POUNDSTONE, RICHARD 138,268
POWELL, BRIAN 285
POZOS, ANNETTE 285
PREMO, MARK 268
PRINCE, KATHERINE 268
PRUETT, GREG 323
PULS, CHERYL 324
PURSELL, SUSAN 285
PURSER, KEVIN 268
PYNE, DANIEL 278
QUERAL, CHERYL
UIUCI, JAMES
UINN, CARL
QUINN, JOHN
RADOVICH, JUDITH
ABLE, JAMES
AISSI, MITRA
RAMONA, DAVID
RAMOS, CECILIA
RAMSAY, BARBARA
RAPP, ROBERT
RASCHE, MADELINE
310,324
285
268
324
285
268
278
186,191
321,324
278
285
268
REA, EDWARD
READ, WILLIAM
READE, TERRI
REBELLO, TERESA
REDING, CAROL
REECE, ROBIN
REHKEMPER, PHILIP
REIF, ALBERT
REIMER, CARLA
PEMEDIOS, THOMAS
REPETTO, MARISA
REPICH, WAYNE
REUTER, ANN
REUTER, KAREN
REYNOLDS, JAMES
REYNOLDS, SHANNON
RIANDA, MARILYN
RICH, PHILIP
RICH, SARA
RICHARDS, CARMELLA
RICHARDSON, KAREN
RICHTER, MARIE
RICKARD, EILEEN
RIDDLE, NANCEE
RIEMAN, LIANNE
RIETH, LORI
RIGHOS, NICHOLAS
RILEY, DENNIS
RISSO, MICHAEL
RITCHEY, SCOTT
RITCHIE, LAURA
RITTER, WILLIAM
ROACH, MARGARET
ROBERTS, MARK
ROBERTS. MELANIE
ROBINSON, SHELLY
RODRIGUEZ, DOLORES
RODRIGUEZ, DONNA
RODRIGUEZ, SANDRA
RODRIGUEZ, SYLVIA
ROGERS, ADAM
ROGERS, CAROLYN
ROGERS, LAURA
ROMANO, JEFFREY
ROMANO, MARY
ROOT, TIMOTHY
ROSE, ROBERT
ROSENDAHL, TARNA
ROSENTHAL, STEPHEN
ROSS, LISA
ROSS, PATRICIA
ROSSINI, KAREN
ROUNTHWAITE, DEBORAH
ROXSTROM, ANITA
ROXSTROM J.
RUBENS. PAUL
RUDER, EDWARD
RUDICEL, STEPHEN
RUDIGER, CARL
RUDY, MARK
RUIZ, KAREN
RUPPEL, KENNETH
RUSO, JENNIFER
RUSO. JULIE
RUSSELL. JAY
RUSSELL. STEVEN
RUSSICK, PHILIP
RUTKOWITZ, SUSAN
RYAN, JENNIFER
RYAN, MARTIN
RYAN, MARY
RYAN, MAYO
RYAN, STEVEN
RYDER, TIMOTHY
SABEDRA, ANTHONY
ACHS, LEE
AHA, MIRKA
SAITTA, RICHARD
SAKAI, SUSAN
324
368
204,324
278
324
268
268
8,243-4,285
268
324
324
141
302,324
103,105,268
325
268
248,278
285
325
325
325
268
249,325
325
286
325
74
278
268
325
278
278
278
324-5
285
325
278
325
221
325
268
325
278
285
268
278
268
95,175,325,
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285
325
159,268
268
285
325
134,148,268
278
325
166
278
247
268
268
285
323,325
325
325
119.179,278
325
100,102.138,
300,325
268
268,271
278
278,356
285
325
325
325
326
SAKARIS, PETER 269
SALCIDO, GINA 326
SALE, ANDREW 269
SALVADOR, LORETTA 326
SALYARD, ROBERT 269
SAMANIEGO, SOFI 326
SAMCOFF, CHRISTINE 269
SAMMON, SHARON 249,326
SAMPAIR, JAMES 19
SAMUELS, ROGER 231-2
SANCHEZ, ANALISA 127.326
SANCHEZ. KEVIN 326
SANCHEZ. MIRTHA 326
SANDERS. JOHN 269
SANDRI. DANIEL 278
SANFORD. LYNN 269
SANGUINETTI. GREGORY 326
SANGUINETTI. NANCY 326
SANTOS, HERBERT 269
SANTOS. LAURA 326
SANTOS. ROBERT 8.243.285
SAPIEN, CORINA 269
SAPORITO, CHARLES 285
SAPUNOR. STEPHEN 326
SARMIENTO. ANA 269
SARSFIELD. JOHN 285
SASAO, JEFF 269
SAUER, JULIE 269
SAVAGE, LEONARD 326
SAVAGE, PETER 285
SCAMAGAS, MARIA 278
SCARCELLA, JOHN 285
SCHAEFER, SCOTT 88.278
SCHAEFFER. PHYLLIS 326
SCHAPELHOUVIAN, HEWRIET 278
SCHELTER, INGRID 326
SCHEN, SOPHIA 326
SCHILLER, MARIANNE 269
SCHIMPELER, AMY 378
SCHLOTTERBECK, JOHN 285
SCHMIDT. JOHN 326
SCHMIDT. LISA 278
SCHMIDT, TIMOTHY 269
SCHMITZ, RICHARD 269
SCHNEIDER, WALTER 269
SCHOENBERGER. RICHARD 300,
305
SCHOENLANK, LAURA 249,285
SCHOOLEY, GAIL 326
SCHOTT, LISA 269
SCHRADER, KATHERINE 326
SCHRADER, NANCY 278
SCHREIBER, LISA 289
SCHREIBER, TERESA 269
SCHRUM. ALLAN 326
SCHUCK. ERIC 135.278
SCHULZ, RUDY 138
SCHUMACHER, CAROL 326
SCIACCA, JOSEPH 326
SCIBETTA, SUSAN 326
SCOLARI, ROBERT 285
SCOTT, ANDREW 326
SCOTT, KRISTY 66-7
SCOTT. McGregor 269
SCOTT. SHARON 269
SCURICH. ELIZABETH 278
SEAMAN. TIMOTHY 285
SEEVERS. HEIDI 269
SEIDEL. JOAN 269
SEIDLER, MARY 269
SEKERKA. MAURINE 326
SEMANS. JOHN 226
SEMONSEN. KEVIN 327
SENCION, JOHN 278
SENNA. MANUEL 269
SEREDA. STEPHANIE 269
SETO. SAM 327
SHARKEY. GREGORY 97-8.327
SHAUGHNESSY. MICHAEL 269
SHAW. BRANDY 327
SHEA, MARY 87,156,327
SHEEHAN, JOHN 77,327
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SHENEFIEL, KURTIS 269 STPIERRE, MARGARET 330
SHIEL, ELDENE 269 STUEHLER, PHILLIP 330
SHIKASHIO, JOHN 208 STUHR, JENNIFER 270
SHIMAMOTO. CHRIS 285 SUDEN, ELIZABETH 356
SHIMEG, ELIZABETH 327 SUDEN, JODI 356
SHINING, CHRISTOPHER 269 SUGIKAWA, JEAN 330
SHIOMOTO, ANN 327 SULLIVAN, CATHERINE 278
SHIPSEY, MARY 87,310,327 SUPAN, CATHERINE 330
SHIRLEY, VICTORIA 88,278 SUR, MARK 88,330
SHOCKLEE, MOLLY 278 SURMA, JOHN 330
SHREVE. CHARLES 249,327 SUTHERLAND, ADAIR 330
SHUCK, MARIE 278 SWENDSEN, MONICA 330
SHUPE, HEATHER 328 SYUFY, ELIZABETH 270
SIGLER, CHRISTOPHER 208 SZOBOSZLAY, ZOLTAN 330
SILVA, MARK 278
SILVA, ROBERT 328 T ABACK, LISA 270
SILVESTRI, JAMES 328 1 ABB, CHRISTOPHER 286
SIMON, JOHN 328 1 ABER, ERIN 270
SINTEK, JANA 269 TADDEUCCI, DOMINIC 270
SIRCAR, JOYA 278 TAGA, SCOTT 270
SISTEK, CHERYL 285 TAGGART, JENNIFER 286
SKELLEY, ANN 224,269 TAKLA, KAREEM 330
SKOWRONSKI, JAMES 286 TALLEY, KAREN 330
SKRBINA, CATHERINE 286 TAM, JENNY 270
SLAMA, GREGORY 269 TAMASHIRO, DAVID 270
SLY, JULIE 87,328 TAMURA, ANNE 330
SMART, CHRISTOPHER 286 TANAKA, STEPHEN 270
SMIT, ROSEMARY 269 TANGNEY, MARK 330
SMITH, ANN 108,328 TANNER, CHRISTOPHER 278
SMITH, ANNA 269 TAPAY, GREGORY 356
SMITH, GEOFFREY 328 TAPAY, STEPHANIE 330
SMITH, JEANNE 110 TARABINI, JOHN 330
SMITH, PATRICIA 328 TAVENNER, MARION 278
SMITH, PAUL 278 TAYLOR, JACQUELINE 330
SMITH, SHERRY 142-3,328 TEO, LUCY GIN 270
SMOKER, JEFFREY 328 TERESI, MARCI 286
SMOKER, PHILIP 278 TESTA, ELIZABETH 134,148,270
SMOLICH, JAMES 329 THANE, CAROL 330
SNIDER, VALARIE 329 THEIS, THOMAS 270
SNYDER, KELLY 73,101 THEIS, SUSAN 279
SOBERANIS, DAVID 80 THOMAS, ADAM 279
SODEN, DEBBIE 278 THOMAS, CHRISTINE 278
SOLARI, STACIE 329 THOMAS, ROBERT 279
SOLIZ, PAULA 278 THOMAS, ROXANNE 330
SOLOMON, LAURA 329 THOMPSON, PHILIP 330
SOMMERVILLE, JONATHAN 278 THOMPSON, WAYNE 330
SOREM, DAVID 88,278 THOMSON, SYDNEY 330
SOTOODEH-KHOO, TIDWELL, MICHELLE 330
HOOMAN 329 TING, HORACE 330
SPEAR, T. J. 278 TOH, BOON 260
SPEAR, THEODORE 329 TOLLER, TERESA 331
SPINOLA, STEVEN 329,356 TOMLINSON, JENINE 331
SQUERI, THOMAS 329 TOMPKINS, NORA 270
SQUIER, ALYNN 323-4,286 TORR, BRIAN 331
STACK, PENELOPE 204-5,329 TORRES, DIANA 103,105
STAIR, CAROL 270 TOSTE. COLLEEN 270
STANKUS, ROBERT 88,329 TOWER, STEVE 270
STANLEY, LISA 68,300,330 TROTTER, MICHAEL 122
STANTON, CAROL 286 TSENG, KENNETH 270
STAPLETON, JAMES 278 TUCKER, JOAN 261,279
STARKWEATHER, AMY TUNG, MIMI 74
STARLIPER, STEVEN 286 TUOSTO, RICHARD 8,243,
STATON, TERIC 286 247,286
STEIN, CHARLOTTE 287 TURBEVILLE, SUZANNE 331
STEIN. THOMAS 270 TURNER, DEBRA 331
STEINBRONN, BETH 278 TWOMEY, LISA 286
STEWART, LINDSI 270
STEWART, LORIN 115
1 1 , JASMINE 270
STIMSON, LAURA 286 1 1 JITA, DAVID 331
STINSON, SHAWN 330 ^^ LMER, KAREN 203-4,286
STIVERS, MICHAEL 270 ULOWETZ, KIRSTEN 8,92,237,356
STONE, MARIA 286 UNGER, DANA 331
UNTI, GREGORY 331 WEBER, MARIE 279
URETA, JOSEPHINE 331 WEBER, MARY A. 160,333
UYECHI, MARLENE 331 WEBER, MARY T. 160,270.356
WEDGE, DANIEL 270
\ / ACCARO, SALVATORE 235 WEEKES, MONICA 333\/ ALADEZ, JOYCE 332 WEGENER, MICHAEL 270V ALADEZ, JUDY 87,332 WEHR, MICHAEL 270
VALDEZ, LISA 279 WELCH, KAREN 109,261,279
VALDEZ, VICTOR 279 WELDON, DANIELLE 270
VALDIVIA, EDWARD 279 WELLER, THERESA 333
VALERIOTE, PATRICK 286,332 WELSH, JUDITH 333
VALLE, JORGE 270 WELSH, JULIE 279
VALLE, JUAN 286 WELTY, MARY 286
VANBOOM, CATHERINE 332 WENDLAND, JOHN 286
VANDENBERGHE, ALEXIS 270 WESTLAKE, ELLEN 286
VANDERHORST, FRANCESCA 270 WHEATLEY, WILLIAM 286
VANHASSELT, WHELAN, MICHAEL 8,92,95,137,
CHRISTOPHER 270,356 241,356
VANNUCCI, ERIN 286 WHETSTONE, CHRIS 114,333
VANOS, NICHOLAAS 196 WHITAKER, ROBERT 333
VANRUITEN, THERESA 270 WHITE, FRANKLIN 270
VANTUYLE, EDITH 270 WHITE, SUSAN 286
VARACALLI, PAULA 270 WHITE, THERESE 123,286
VARNI, JOHN 286 WILKINS, JOHN 226
VASCONI, TINA 332 WILLETTE, CYNTHIA 270
VAUGHN, CARLA 332 WILLIAMS, ROBERT 270
VELLA, JOSEPH 382 WILLIAMS, DERRYL 4,195-7
VENEZIA, MICHAEL 286 WILLIAMS, GEORGE 333
VENTRY, KATHRYN 270 WILLIAMS, KATHLEEN 333
VERBICA, PEARLE 270 WILLIAMS, STEPHANIE 333
VERHEYDEN, EVELYNE 279 WILLIAMS, TRACY 220,333
VERTONGEN, TONY 208,286 WILLS, STEPHEN 286
VILLA, STEVEN 187,190 WILNER, STEPHEN 103,128,333
VILLARREAL, MANUEL 286 WILSON, CHRISTOPHER 126,270
VINCENT, DAWN 286 WILSON, D'ANDREA 334
VIZZARD, RENEE 332 WILSON, GREGORY 270
VLAHOS, CHRISTOPHER 332 WILSON, KATHLEEN 179,279
VOGELSANG, KEVIN 286 WINCHELL, EILEEN 279
VOJVODICH, KIM 279 WINKENBACH, DENISE 286
VOLLSTEDT, MICHAEL 279 WINTER, RALPH 279
VONDERAHE, MARGARET 279 WITTRY, BRYON 270
VONTIESENHAUSEN, ANNE 204 WOLFFE, PETER 334
VORSATZ, ELIZABETH 286 WONG, DICKSON 334
VOSS, MARGARET 332 WONG, GARRETT 270
VOSS, SANDRA 333 WONG, SHEILA 334
VUKOVATZ, DEANNA 333 WONG, SHERYL 334
VUKOVIC, ROBERT 333 WOOD, PATRICIA 270
WOOD, SARAH 270
\ k 1 AAL, ROBERT 8,243, WOODS, ALLISON 334
\A/ 286,356 WRAA, DAMIAN 270W V ACHTER, PETER 119, WRAY, MARY 270
179,286 WRIN, JOSEPH 334
WACKERMAN, JOSEPH 333 WROBLICKY, STEVEN 279
WADE, PHILLIP 270
WAGENBACH, JOHN 286 \ / AMADA, KELLYANN 279
WAGGONER, SALLY 333 Y AMADA, NATALIE 270
WALKER, DEBORAH 333 1 AO, GRETTA 92.279
WALKER, TAMMERA 333 YIH, RENEE 270
WALLACE, BRIAN SCOTT 333 YNEGAS, RANDOLPH 334
WALSON, STEVEN 241 YODER. GREGORY 334
WALTER, BRUCE 270,271 YONTS, MELISSA 270
WALTERS, KEVIN 231-2,333 YOUNG, PHYLLIS 126
WARD, CATHERINE 333 YOUNG, SANDRA 334
WARD, VIVIAN 300,305,333
WARGO, THOMAS 333 "7 ANELLO, SYLVIA 270
WARREN, LYNN 333 / AVADIL, MARY 334
WASHINGTON, MARY 279 ^— BIN, DAVID 334
WATHEN, EILEEN 333 ZECHER, VANESSA 279
WATSON, STEPHEN 126,356,256 ZSOKA, GABOR 279
WEAVER, ALLEN 270
WEBB, JAMES 279
WEBER, ANASTASIA 151
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there's room on the
Bronco Bench
...foryoul
IT IS THE ONLY OFFICIAL SUPPLEMENT FOR SUCCESS
A gift the the BENCH is
a gift to SANTA CLARA
and as such it is TAX
DEDUCTIBLE to the
extent provided
by law.
Phone: 984-4566
Bronco Bench Foundation, Inc.
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CUSTOM PORTRAITS
COMMERCIAL
PUBLICITY
COPIES & R ESTOR ATIONS
' WEDDINGS
PASSPORTS 8. IDS
.SENIOR PORTRAITS
TWO LOCATIONS:
, 2235 THE ALAMEDA
SANTA CLARA* 296 1016
2924 ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY
• (Near Foxworthy Ave.)
SAN JOSE •265-81 71
mBANK
OFAMERICA
Santa Clara Main
El Camino-Kiely office
San Tomas Industrial Park
900 Lafayette
2900 El Camino Real
2925 Scott Boulevard
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From compacts for |
the dorm to large
built-ins for your
dream house
SEE THE SPECIALISTS IN
Kitchen & Laundry Appliances
fc^w*.-<-4i,V *i^ ^*«,5&i.^N«!ifV„^<f>
Pr^i^ ^^4.^
UNIVERSITY
1391 FRANKLIN, SANTA clara Phone 244-6500
"Serving the Valley Since 1919"
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AUTO STEREO ... FOR THE CRITICAL DRIVER
Many decks
ModeJ 7336
BODY BY LAMBORGHINI . . . HIGH FIDELITY BY ALPINE
Alpine Car Audio
Amps
Equalizers
ivJUUCi JUUO
Model 3011
Large selection of speakers
ModeJ 6207
CENTURY STEREO . . . (408) 998-7474
PRODUCTS BY ALPINE
SYSTEMS BY CENTURY So. Bascom, S.J.
620 So. Bascom, S. J.
352
Compliments of
Wholesale Retail
253 Race Street
P.O. Box 28385
San Jose, California
95159
408-294-6161
353
DO YOU LIKE THIS BOOK?
1983's can be even
better if you help!
Positions open for writers, photographers,
layout designers, editors, artists, typists,
salespeople and friends. To apply, see Char
Hart in the Redwood office in Benson
basement or call 984-4051
THE REDWOOD
Come and see what we
have to offer — it could
be your best move yet.
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FINISHED, BUT NOT FINISHED
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There is at least one truth about growth:
from certain vantage points and at certain
times, it is imperceptible. The growth of The
Valley, the growth of students, the growth
of the University community — all are, at
times, difficult to see clearly. So, too, the
amount of our growth this year, the growth
of the mind, the heart, and the body
represented in these few pages, may still be
imperceptible to most of us at present. But
perhaps tomorrow, or in a few years, we will
leaf through this edition of the Redwood
and realize how many opportunities pre-
sented themselves to us within this one year
— opportunities which contributed to our
potential for growth and to the accomplish-
ment of our goals. If this is perceived at
some time, then the 1982 Redwood will
have accomplished what it intended.
Growth is the underlying theme and driving
force behind the stories contained in this
book. This has been our attempt to freeze
— just for a moment —^ the ever-growing
community of the University of Santa Clara.
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